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OD Matters
Celebrating ODiN at 20
Chris Rodgers
On 21 June 2019, the OD Innovation Network (ODiN) will be 20 years
old. With this in mind, ODiN Member, Bob MacKenzie suggested that it
would be fitting to put together this special edition of AMED’s journal eOrganisations & People (e-O&P), for which he serves as
commissioning editor. In acknowledging and celebrating this milestone,
the aim was that this would develop as a creative collaboration
between ODiN and AMED, in a spirit of critical friendship (MacKenzie,
2015). Excited by the prospect, I invited members to submit proposals
for potential articles, based on the broad topic of “OD Matters”. This
reprised the theme that had been explored more informally by
members on the occasion of the network’s tenth anniversary in 2009.
As before, I suggested that the word “matters” might be interpreted in a number of ways. That is, matter as
"substance" – covering the nature and scope of OD; matter as "subject" – relating to issues and questions in
OD; matter as "trouble" – addressing concerns or difficulties with OD; and matter as "being of importance" –
dealing with why OD is important and how it can make a difference.
Thirteen ODiN members responded to the challenge, by submitting the articles that form the core of this
publication. A number of them, together with other members of the network, also answered my later request
for them to send me details of any books that they have published. The extensive list of titles that resulted
adds further richness to this celebratory edition of e-O&P, which will form the centrepiece of the 20th
Anniversary meeting of ODiN on 9 July.

Introduction
In my initial invitation for members to submit articles, I suggested that the acronym “OD” can itself be
translated in three different ways. Most commonly, it is used to mean either Organisation Design or
Organisation Development, dependent upon context and/or local precedent. Most current members of ODiN
would – I believe – think of their practice primarily in terms of the latter. Some practitioners go so far as to
combine the two, referring to their practice as “OD&D”. Underlying each of the above, though, are the
underlying dynamics of organisation. In short, how whatever happens, happens. The third ‘OD’ of the trio,
therefore, refers to organisational dynamics.
In this editorial, I have begun by providing an overview of each of the articles and drawn out a number of
common themes. I have then put this celebratory issue in the context of ODiN, outlining the origins and
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formative years of the network, setting out the full 20 years of meetings in a sidebar and noting one or two
significant events in its history. I hope that you will find this compilation interesting and - especially as
regards the articles - informative and thought-provoking.

Overview of the articles
The items in this edition can usefully be grouped
under five general themes. The first of these sets
out some of the difficulties that can arise in giving
voice to one’s concerns and aspirations in the
midst

of

the

power-related

dynamics

of

organisation. In the context of OD, this underlines
the importance of finding one’s voice, as well as
enabling others to find theirs. The second theme
relates to two strands of thinking about organisation
and management that arose during the second
quarter of the 20th Century. The authors here argue
that these have contributed significantly to the
foundations of OD. The third group of articles
offers some diverse perspectives on OD practice;

Navigating the snakes and ladders of OD principles and
practice

embracing all three of the ‘ODs’ that I mentioned

earlier. Following these considerations of what constitutes leading-edge OD practice today, are three equally
diverse offerings under the theme of facing the future. These consider how OD practice might need to
change (and/or how it ought to change) to deal with a different future – whether dominated by shifts in
technology, or intensely human in its approach. Our final author issues a call to arms for OD practitioners,
making the case for them to apply their skills in the service of those who are seeking to address some of the
major challenges that are emerging in the world at large.
Giving voice and enabling others to find theirs
The journal begins with a powerful reflection by Ajoy Datta on the challenges that he faced in trying to shift
the patterns of management practice within an agency working in the field of international development. In
Complexity, contradictions and struggle: facilitating OD for international development, he charts both the
barriers he came up against and the new insights he gained. In particular, he recounts how he sought to
highlight the differences between the approaches that managers advocated for clients to use and the ways in
which they behaved internally. Ajoy’s story underlines the centrality of voice in bringing about change and in
building coalitions of support for new ways of working and new ways of being.
With this in mind, Alison Donaldson gives voice to her own experience of seeking to be heard – and of
helping the voices of others to be heard. In Voice Matters: a personal story about learning to speak and
listen in groups, she charts her path towards the finding of her own voice and the development of what she
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calls “conversational practice”. She argues that it’s in seeking to enhance the quality of one’s own and
others’ participation in the everyday conversational life of organisation that the route to more meaningful –
and potentially more successful – organisational performance can be found. Both Alison’s and Ajoy’s stories
highlight the impact that power relations have on the nature and functioning of organisation, and on the
outcomes that emerge.
Foundations of OD
The next two articles carry forward this important theme of seeking to enable the voices and choices of
everyone to be heard and acted upon. The authors explore the important contributions to OD thinking and
practice that have been provided by, on the one hand, Mary (Parker) Follett and, on the other, the early
advocates of humanistic management. In the first of these, My friend Mary: getting to know Mary Follett,
development pioneer, Jonathan Wilson explores the life and work of a truly great advocate of progressive
management (and, by inference, OD) practice.

In doing so, he draws lessons from these that are as

resonant today as they were in the 1930s and ‘40s.
In a similar vein, Gary Pass asks us to join him on his inquiry into the extent to which modern OD, and
organisational practice more generally, is rooted in the principles of humanistic psychology and the
management practices that are derived from these. In The humanistic roots of OD: a reclamation? he offers
his emerging thoughts on this ‘hidden history’. His aim in doing so is to provoke wider engagement in the
challenge of creating what he calls, “healthy human conditions for success and wellbeing at work”.
Perspectives on OD practice
Drawing on these and other foundations of OD, the subsequent five articles offer different perspectives on
how the principles of OD might be realised in practice. Bill Critchley, in his exposition of The new practice
of organisation consulting, introduces us to what he terms, “living inquiry”. This is based on a complex social
process view of organisational dynamics, in which organisation emerges in the ongoing process of
conversational interaction.
Sharon Varney also adopts a complexity-based view of organisation and OD practice. However, in her
explanation of an OD-based framework for advancing change practice, she roots her understanding in the
notion of organisation as a complex adaptive system. She goes on to explore three strands of OD in the
context of organisational change - strands which she refers to as diagnostic, dialogic and dynamic.
In his article entitled Digital Transformation: costly distraction or Holy Grail? Mark Anfilogoff questions the
means by which technology is used in the service of organisational change and performance. In particular,
he contrasts the rapid advancement and willing adoption of physical technologies with the limited ways in
which technology and related practices have been embraced by those using project management disciplines
to effect change. He also stresses the centrality of human interaction, and the importance of promoting agile
thinking and practices, to the effective delivery of change and performance.
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On a related theme, Daniel Thornton critiques the widespread advocacy and adoption of so-called “best
practice”, as a supposed route to superior organisational performance. As an approach that bears the stamp
of scientific rationality, it seemingly offers universal, context-free truths and assured success. In What’s
wrong with best practice in organisations? he argues that this smacks more of bad practice than best
practice. Instead, he offers a way forward that he sees as being much more congruent with the complex
reality of organisation.
To complete this section, Tony Page extols the virtue of using writing as a means of unlocking people’s
creative resources for personal and organisational benefit. In We can all be Writers … with a capital ‘W’, he
shows how writing can be used – by OD practitioners and clients alike – as a means of gaining greater selfand other-awareness; as a basis for generating more imaginative ways forward; and, echoing our opening
theme, as another way of ‘giving voice’ to our thoughts and feelings.
Facing the future
Armed with these insights into various strands of OD practice, what challenges might managers and OD
practitioners face in the future? And how might these perspectives and methodologies best be deployed? In
an article that draws on his November 2018 ODiN session, Paul Levy challenges us to consider the possible
implications of rapidly advancing technologies on OD practice. Using a scenario-based approach, he
transports us forwards 10, 20 and 30 years. As he does so, he exposes and explores an organisational world
that is infused with so-called artificial intelligence, as well as with ever-advancing forms of virtual and
augmented reality. In Facilitating robots: how will OD facilitation change in the emerging digital future? he
takes us on a fascinating journey into the might-be world of potential organisational futures; challenging us
along the way to consider how we might anticipate and respond - both practically and ethically - to the issues
that emerge.
By way of complete contrast, Louise Redmond sets out the case for OD specialists to help corporate clients
look beyond the various means that they might use in pursuit of maximising shareholder value. She argues
that they should use their knowledge and skills to help managers address The purpose of the corporation –
that is, attending to the ‘Why?’ as well as the ‘How?’ of organisational performance. In particular, she
maintains that there is a need for practitioners to help managers shift the fundamental reason for being of
their corporations to ones which better serve the interests of all of those involved and which seek to enhance
the quality of human being.
Finally here, in our consideration of a potentially different future for OD practice, Nick Wright provides a
beautiful account of time he spent in the Philippines, in the company of a local woman called Jasmin. Under
the evocative title, A radical heart: lessons in love and leadership from Jasmin in the Philippines, his story
provides a glimpse of true leadership. He sees this as an outcome that emerges from the day-to-day actions
and interactions of ordinary people (that is to say, people like us) who, through their in-the-moment actions,
achieve extra-ordinary things. Leadership is not – as it is so often portrayed in mainstream OD - an elite
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practice confined to a few, high-profile and formally appointed individuals. Future OD practice needs to
reflect this reality, emphasising the essentially human and relational nature of organisation and the everpresent possibility of acts of leadership.
A call to arms
To complete the collection of articles, Pete Burden addresses, head-on, the question of the importance of
OD in today’s world. He argues that OD Matters – a lot! Against the backcloth of recent developments in OD
practice, as well as what he describes as “threats to the well-being of humanity, and indeed even to our very
existence”, he maintains that OD practitioners have knowledge and skills that might usefully be deployed in
addressing some of these issues. His contribution provides a fitting close to this suite of articles, in the form
of a call to arms for OD practitioners. He argues that, as OD professionals, we should use our talents to help
mobilise the collective action of people beyond the conventional ‘boundaries’ of OD practice. In doing so, we
can help others in the wider community to become better equipped to meet current and emerging challenges
– whatever they happen to be.
Common threads
In reflecting on this tapestry of views on ‘matters OD’, it seems to me that there are a number of common
threads woven throughout the various articles. These provide some useful provocations to stimulate further
thinking and practice, including:
▪

The centrality of human being and human interaction to leadership, performance and change.

▪

The importance of enabling the voices and choices of everyone to emerge and be taken seriously,
both in spoken and written form.

▪

The challenge of recognising, valuing and seeking to integrate difference, without losing the
challenge and creativity that difference brings.

▪

The value of drawing insights from early thinkers and practitioners in the broad field of organisation
and management practice, and translating these into the current context.

▪

The significance of purpose – both individual and collective, espoused and actual – in shaping what
happens.

▪

The increasingly ubiquitous nature of technology and its potential effect on people’s participation,
practice and performance – both positive and negative.

▪

The continuing need to enable and exploit organisational ‘agility’, in the broadest sense of the word

▪

The need for an ethical grounding to OD practice.

▪

Recognition of the power-related nature of human interaction – and, hence, of organisation.

▪

The need to take complexity seriously.
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In their own write… a catalogue of books written by ODiN members
In further celebration of ODiN’s 20th anniversary, the articles in
this edition are followed by a list of books that have been written
by current members of the network. This showcases another of
the ways in which members have sought to influence people’s
understanding and practice of organisation and management
(as well as recognising a few examples in which they have
ventured into other genres).
Books, of course, are not the only ways in which members have used the written word to disseminate their
ideas. Many more have published articles in this and other journals, as well as producing research papers
and so on. So, we also acknowledge those in the ODiN network whose offerings – like those in this journal –
will have been no less influential in helping to shape people’s knowledge and skills in the broad field of OD.
However, for reasons of space and time, we have not been able to include the details of these publications
here.

Twenty years of ODiN: 1999-2019
To complete this editorial, I have set out below a pen
picture of the first 20 years of the OD Innovation
Network itself.
Pre-History
The origins of ODiN can be traced back to the early
1990s. In a previous life, it existed as a peer-network
SCHEDULE OF ODiN MEETINGS

of senior managers from large-scale organisations in
by Price Waterhouse’s Global Leader of Change,
Colin Price. When he moved to the USA in 1997, the

Establishing the network - Terry Mills

1999

both the public and private sectors. The group was run

ODiN name adopted
Initial meeting details lost in the annals of time!

meetings continued briefly but soon fell into abeyance.
Thankfully, in February 1999, Unigate’s Terry Mills

of the network, to see if there was an appetite for

2000

moved to close the gap. He wrote to former members

Details of early meetings lost

meetings to continue without PW’s sponsorship and

Partnership Working - Naomi Stanford
Career Path Appreciation -Gillian Stamp
Collaborative Working: Concepts, Themes and
Models - Danny Chesterman

facilitation. In response, a dozen of us attended the
inaugural meeting of what is now ODiN, at BA’s
Waterside headquarters on 21 June 1999 (see the list
of Attendees in the Box, below).
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Shadow-side Dynamics - Chris Rodgers

ATTENDEES AT THE INAUGURAL
MEETING – 2 JUNE 1999

Complexity and the Shadow Side of Organisations Ralph Stacey

2001

Terry Mills, Unigate
Naomi Stanford, British Airways*
Derek Brimley, British Airways*

Introducing Complexity into Organisations: Tools
and Techniques - Rowena Davis
Managing Complexity in Local Government - Danny
Chesterman

Neil Robertson, British Airways

Attractive Leadership - Jack Fallow

Geoff Merchant, Cabinet Office

Risk and Uncertainty (1) - Geoff Merchant and Terry
Bowden

Christine Larson, Express Ltd
Risk and Uncertainty (2) - Gill Marsh, Louise
Redmond, Naomi Stanford, Jonathan Slater

Louise Redmond, SmithKline Beecham*

Changing Conversational Patterns - Chris Blantern

Andrew Ironside, Salomons

2002

Jack Fallow, Gasforce Ltd
Terry Bowden, Barclays
Alan Saunders, BIOSS

Risk and Uncertainty (3) - Group Learning
Leadership: Gas Force Case Study - Jack Fallow
Barclays Leadership: How to Build Enterprise-Wide
Leadership - Terry Bowden
Scottish Leadership Foundation - Zoë van
Zwanenberg

and me*, the biggest of big cheeses from
Chris Rodgers Consulting Ltd.

Emergent Change - Fiona Ellis and Peter Binns
Writing in Organisations - Alison Donaldson

*Current members – MAR 2019

Storytelling in Organisations - Julie Allan

2003

Taking off at British Airways
In the period between my first, informal conversation

Engaging Staff in Delivering Change Projects - Sally
Cantello, Rowena Davis and Fran Spencer
Barclays Leadership Programme Update - Terry
Bowden and Barclays Managers
Cross-Cultural Leadership - Chris Brewster and
Fran Spencer

with Terry and the BA launch meeting, I had left the
generating company, National Power, and started life

only person in the room who was not employed by a
large organisation. And a couple of those at the
meeting were not too keen on having a consultant in
their midst! After a brief exchange on the subject, I

2004

as an independent consultant. As a result, I was the

Cultural Assessment Tool - Fiona Anderson
Leadership in Practice – Group discussion

Luckily (for me at least) Naomi Stanford had just

She suggested that

leaving at that stage might be a little precipitate and

2005

aims and ways of working.

Survey of members to assess the interest in
continuing with the Network.

Relaunch at Cass Business School …

offered to withdraw from the yet-to-be-formed network.
agreed to facilitate a discussion on the new network’s

“Shaping the Way We Work”: Achieving cultural
transformation and business benefits - Fiona
Anderson and Ken Wright

Stimulating learning and change by cultivating
communities of practice and narrative writing Elizabeth Lank and Alison Donaldson
Organisational Change at BA Following Events of 11
September 2001 - Sara Smart

that it would probably be better for the group to take

Perspectives on Leadership (stimulated by “Sid’s
Heroes”) - Chris Rodgers

stock of how things were working after six months or

System-Centred Theory - Rowena Davis

so.
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This was eventually agreed – with one caveat. One

System-Centred Training - Rowena Davis and Sally
Klein

of those present was (quite rightly) adamant that the

Introduction to Cass Centre for Leadership, Learning
and Change - David Sims

network should not become a forum for selling
I readily agreed to that

principle, which remains central to ODiN’s ethos to

2006

consultancy services.

this day. And, thanks to Naomi’s timely intervention,

Using Storytelling to Develop a Leadership Framework
at BA - Sara Smart
Using Story as a Medium for Transformational Change
- Geoff Mead
Use of Writing and Narrative in Organisations - Alison
Donaldson

I’m also still here! An extract from Terry Mills’s notes

Leading Change through Informal Coalitions - Chris
Rodgers

of that first meeting are reproduced in the Appendix.

Followership - Danny Chesterman

The ODiN name

name for the new network, I suggested (half-jokingly)

2007

At the end of our initial discussions on the proposed
that we should consider calling it “ODiN” (the OD

Organisational Design - Christine Irwin
ROI of Coaching - Cathy Fennell

mythology, I also agreed to check if there was a ‘fit’

The Evolution of Organisations and their Response to
Change - Cathy Dunn, Andreas Priestland and Hilary
Rowland

between the mythological characteristics of Odin and

Open Space event; What do we bring to each other as
members of ODiN? - Andrew Miller and Gary Pass

those of our proposed network. I set out the results of

2008

from which is included below. As I said at the time,

Brand and Culture - Fiona Anderson
Leadership Blind Spots - Karen Blakeley

Innovation Network). Since Odin was a god in Norse

my very brief search in a note to members, an extract

Thought Leadership - Robin Ryde

“there are some definite links, if we wish to make

What Makes You a Leader? - David Lett
Words and Pictures: Arts Practices as Organisational
Interventions - Dawn Langley
Taking a Solutions Focus – New Approaches to
Organisational Development - Paul Z Jackson

them.”

Strength-Based Organisation: Applying a Positive
Focus to Organisational Issues - Nicky Page

ODiN
NLP – A Critical Appreciation for Managers and
Developers - Paul Tosey

OD INNOVATION NETWORK

Globalisation – What does it mean for OD
Practitioners? - Naomi Stanford

According to Norse mythology, Odin was the greatest
of the gods: the supreme creator and god of everything

great magical powers, which he gained by drinking from
the wellspring of knowledge.

2009

from wisdom to war - including culture! He possessed

His desire for learning

OD Practice in the UK - Sharon Varney and Valerie
Garrow
ODiN 10th Anniversary: Communication Magic Dexter Moscow and Marc Paul
Storytelling, Leadership and Change - Tony Page and
Philip Goodwin

was so great that he gave up his right eye to drink from

Dialogue: How to Create Change in Organisations
through Conversation -Sarah Rozenthuler and Sarah
Hill

this well of knowledge.
Wisdom, the desire for knowledge, culture and war

Applying Improvisation - Belina Raffy

well. I’m not sure that we would agree to give up our

Mental Toughness and OD - Doug Strycharczyk

right eyes to drink from the well of (our collective)

Developing Leaders through Coaching - Gill How and
Zoey Hudson

knowledge, but six days a year ought to be a
reasonable substitute!

2010

(strategy /winning/ defeating the competition) all fit very

Best Practice in OD Evaluation - Liz Finney and Carol
Jefkins
The Search for Leadership: An Organisational
perspective - Bill Tate

14 September 1999

The Elephants Under the Table: What are yours? Julian Burton and Sam Deeks
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And so, on 14 September 1999, the ODiN name was
adopted. A couple of years later, I pointed out that

Coaching as Organisational Development: Meet the
panel - Paul Z Jackson and a range of authors of
articles in e-O&P

Odin’s warriors were known as Berserks!

Is that Wise? - Julie Allan

Highly

with one of the original ideas, that ODiN might be

2011

appropriate, I think! And this seemed to fit very well
used to test out “Barking Mad” thinking (see Appendix

Metaphors, Ways of Thinking and Organisational
Intervention: Cliff Oswick
Getting Engaged: Jonathan Wilson and Doug Shaw
Is your organisation fully charged? How to boost and
sustain an organisation's energy - Bernd Vogel

below). Several years later, a member drew attention

Organisational Cultural Dynamics - Nick Wright

to the less appealing nature of ODiN’s attributes. By
then, though, the name was well established and

The ODiNpic Games 2012 - Nicky Maiden and Paul Z
Jackson

comfortingly familiar to members.

Leadership and Change: It’s People not Rocket
Science - Jennifer Bryan

A schedule of the ODiN meetings that have taken

2012

Ups, downs and ups again

An action learning session on members’ issues and
challenges of the moment - Deborah Booth and Karen
Maxwell

place over the past 20 years is included in the

The Wiggly World of Organisational Dynamics - Chris
Rodgers

sidebar. There are a few gaps at the beginning, when

The Next Framework - Mark Baxter

meetings were convened by ‘snail mail’ and most of

Landscape of the Mind - Kate Hopkinson

the records – and people’s recollections - are now

Informal Learning: What is all the fuss about? - Paul
Matthews

long gone. In the early years, meetings were held on

The Three Revolutions of Organisation Design - Giles
Slinger

members’ premises; and finding these became an
difficult

task

for

Terry Mills,

who

continued to organise the sessions at that time.

2013

increasingly

Attendance was also an issue from time to time. I
recall that there were only about half-a-dozen people

A Reflexive Twist on Action Learning: Immersed
Reflexivity and the Co-Construction of Identity - Rob
Warwick and Douglas Board
Host Leadership: Dancing between hero and servant
in a new yet ancient metaphor for leaders - Mark
McKergow
Organisational Health: An Integrated Approach to
Building Optimum Performance - Naomi Stanford

at the meeting that I led on the shadow side of

The Craft of Relational Consulting - Bill Critchley

organisations in January 2001. And the network
Words that Change Cultures - Janine Waldman

nearly folded altogether in March 2004, when current

The Business Case for Love: How courageous leaders
build strong sustainable organisations - Christine
Miller

members Fiona Anderson and Ken Wright ran an
excellent session on cultural transformation.

Their

of us at the Royal Mail headquarters in Old Street.

2014

efforts were rewarded by the attendance of just three

‘Morganisation Design’: Group Conversations based
on reflective paper by Gareth Morgan - Chris Rodgers
Developing the Agile, Engaged Organisation - Linda
Holbeche
The 31 Practices: Release the power of your
organisation values every day - Alison Whybrow and
Alan Williams
The Collusion of mediocrity as the curse of OD - Paul
Levy
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As a result of this, the remaining meetings in 2004

Inquiring into the Role of the Facilitator - Bill Critchley
and Chris Rodgers

were cancelled and Fiona volunteered to carry out an

The Remarkable Mary Parker Follett: Ideas We Need
Today - Jonathan Wilson and Pete Burden

ad hoc survey of members to see if there was still any

poor attendance in March, people were generally
enthusiastic to continue – provided that the logistical

Shifting from Complaining and Blaming to ProblemSolving: Using Writing to Sensemake and Learn from
Practice - Rowena Davis

2015

interest in continuing with the network. Despite the

Finding the strength in vulnerability - Jo McHale

problems could be sorted out. And so, towards the

Beyond Performance - In Pursuit of Organisational
Health - Colin Price

end of 2004, Rowena Davis and I decided that we

Building a culture, a leadership team and… a bank Anne-Marie Lister

would try to resurrect the network.
Developing Trusting Relationships at Work - Rob
Warwick and Alison Donaldson

Jack Fallow, the third attendee at the March session,

A World Café on Evidence-Based Practice - Jonathan
Wilson and Chris Rodgers

reminded us that Cass Business School’s David Sims
had previously offered to ‘house’ the meetings. When

first re-launched meeting was held in January 2005,
led – appropriately – by Fiona Anderson.

2016

I contacted him, he enthusiastically agreed; and the

Moral and Ethical Dilemmas in Organisation - Jeremy
Clare

Thanks to David Sims’s successor, Cliff Oswick, we

"A Sense of wonder": Exploring ways of seeing,
thinking, and feeing in a complex world - Roger Niven
ODiN EXTRA: From "caring for" to "caring about": An
exploration of the role of leadership in the
contemporary NHS - Mark Cole
ODiN: Bringing Purpose to Life - Pete Burden and Rob
Warwick

continue to meet at Cass whenever they are able to

ODiN’s ‘Room 101’: Design, Development and
Dynamics - Johnathan Wilson with guests: Nick
Richmond, Linda Holbeche and Bill Critchley

accommodate us.

Speaking truth to power: Silencing self and others at
work: an inquiry into OD possibilities - John Higgins
Developing an Anti-Hubris Toolkit: Eugene SadlerSmith and Graham Robinson

2017

Thinking about Organisational Development and some
of its most recent methods: Taking Complexity
Seriously - Chris Mowles
Finding our Place: An introduction to Systemic
Coaching and Constellations - Sarah Rozenthuler and
Edward Rowland
Exploring leadership through the lens of relational
practices, creativity and learning in the space between
- Julian Burton and Chris Hayes
Using Processes of Counter-factualization in Dialogic
OD Interventions - Cliff Oswick

ODiN at Cass
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Terry’s legacy

Humanistic Management: Introduction and critical
review - Christina Schwabenland

The rest, as they say, is history! However, it would be

Dialogical Approach(es) to Organisational
Development - Member-initiated conversations

remiss of me not to highlight the vital part played by

and organising the meetings in the early years.

Systems-Centered® Functional subgrouping: a
method for solving problems and resolving conflict Rowena Davis and Peter Burden

2018

Terry Mills in picking up the baton from PW in 1998

Imperfect Love and the exceptional Leader: Coaching
the childhood story - Sarah Hill and Donata Caira

Sadly, he died suddenly and unexpectedly on 27
December 2005, but his legacy lives on in what is

Agile: More than the latest fad? - Kate Griffiths and
Kath Roberts

now a vibrant and thriving network of external

OD in the age of Artificial Intelligence, Robots and
Cyborgs: The Future is Here - Paul Levy

consultants and in-house practitioners.
The New Science of Great Teams – Will Thomas
Where Community Development meets Organisation
Development - Matt Scott

Set out below is an extract from the notes that Terry

Introduction to the Viable System Model - Patrick
Hoverstadt

Mills produced after the first meeting.

2019

Appendix

ODiN 20th Anniversary - OD Matters: A celebration Members
How to generate real dialogue and facilitate the
change that is needed - Caroline Pakel
Crafting stories for impact - Paul Z Jackson
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This gives a flavour of some of the expectations and principles that were agreed at the start of the group. I
took away an action to turn these into a formal outline of the network, and the latest version of this is only
marginally changed from the original.
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Complexity, contradictions and
struggle
Facilitating change in the international
development sector
Ajoy Datta
Most people in the international development sector know how difficult it is
to achieve change, given real-world complexities. But while people
acknowledge complexity in their rhetoric, they do not necessarily follow this
through in their practice. And people who do take complexity seriously are
more likely to do so in their engagement ‘out there’ with external actors, but
not ‘in here’ in the facilitation of change in their own organisations. In this
article, drawing on an autoethnographic approach, I reflect on my own
experience of delivering pre-packaged solutions to key development
challenges; learning about their limitations, in light of being exposed to
complexity ‘ideas’; and then bringing these ideas to the group of people I
worked with. I describe how I tried to persuade colleagues to take more
seriously the complexity of human interaction, not only in relation to the support that we were providing to
other agencies, but also to the management of our own organisation. I explain the strong reactions this
stirred amongst senior managers, and the painful memories this evoked in me of difficult relationships I
encountered during my childhood. Ultimately, I highlight the risky nature of organisational development; the
need to be curious about where others ‘stand’ in relation to anyone who seeks to serve as an OD facilitator,
and the support that a mentor and support group can play during this endeavour.
Keywords
international development, organisational development, think tank, influencing policy, complexity, control and
predictability, taking complexity seriously

The context
For nine years I worked for an organisation which called itself an international development think tank, in a
programme which over the years involved between 10 and 15 staff. Our work aimed to help others in the
‘development sector’ to get research findings ‘off the shelf and into policy and practice’. When I joined the
programme, much work had already been done in exploring how change happened in various contexts and,
in particular, in understanding the role played by research evidence in influencing (primarily) government
policies. They concluded that policy was complex, non-linear and multifactorial and that, in many contexts,
policies were only weakly informed by research evidence (Young and Mendizabal, 2009).
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Programme staff published various papers over the years, including 50 case studies (Court and Young,
2003) of how research was used to inform policy change, and an exploration (Ramalingam et al, 2008) of
what complexity concepts meant for international development and humanitarian practice more generally.
When I took up my post in 2008, others in the team had already done a lot of thinking about what this
complexity might mean in practical terms - for supporting people to promote change, using research as the
primary resource. Soon afterwards, this thinking and practice was made explicit in a briefing paper (Young
and Mendizabal, 2009) which named the approach the RAPID Outcome Mapping Approach (ROMA). This
comprised eight steps, each accompanied by suggestions of tools and frameworks which could be applied at
the relevant stage. The assumption was that one could plan one’s policy-influencing work using ROMA. The
alternative to this was to engage in ‘strategic opportunism’, where one would exploit critical junctures to
persuade powerful stakeholders to adopt certain policy positions. We documented the process through which
this was put together (see Mendizabal et al, 2011), and the approach was republished later in what was seen
as a more attractive package (Young et al, 2014).
Managing the performance
For several years, our programme had benefited from a large organisation-wide grant. When I joined the
team, this funding was coming to an end and efforts were increasingly having to be made to make ends meet
through securing paid projects and commissions. As a result, within a year and a half, I found myself jetsetting around the world to run workshops with researchers and practitioners, in ways that would satisfy the
needs of funders and clients. This involved taking people through the eight steps of the ROMA model and
showing them how to use the associated tools and frameworks. The ‘stage’ was provided by a host of local
organisations dotted throughout Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe and the Balkans. My focus was on learning the
script and ensuring that the performance went smoothly. This sometimes took only a few hours; more often,
it lasted several days.

New insights – but a mountain to climb!
Performing in this way was no easy task for me, given my introverted nature, the premium I placed on how I
was perceived by others and, not least, because my recall was poor! However, it was during this time that I
flew to Bonn for a workshop on complexity, project management and evaluation, hosted by the European
Association of Development Research and Training Institutes (EADI). The event was led by Professor Chris
Mowles, from the University of Hertfordshire.
Fresh insights into organisational complexity
Here, I acquired a more in-depth understanding of what complexity really means in social and political terms.
Nonetheless, some of the participants expected to return to work fully armed with practical methods to ensure
success and a clear understanding of the sorts of situations in which these could be applied. To underline
this point, even one of the organisers expressed the hope that people would say, “Yes, that is how it is done”.
For my own part, I learnt to sit with a group in silence with my own thoughts, and noticed the anxiety that I felt
in the absence of clear guidance and structure.
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A few days later, Chris Mowles sent a message to
those of us who had attended the workshop. This
included a link to a video showing a murmuration of
starlings over Oxford.
He used this to illustrate the dynamic of “stableinstability” that he had talked about during the
workshop. This is a situation in which, despite there
being no plan, no blueprint and no-one in overall
control, order had nevertheless emerged. Importantly,
though, he added that the murmuration analogy is, in
his view, mistakenly taken-up in much of the
organisational development literature. In particular,
this is perpetrated by those who claim that managers
should set so-called “simple rules”, within which staff
can respond creatively to the challenges that they
face. I was naturally curious about what this meant for
the central theme of

our work; that

is,

how

organisations used research evidence to promote
(external) change. But I also wondered about the

Starling Roost: Photo -Tony Armstrong

implications of this for what I saw going on in my own
organisation.
More of the same – in pursuit of structure, predictability and control
As it happened, senior staff in the organisation, who were keen on ‘processes and systems’, were exploring
what a more ‘systematic’ approach to project management would look like. They had discovered PRINCE 2
and were raising awareness amongst staff about its use. They also trained staff, who could take a (multiple
choice) test (and receive a certificate, if they passed). I was one of those trained (and I did get a certificate!)
One of PRINCE 2’s proponents was an older and more experienced member of my team. Another was the
former head (and founder) of the programme, who had been promoted into a newly-formed deputy director
position at the ‘top’ of the organisation.
Challenging conventional wisdom – and the established power structure
During a staff retreat, the recently promoted and relatively young Head of Programme (HoP) provided space
for each member of the team to present on an issue that they were interested in and/or curious about. Given
my new perspectives around complexity, I decided to go ‘off-script’ and critique PRINCE 2, directly engaging
the person who brought PRINCE 2 into the organisation. Drawing on some of the ideas Professor Mowles’
had articulated, I argued that the approach was based on concepts of linearity, predictability and control.
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This assumed that it was possible to set goals in advance of undertaking a piece of work, and to achieve the
intended outcome through a series of interventions aimed at correcting deviations from the desired path. I
went on to argue that we, as a team, had repeatedly highlighted the fact that policy processes, and in turn
social change (whether in organisations or wider society) was messy, non-linear, multi-faceted and hence a
complex process. In short, I argued that the ‘if - then’ causality implicit in the PRINCE 2 methodology
generally did not apply in the circumstances with which we were dealing. The acronym, PRINCE, stands for
PRojects IN Controlled Environments. Our projects did not take place in controlled environments. They were
complex.
I went on to say that, in seeing work solely in terms of progress against pre-determined targets, PRINCE2 led
the ‘manager’ to focus excessively on targets, on possible impediments to achieving them, and on how these
constraints might be managed away. This encouraged a much-reduced discussion, by promoting a dualistic
way of thinking – your behaviour is perceived as either being right or wrong, objectives are either achieved or
not achieved. Projects are either on target or not. The approach discouraged discussion, exploration and
debate. And so, “being professional” was then reduced simply to conforming to ‘what the plan says’; it was
very little about spotting latent issues, exploring options and being surprised (See Guijt, 2008).
Challenging myself – and being challenged
Giving this critique in a group environment wasn’t easy. I tended to struggle in groups. In my relationship with
my parents (who struggled themselves as immigrants in London working ‘hand-to-mouth’ in a stuttering,
arranged marriage) and as an only child, I switched between feelings of superiority, particularly in relation to
my passive father, and inferiority, with low self-esteem, in relation to others. I tended to hide myself in group
situations, feeling that I had little to offer to discussions. I only contributed if I was asked to and if I had
prepared notes to speak from. Coupled with this, I was averse to conflict. As a result, I did not have the
‘courage of my convictions’ or the will to ‘show up’ and engage. I feared the consequences of doing so, and
doubted my ability to rebuff counter arguments. Given this, critiquing an approach advocated by an older and
more experienced colleague – and doing this in an open, group situation - was certainly a risky endeavour!
In any case, my colleague responded by asking, “Well, what do we do then?”. This reflects the taken-forgranted assumption that managers must be in control – and that they must be able to ‘do’ things that will
deliver the sought-after result - complexity or no complexity. This reminded me of the rhetoric of many rightleaning politicians in recent decades, who argue that there is no alternative to neoliberal economic policies. In
any case, this perspective was further underlined by the Deputy Director, who had been absent from our
retreat. After I shared my critique with all programme staff, he responded by saying that PRINCE 2 was
specifically designed to help people to maximise the chance of success in very complex environments. He
maintained that the approach ensured that decision-makers, along with all relevant stakeholders, were able
to manage the project in chunks of time that were reasonably sensible. Decision-makers could do so, he
argued, in stages or phases in a way that allowed them to review the situation at the end of each stage and
decide what to do next. He was adamant that it was not a ‘blueprint’ approach. He ended his response by
highlighting the seven principles underpinning PRINCE 2 and – for good measure – provide a link to an
“idiots’ guide”.
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However, although senior managers were sold on the need for, and efficacy of, a systematic approach to
project delivery, to my knowledge they were not able to roll-out and enforce such a system across our
organisation’s fourteen-or-so programmes. For various reasons, approaches continued to be chosen in an ad
hoc manner and informed by the individuals involved.

Keep chipping away
One of the things that I used to say during the workshops I ran with researchers and ‘policy entrepreneurs’
(drawing from Young and Mendizabal, 2009) was that it would be a mistake for them to expect central
government to adopt research findings as policy and then assume that these would inevitably be delivered as
planned. I stressed that things did not progress in straightforward stages, from evidence-based problem
identification to evidence-based solutions.
Highlighting the contradictions
I found myself participating in a project that was intended to help policymakers in South Africa to improve
their use of evidence. As part of this, we were expected to conduct a diagnostic assessment of a particular
government department, drawing on the expertise of external researchers. We were to have this assessment
translated into a strategic plan, and then have the plan adopted by senior management. They would then
enforce its implementation through top-down controls, based on a sender-receiver mode of communication.
The contradictions in our approach were stark. Although we acknowledged that policy change could not be
achieved through linear, top-down methods, the project was based on the assumption that such an approach
would work in organisations. This would be the case, even in large government departments, employing
thousands of staff who were scattered throughout the country and who were operating at multiple levels of
governance.
An alternative way forward
Encouraged by Chris Mowles, and with more confidence than I had mustered in the past, I engaged the
project leader (who was also my immediate line manager) and our South African counterpart. I went ‘off
script’ again and questioned their perceptions of how change was likely to unfold in a government
department. I suggested that we should focus less on a producing a detailed plan, and work instead on ways
of engaging key groups of people on the topic at hand. In this case, our focus would be on the use of
evidence in support of change. This would include, for example, encouraging them to pay attention to what
they were doing and to ways in which they were already using evidence. We would be identifying and
working with ‘front runners’ – i.e. people who were already using evidence in their work - and concerning
ourselves less with trying to convince senior managers to adopt a plan produced by others. As before,
though, my arguments fell on deaf ears.
I drew on these arguments in reflecting on the project during an internal programme seminar (nicknamed
‘sharing is caring’). After the event, I once again wrote an email summarising my concerns, to all programme
staff including the then HoP, who had not been present at the ‘sharing is caring’ session. This person was
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now the former deputy director of the organisation and founder of the programme. He had returned to his
former role after a restructure and the departure of the previous programme head and he reacted negatively
to my arguments. Copying-in the programme team, and rather than engaging with the critique, he insisted
that my reflections were a “diatribe”. In future, he added, I should share a more balanced set of follow-up
notes, which represented everyone’s contributions and views. This deliberately public put-down provoked
difficult feelings in me, most particularly those of shame and powerlessness.
If at first you don’t succeed …
Another attempt to explore alternative approaches to organisational change came in relation to a strategy
process within our own programme. My immediate line manager was in charge of the process and assigned
specific individuals to lead on different components. My previous attempts to present alternative ways
forward came at something of a price. A colleague was put in charge of an area in which I had arguably more
experience, whereas I was asked to lead in an area in which I had less interest and limited recent
experience. Nevertheless, in facilitating the work of a small group of colleagues, I continued my quest to shift
people’s understanding and practice in relation to the challenges involved in bringing about change. In this
case, I asked them a series of questions which focussed on the ‘here and now,’ including what they found
interesting and difficult. It was less about idealising the future. Following an engaging discussion, I wrote-up
the main points and sent these to my manager as she had requested. Her response suggested that she had
engaged very little with the content. Instead, she said that my report was not what she was expecting, and
dismissed it as being of poor quality.

Seeing light at the end of the tunnel – but still being held up by ‘red signals’
An important moment was my attendance at the Complexity and Management Conference, run annually by
the University of Hertfordshire at Roffey Park. I found myself with a group of fifty or so people who were
curious about managing change in the same way that I was. I was able to get into conversation much quicker
about taking complexity seriously, without having to deal with defensiveness about why conversations of this
sort were worth having in the first place. And, through listening and interacting, I was able to consider
practical ways in which I could take seriously the ‘complexity’ of organisations and the practical implications
of group dynamics. Most importantly, I was now part of a community, surrounded by allies who could provide
practical and emotional support in my endeavours, even though we were working in diverse organisations,
sectors and countries. Yet I still found aspects of the conference uncomfortable. As always, I found it
intimidating to have to converse in large groups and in plenary. It became clear to me, though, how important
it was to have my voice heard, if I was to deliberate, negotiate, and be visible to and with others. It was also
at this conference that I was introduced to the OD Innovation Network (ODiN), which was another community
of practice that offered solidarity, ideas and support.
Feeling emboldened, opportunities for me to explore alternative approaches to promoting change came with
two new projects. The first entailed my working with policy officers from the Food and Agricultural
Organisation (FAO) from around the world. The second involved a group of policymakers who were working
with the Zimbabwean Ministry of Youth. Both of these groups were persuaded by my arguments that
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conventional approaches were unlikely to lead to a successful outcome. This opened the way to my working
with what turned out to be supportive and curious clients. I was therefore able to put into practice approaches
which enabled ‘beneficiaries’ to pay attention to, and reflect upon, their own practice, and to suggest possible
ways forward, based on their own experience and understanding. This included facilitating loosely structured
group discussions, which combined action learning with story-telling and live scenario planning.
At the same time, I had to reconcile these approaches with the desire of funders and clients for clear
objectives, strategies and outputs. This proved difficult and required some creative reporting. Sharing this
approach and its effects with programme colleagues also resulted in a variety of responses from senior staff.
These included surprise and bewilderment at how different the approach was to the more conventional
methodologies applied in similar projects. They also included the by-now-familiar criticism of my approach to
sharing and reflection, rather than engaging with the content. And as before, I experienced overt hostility
from my organisation’s founder, during another internal ‘sharing is caring’ seminar.

‘Hitting the buffers’
Consumed by frustration, I ‘hit back’ by writing articles for an external platform run by the ex-HoP, who was
supportive of, and receptive to, alternative viewpoints. I began by writing a lengthy post on how
organisational development was more of an art than a science. This was published here (Datta, 2016a) ‘under the radar’, without my securing approval from senior managers. I followed this up by writing about
strategy, making the case for focussing more on the present than on some long-distance future. This
contradicted the approaches set out in formal documents that had been published as part of the programme
over many years. I suggested that there was little or no evidence that clients actually put such approaches
into practice, following the training workshops that I and others had delivered. However, before I could
publish this, my manager discovered the earlier post of mine that had gone out without approval, and
tightened-up controls on the publishing of online articles.
Eventually though, my manager did offer a critique of what I was arguing (but only after labelling my critique
‘Mowlesian’ and stating my article featured too many words), suggesting that I had set two things in
opposition to each other, characterised by “doing what you are currently doing but doing it better” versus
“focussing on what you do in future”. On this basis, she argued that the present and the future needed to be
addressed using different approaches. Welcoming feedback on content, I responded by, amongst other
things, suggesting that the future was informed by what was happening now, and inviting her to write a formal
response to my article, so as to promote an open and transparent debate. Although this never materialised, I
was able to publish an edited form of the article about three months later here (Datta, 2016b).
Relations between me and senior colleagues deteriorated further. I got caught up in a struggle between me,
my line manager and the founder, in which interactions became increasingly adversarial and emotionally
charged. Some while later, I was overlooked for a promotion opportunity, which went to a recent arrival to the
programme. Feeling ‘pushed out’, I concluded that my career with the organisation had ‘hit the buffers’ and
that - to mix my metaphors - I’d come to the ‘end of the road’.
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What was going on?
A ‘think tank’ which rejected internal discussion and debate?
So, what do I think was really going on? I was consistently criticised for the nature of my reflections or
criticisms – and very rarely for content. And when I tried to publish my thoughts, there seemed to be a high
degree of policing. Clearly what I said and did provoked strong feelings in senior colleagues. If there was no
substance to my critique, then there would be no reason to respond angrily. So, perhaps there was
something substantive in what I was saying. But why the strong reaction? One would have thought that a
‘think tank’ which aims to promote policy debate externally, would embrace discussion and debate internally.
Apparently not. So perhaps it was how I offered critique and made my suggestions, omitting to acknowledge
where my colleagues were to begin with?
Applying to ‘them’ but not to ‘us’
Nevertheless, I was struck by how there was a
growing movement of people in the aid world who
were willing to conceptualise and adopt new
approaches to address persistent problems in the
international development sector. These included,
for example, the Doing Development Differently
and Thinking and Working Politically communities,
in both of which my own organisation was a
prominent member. Against this backdrop, the
notion of ‘complexity’ became a buzzword across
the development sector and, inevitably, therefore,
infused

our

programme.

Seemingly,

though,

approaches that took seriously the implications of
complexity were not considered to be applicable to
the work of those actually delivering aid and trying
to promote change, with only lip service being paid
to the implications of complex problems and
challenges internally. Instead, there appeared to be
Figure 1: The DDD Manifesto

a high premium placed on conformity within the
formal programme, with ‘speaking out’ being a risky
prospect.

Challenging the established narrative and power relationships
What might explain this? Complexity ideas are difficult, and threaten orthodox ways of understanding the
world. By critiquing conventional ways for promoting change, I was seen as actively undermining all the tools
and techniques that senior managers had been promoting up until then. This was even though the Doing
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Development Differently manifesto (as in Figure 1 above) explicitly acknowledges that, “Many development
initiatives fail to address this complexity, promoting irrelevant interventions that will have little impact.”
Furthermore, the principles for action that are embodied in the manifesto also resonate strongly with the sort
of locally-led approach that I have been advocating.
There was also a lot invested in conventional ways of working, of course. Amongst other things, this included:
the drive to secure funding (and the fear of losing income); the desire to be seen as ‘professional’ (as
everyone else seems to pursue conventional approaches); and a challenge to a constructed sense of identity
(some people had spent their careers offering conventional techniques to address problems). People and
professionals are also often part of a particular ‘thought collective’, which is characterised and sustained by a
certain style of thinking and acting, often policed by its members, and often reprimanding or excluding
members who question the fundamentals. Ironically, it is the complex interplay of factors such as these that
renders overly structured and prescriptive approaches unworkable, and why the resulting “irrelevant
interventions … have little impact”, whether in the broad field of international development or within particular
organisations such as mine.
The collective thinking that influenced my senior colleagues was itself shaped by concepts of control and
predictability (which stem from the engineering science and cybernetic systems thinking). This, as we know,
continues to be dominant in so many parts of our life and times. Creating the space for alternatives in the
programme was not just a case of convincing senior colleagues with an argument. It was also a political
exercise, in which differences in race, age, class and gender identities played out. Consistently speaking my
own truth came to be seen as an act of rebellion, which ultimately ended in the doling-out of punishment and
left me somewhat isolated.
Triggering past patterns
But my struggles were not just political, they were emotional too. We are brought up in specific families, with
specific emotional and behavioural patterns, which influences the way in which we understand and interpret
our experiences. The fact that senior managers were seemingly not listening to me, nor treating me with
respect, took me back to my childhood and to the relationship with my father. I found this unhelpfully familiar
and couldn’t let go of it. This created deep resentment in me. This went unresolved (partly because my father
passed away before I could effect a reconciliation) and so contributed to the ensuing struggle with senior
managers, who took on the role of parental figures in my unconscious.

Conclusion
Ultimately, trying to change the perspectives or others, especially those who had more power than me, was a
risky endeavour. Nevertheless, I found that having knowledge and understanding of the concepts behind
orthodox approaches to organisation and management practice was crucial to my ability to offer a credible
critique of them. And, through my struggles, I found communication and encouragement from the University
of Hertfordshire’s Professor Chris Mowles invaluable – you could call him a mentor of sorts. He was able to
put what I was experiencing into perspective, and could offer alternative approaches underpinned with a
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credible rationale. I also gained tremendous solace and solidarity from the community which formed around
the University of Hertfordshire’s annual Complexity and Management Conference as well as from ODiN,
whose members were able to help me develop arguments and curate appropriate approaches. I’m not
entirely sure whether I’ve made any difference to the people around me throughout my struggles, but I did
come to appreciate the importance of understanding the ‘position’ of those I’m engaging with, and what might
underpin that. And crucially, I learnt a great deal about myself and my history, and about how this shaped my
experience in the present. In the process, I improved the way I conducted myself within groups, and I’ve
learned to deal with - and recover from - difficult situations. Knowledge of myself has given me the power
(that I arguably ‘lost’ as a child) to be more ‘in choice’ about how I go on with others.
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Voice matters
A personal story about learning to speak and
listen in groups
Alison Donaldson
The question of whose voice
gets heard in meetings and
conversations is central to the
practice of organisation
development (OD). By tracing
the difficulties I had in my
earlier life in finding the
courage to speak in groups –
including the cultural influences
that may have held me back – I
show how I eventually “found
my voice” and also reached a
deeper understanding of how
power relations work. Meanwhile, I have continued to develop what I call a “conversational practice”, one that
involves noticing the quality of conversations and making moves that might unsettle unhelpful patterns and
make the interaction more lively or satisfying. Rather than offering a new recipe for OD practice, I offer my
story in the hope that it stimulates others to reflect on their own lives in relation to mine, and maybe even to
reconsider some of their habitual practices.
Key words
Voice, conversation, meetings, groups, power, power relating, culture, normalisation
In organisational life, every voice matters. But some voices – whether in meetings, group discussions or
informal conversations – get heard less than others. So, what is it about group dynamics that creates an
imbalance? I am of course pointing to the vast and complex topic of power relations: our capacity to speak up
in groups is influenced not just by our individual psychological history, but also by the power dynamics of
each specific human interaction and the cultural patterns we are caught up in.
In the 15 years since I first joined ODiN (the Organisation Development Innovation Network), I have co-led
four of its gatherings, two of which explicitly took up the subject of narrative (Donaldson, Lank & Maher 2011;
Donaldson & Warwick 2016). In the spirit of storytelling, I want here to take my own experience of voice and
power seriously. I will begin with an apparently minor anecdote about an encounter that happened many
years ago.
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An invitation to speak
When I was an undergraduate, I went along to the inaugural meeting of the first “women’s lib” group at my
university (Bath). It was 1973, not long after Germaine Greer’s The Female Eunuch came out. During the
meeting, I was particularly struck by the way in which some of those present actively invited quieter people to
say what we thought. To me this was a revelation. I felt valued and heard, and it showed me how a bit of
encouragement can liberate those who feel less confident in groups.
I now think that this early experience contained the seeds of what was to become a major interest in my life:
how does conversation work, and how can we make it more likely that every person in the room who wants to
be heard is given the space to speak, is listened to properly and taken seriously? In pursuing these questions
over the years, I have developed what might be called a “conversational practice”, that is, a practice of
noticing patterns of human interaction and responding to them – e.g. by actively nudging the conversation in
a new direction or just pointing to a pattern.
I didn’t always feel brave enough to speak up in groups, let alone initiate shifts in conversations and
meetings. I lacked the necessary self-possession – which makes me wonder, can anyone become a
masterful OD practitioner before the age of 50? Finding my confidence took many years, including raw
experience and plenty of clumsy moves along the way.
My employers sent me on all sorts of training courses, including facilitation skills, presentation skills and
negotiating skills, but these only made a marginal difference. In the end, the leg up I needed came from
elsewhere. It began in my late-30s after I became my own boss. I was getting weary of what I referred to
tongue-in-cheek as my “prostitute writing”, and I was looking for something I would really love doing. I took
myself to countless short courses about communication and psychology, which showed me that, among
other things, my internal dialogue sometimes undermined my self-confidence.
My real awakening, though, didn’t happen until my mid-40s when I went back to university and really learned
to think critically. Doing a PhD had never been part of my life’s plan – not surprising, as there had been no
academics in my family and I didn’t have a life plan anyway. But, partly through serendipity, I ended up with a
doctorate in organisational change, and it changed my life. The three years of individual and group inquiry
took me to a new level of understanding of social change, group dynamics and “power relating”. It also gave
me the self-awareness and intellectual depth that I needed if I was to hold my own in philosophical and
political discussions. The academic route to self-assurance isn’t for everybody, but it was just what I needed.
(Paradoxically, though, to develop my voice I also needed to get away from my comfort zone – my desk. As I
wrote those words, I noticed a pain in my shoulders and decided to stand up, stretch and walk about...)
Whenever people meet, each individual has their own psychological history. In sharing part of mine, it is
worth stressing that it is not just about me – it also speaks of the cultural contexts I have been part of. For
instance, as a young girl, I rejected dolls, tutus, babies and religion and, as a teenager, I felt indignant about
the low expectations of girls. This fed a desire to prove to the world (and myself) that “I could do anything a
man could do”. I stopped wearing make-up, learned carpentry, sought out intellectually stimulating company
and studied economics at university.
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Where did my sense of society’s expectations come from?
No doubt I imbibed the model of the life of the conventional
wife from novels and films, and maybe also from subtle
signals coming from people around me. I also watched my
much elder sister pursue the route of secretarial-coursefollowed by-marriage-and-babies in her early 20s. All these
influences suggested what was normal and natural for my
gender. It was not for me. No wonder the following scene
from the biography of an accomplished French author and
personality speaks to me so strongly.

When Napoleon met Mme de Staël
To most, Napoleon was the epitome of power, and yet he
was wary of one particular woman, the famous salon
Magazine cover 1946
Photo: Alison Donaldson

hostess Madame de Staël, whom he met twice in person.

The first encounter was in 1797, when Parisian society had recently started talking about this young general
(a mere 28 years old) just back from his victory in Italy. Not surprisingly, when Mme de Staël set eyes on him,
Napoleon looked tired. All he said to her directly was that, on his recent passage through Switzerland, he had
been unable to meet up with her husband (the Swedish ambassador at the French court). He then promptly
took his leave and Mme de Staël remained in the room feeling stunned and voiceless.
We see in this scene that, in the course of one short
conversation, even a confident and well-connected
person like Mme de Staël could feel silenced in a certain
kind of situation. She wanted to be taken seriously for
herself, not as the property of a husband. But, given the
rules of courteous behaviour and the role of women in
society in that era, any female would probably have felt
equally silenced. For his part, Napoleon effectively
controlled the situation – by making one short statement,
showing no curiosity or acknowledgement of Mme de
Staël as a person, and leaving the room before she
could respond. In many ways I feel fortunate to have
been born 200 years later, and yet I suspect that such
exchanges, or something like them, still happen today at
Book cover: portrait by Firmin Massot, 1809
Photo: Alison Donaldson
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Noticing
This historic scene is also an example of what I meant earlier when I talked of noticing specific human
interactions – in this instance, in a biography. In real life, paying attention to such meaningful interactions
starts with noticing a striking moment (Donaldson 2008). Often such moments reveal something bigger about
human relationships and society.
This kind of noticing may sound simple, but that doesn’t make it easy. It means being able to pay attention,
not just to the topic of a discussion, but also to one’s own feelings and inner dialogue, and to the quality of
the human interaction (or “process” in the language of OD and psychotherapy). When I am actively noticing
in this way, it is as if there are two ‘me’s in the room at the same time. One is reacting in the moment, the
other is reflecting and responding. For instance, I constantly watch the turn-taking, or the “dance of control”,
as certain people try to steer the conversation their way, others pull it back in their direction, and yet others
just follow. Often competition and cooperation are at work at the same time. And there are always the silent
conversations going on in people’s heads, which we cannot hear but might see in their facial expressions and
body language.
I might also notice the pace of a conversation – is it going too fast for some people to contribute, especially if
the language spoken is not their mother tongue or they have poor hearing (like me, unfortunately)? Has it
shifted from inquiry and dialogue to arguing? Is somebody complaining a lot? And sometimes it is important
to notice whose voice is not in the room. Certain people may not have been invited. Others may choose to
exclude themselves from official occasions by “meeting offstage” (around the water cooler or in the pub, for
instance). Whatever the situation, by paying close attention to human interaction, it is possible to discover all
sorts of hidden depths.

Making a move
Learning to notice in this way has taken time and effort. But going from noticing to making moves has been
even harder. I learned much about this by working with Patricia Shaw, whose term for this kind of practice is
“working live” (Shaw 2002; Shaw & Stacey 2006). But to put what I learnt into practice, I had to experiment in
my own time and different settings.
By now, “making a move” has almost become second nature. A small example: not long ago, I was in a pub
with some friends. There were six of us (three men and three women) sitting round a rectangular table and,
as the conversation got under way, I noticed that one man was talking a lot while the others listened politely.
After this pattern had been going on for some time, I felt frustrated, and by the look on their faces so did the
others. I wanted to hear what they had to say, so I started to search for a move that would unsettle the
pattern. When I noticed an opportunity to chip in, I said to the group “I’ve got a suggestion for our
conversation. Would you be interested?” They seemed receptive, so after a while I invited each person to
give their own reply to the question “What subject would you include in the educational curriculum that
probably isn’t already covered?” (no surprise in revealing that my own answer was “human relating”). From
this point on, the conversation felt much more balanced and everybody was engaged – and possibly a bit
relieved. (Their responses were so interesting that I made a note of them on a paper napkin, which I later
shared with them via email).
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Sometimes a conversation shifts almost of its own accord.
Another anecdote: the other day, my husband (yes, I did
eventually get married) and I had friends to dinner, and a
remark from one guest prompted me to speak about my
parents. When I reached a natural pause, someone
asked another guest about their parents. And so it went
on, with each person telling a very different family story. It
reminded me of the Maori practice of “whakapapa”, where
people coming together for the first time share stories
about their ancestors (Wikipedia: someone reciting their
whakapapa “proclaims their identity, places themselves in

Traditional Maori home or marae
Photo: Alison Donaldson

a wider context, and links themselves to land and tribal

groupings …”). When I participated in one such group in New Zealand, I noticed how connected the personal
stories left me feeling with the others present.
The two examples from recent encounters with friends may sound fairly ordinary. Are they relevant to OD
practice? I think they are. Conversations between friends display the same dynamics as any official meeting
or discussion. The crucial common factor is power relating.

Fathoming how power relating works
Like everyone else, I have always experienced power relations, whether I recognised them as such or not.
But the concept of power always made my brain hurt. And, although I learned much about it through my
postgraduate studies, only recently have I felt a real appetite to delve more deeply into how it actually works
– on an intimate scale as well as the wider one. The pivotal moment was a café-style conversation that I coconvened in 2018 with a close colleague, John Higgins. John had recently been commissioned to co-author a
book on “speaking truth to power” (Reitz & Higgins 2019) and between us we came up with the idea of
inviting a small, select group of people to join us in sharing personal stories and experiences of the topic. Of
the 11 people present, most held, or had experience of, senior positions in universities.
On the day, John and I arranged the chairs in a circle and initiated the conversation by inviting each person,
including ourselves, to say a few words about what had brought them to today’s gathering. Beyond that
suggestion, we consciously held back from “intervening” or directing the conversation. We had agreed this
much beforehand – we were reluctant to exert our authority as hosts by imposing a turn-taking structure,
instructing people to break out into pairs, rescuing people when things got tense, or trying to restrain those
who seemed to be speaking too much. Any of these would have gone against the spirit of what we wanted to
do – to listen to stories and see what emerged.
As the conversation got going, I quickly noticed the usual dance of controlling and letting go. If and when I felt
strongly enough about something, I joined in. I think once or twice I gently encouraged quieter people to
speak up, but I quickly noticed what I was doing and told myself to relax and let go. Given the topic of
discussion, whatever happened in the room was bound to involve power dynamics, whether or not we
stepped in.
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With permission, we audio-recorded the discussion, and a few weeks later I drafted a personal write-up and
circulated it to everyone who had been in the room, asking them for responses. Things then became even
more interesting. After a while, noticing that some had still not responded, I sent out a gentle reminder to
each of them individually, thinking that this might coax a response from them, and it did indeed set off further
rich email exchanges that brought something new to light about those who had been relatively quiet on the
day.
For example, Marta (not her real name) sent me and John some very thoughtful reflections on her
experience, referring to herself as a “young black woman”. She had enjoyed the session but had felt an
outsider, and had been aware of a great irony in “attempting to speak truth to power in a room of such
powerful people.” The first thing that had struck her on entering the room was the demographic of those
present: “able-bodied, cis-gendered, predominantly white and middle-aged people so notably different from
the demographic of people I interact with in my day to day life.” Finally, she remarked: “I can’t help but feel
that few people would have asked themselves what the experience of that afternoon was like for me as I
struggled to speak over some powerful voices and found my comments at times dismissed by some
members of the group.”
With permission, I included some of the email exchanges in my revised write-up, which I called “Can we get
wiser about power relating?” (Donaldson 2018). My intention in doing so was to use the writing to bring in the
voices of people who had not felt properly heard – and to go some way towards correcting the imbalance on
the day.
My exchanges with Marta opened up a whole new raft of questions in my mind about power relations and
“identity politics”. By the end of this episode, which stretched over several weeks, I was thoroughly hooked on
these interrelated topics, so (characteristically) I busied myself reading books, but I also continued to explore
my own experience in my daily reflective writing. That writing provided the “starter culture” that eventually
produced this article.

Power relating – an attempt at a summary
So, what is my understanding of power relating today? First, like many, I see it as pervasive in human
interaction and we can learn a lot about it by studying voices in a room. An imbalance of voices is not
necessarily a problem – it depends entirely on the situation – but it can be a useful clue or indicator.
Sometimes going quiet is a form of protest, but it can also mean that someone feels unable to speak,
excluded, unheard or not taken seriously. This collides with our basic human need to be included and
recognised for who we are.
Fundamentally, humans are dependent on one another, so we cannot just say anything we like to each other,
since it might upset, offend, rupture a relationship or stir up unwanted conflict (Elias 1998; Stacey 2012). The
more constrained we feel in a particular group, the more potential there is for feeling excluded, voiceless and
powerless. And it is not just powerless people who feel constrained. People in positions of authority and
responsibility face their own barriers – once promoted, they may struggle to have meaningful conversations
with people with whom they could once have chatted quite naturally and spontaneously.
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The kinds of constraint just described are largely relational – they
arise out of the specific relationship between those involved.
Another, related, form of constraint is more cultural. This is often
detectable by noticing “what seems normal” in a particular
situation, group or society at a given moment. Michel Foucault
wrote extensively about “normalising power” (Gutting 2003), while
anthropologist and philosopher Pierre Bourdieu used the term
“habitus” to describe a similar or identical phenomenon (Traeger &
Warwick 2018). Whichever term you choose “what seems normal”
helps to shape every conversation we have. For example, when a
Foucault on book cover
Photo: Alison Donaldson

person entering a room looks noticeably different from those
already there, their “otherness” is often the first thing noticed. And
even if they feel respected, they may be very conscious of being

different, maybe part of a group that has been disadvantaged in society for centuries. It’s encouraging to see
that “unconscious bias” is now a much-debated topic, even on British radio (BBC 2019).
We have no choice but to live with these patterns or biases. They emerge over time from countless
negotiations between competing and cooperating interests, and they continue to manifest themselves in
everyday human interactions. Indeed, such constraints are not separate from our conversations. They are not
above, beneath, behind or around them. They are simply part of the dynamic between people, influencing
whose voice is taken seriously and whose is not.
A modest proposal
If I were to summarise the main activities and approaches that have worked for me in developing my
understanding of voice and power – and which I might recommend to others – I would highlight:
▪

Noticing the quality of conversations and meetings, finding the courage and confidence to disturb
unhelpful patterns and, if appropriate, rebalance the voices in the room.

▪

Making space each day for some kind of reflexive exploration of one’s own experience of human
interaction, whether through quiet contemplation, the company of a stimulating conversation partner,
pertinent reading, or reflective writing (journaling, freewriting, personal narrative writing).

▪

Paying attention to the many interlinked dimensions of power relating, including: the way power
works in human interaction; the influence of psychological history; and cultural context(s) – what
seems normal.

My intention here has been to give an account that is more specific than abstract and that reveals something
of my “tacit knowing”, while also illuminating something broader about the world we live in (and sometimes
wish was different). I don’t have any magic formula, framework or list of conversational “strategies”, and I am
no fan of trademarked conversation tools. Nor do I generally plan a move in advance – it is much more about
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having the courage to be spontaneous and take a risk. And it is of course fundamentally situational – it
always depends on context. Noticing means being very present and, in the midst of whatever is going on
between people, coming up with something that might just help.
Is this just another way of saying that I am a “facilitator”? Maybe it is, and I am certainly not dismissing that
valuable and challenging role. But I do want to reframe it, at least for myself. I might even be bold enough to
suggest that what has worked for me could be useful to OD practitioners. Rather than (or as well as)
facilitators, perhaps we are “animators” (as in the French word “animer” – I don’t mean that we make cartoon
films). Another useful phrase is “a practice of noticing”.
In short, whether we are male or female, black or white, rich or poor, in a position of authority or not – we are
all participants in the great social game called life. None of us can escape power relating, so we may as well
try to understand it better, and one way to do that is to notice the balance of voices in the room. Others have
looked into other aspects of group dynamics and workplace democracy, including who sets the agenda, how
decisions are made and how conflict is handled (Gastil 1993). But for my taste, the question of “voice” is
worth a lifetime’s study. I hope that the story I have told stimulates you to reflect on your own life in relation to
mine (Wall 2006, p.7), and maybe even to reconsider some of your habitual practices.

A note on first-person writing
I originally wrote an almost complete version of this article in a more conventional form. It had three “key
ideas” – or were they surreptitious recommendations? These were reflected in three major headings:
(i) paying attention to human interaction; (ii) understanding cultural constraints; and (iii) taking psychological
history into account. (I was well-educated by my three-year stint as editor and communications specialist with
the consulting firm McKinsey & Company in the 1980s.)
As I reflected on what I had written, I noticed that I had given birth to something that felt a bit wooden and
teacherly. I had little appetite to continue with my “three key points” structure. The trouble with such neat
abstract categories is that, while we feel momentarily satisfied with the clarity we seem to have produced, we
then start to stumble over our own categories. I noticed how mine overlapped and mutually influenced each
other. Human experience doesn’t fit into boxes.
So I put the first version to one side, sat down with a pen and paper and drafted an entirely new version, in
one sitting. The expanded and edited article you see here is much more of a personal story than what might
have been – it is both management writing and autoethnography rolled into one.
The irony in my choosing this form to explore the subject of “voice” is clear: as well as connecting the
personal with the cultural (Wall 2006, p.7), a central purpose of autoethnography is to allow the voice of the
author to come through. A second irony is that, as I have matured and my voice has become stronger and
clearer, I have developed hearing loss, which means I have to listen very intently to other people’s voices.
The use of first-person writing to explore power in my own life has shed new light on the difficulties that I (and
maybe others) have had in speaking up in groups. It has also shown me that I am on an ongoing quest to find
or make space for more democratic conversations. That quest will probably only end when I die.
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My friend Mary
Getting to know Mary Follett, an early OD
pioneer
Jonathan Wilson
I first ‘met’ Mary Parker Follett on a train in 1986, but I did not really get to
know her until organisations themselves began to interest me around
1993. I was introduced to her as an early influencer of management
education in the OU’s excellent “Introduction to Management”, but didn’t
recognise then quite how pioneering she was - still ahead of most writers
today. I remember I was on my way to a board meeting and perhaps had
other things on my mind. It’s a pity, because I could have saved a lot of
money (shareholders’) and angst (mine and colleagues’), if I’d paid more
attention to her then.

Keywords
leadership, total situation, power, integration, difference, co-ordination, health, psychic

Introduction
Follett’s ideas, e.g. that a ‘total situation’
comprises not just facts, but the evolving
relationships between those facts; that responses

For ease of reference, I’ve used the following
codes throughout the text, to refer to specific
publications relating to Mary’s life and work:
▪

CDTM - Creating Democracy, Transforming
Management (Tonn 2003)

evolving situation that progressively evolves that

▪

CE – Creative Experience (Follett 1924)

situation; that freedom, control and power - the

▪

DA – Dynamic Administration (Metcalf et al,
Eds, 1941)

▪

F&C – Freedom and Co-ordination (Urwick
Ed, 1949)

ideas that are still leading and challenging today.

▪

NS – The New State (Follett 1918)

Her belief that settling for consensus and

▪

SM – Principles of Scientific Management
(Taylor 1911)

are always circular - i.e. a response to an

ability to achieve

your constantly evolving

purpose - all come together from integrating
differences without losing those differences are

compromise prevents real resolution of conflicts
is even more vital than ever.
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A brief, influential life
She was born in 1868 near Boston, Mass. A lonely childhood
was marked by her alcoholic, war-veteran father’s frequent,
sudden absences, her mother’s invalidity, the death of her
infant sister and her younger brother’s fecklessness. Despite
this, as a very young woman she became recognised as a
brilliant student, first at Harvard’s Radcliff College, then at
Cambridge University’s new Newnham College in 1890. A
contemporary recollected,
“Of all the brilliant discourses I have heard by
young university members, masculine and
feminine, this was one of the most brilliant.”
But she was always anxious about her scholarship. When
she was fretting about a lecture she was due to deliver, the
organiser wrote to her,
“I assured them that the writings were in a class
by themselves, but you as a person surpassed

Mary Follett (Wikimedia Commons)

what had been written from the point of view of
stimulus and inspiration”. (CDTM 457).

Newnham College (Photo: Steve Cadnam, 2008)
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She spoke little about her childhood, or much about herself at all, except when telling anecdotes to illustrate
her ideas. Then she often drew on homely examples such as knitting, e.g. the little girl who goes to her
mother, not to gain expertise but to be got out of a tangle (CE 30), gardening (freeing a plant to flourish) (CE
82) and recognising the authority of her cook (CE186) to vividly demonstrate her ideas: of learning from
experts, of not micro-managing and of functional leadership.
Power-with
Her opposition to micro-managing runs directly counter to FW Taylor’s (1911) demand for exact top-down
control over every stage of each process. She argued for functional leadership to resolves the problem of
‘power-over’. She wrote, “Genuine power is power-with; pseudo-power is power-over” (CE188). She also
said,
“Power-over is resorted to because people will not wait for the slower process of education”
(CE190) and “I gain more and more control of myself as I unite various tendencies. In social
relations power is a centripetal self-developing. Power is the legitimate, inevitable outcome of the
essential life-process. We can always test the validity of power by asking whether it is integral to
or outside the process” (CE193).
Joan Tonn, in her biography “Creating Democracy, Transforming Management” (CDTM), notes the self-doubt
that plagued Follett throughout her life and that seemed (to me) to drive both her scholarship and her
constant desire for ever deeper engaging, her longing for belonging, not only at a personal level, but as a
definitive element of community. I wonder how her childhood contributed to the importance she attached to
‘control’, which features so often in her writing?
Expectant Attention - mind over matter
Follett suffered all her life from mysterious ailments that sometimes reduced her to eating only potatoes,
cabbage and milk. From childhood, these problems impaired her ability to study, but, refusing to give in, she
struggled on. Late in life, she was still frustrated that few doctors would tell her clearly about her problems.
She lived at a time when doctors (almost entirely male) were increasingly interesting themselves in, and
being puzzled by, women’s health issues, which they often attributed to specifically female and often
psychosomatic causes (e.g. Freud).
Follett would eventually die of a renal cancer that had obviously been undiagnosed for very many years. In
her teens she had sought relief in religio-psychic therapies akin to Christian Science. One of the first talks
she ever gave, as a teenager, (CDTM 26) was about the mind being able to control the body through
“Expectant Attention” so that, “sensations which have no place in the world of fact will by the powerful agency
of the mind, be created”. She believed that personal health was the integration of mind, spirit and body, just
as she wrote that communal power is generated by integrating difference without losing the difference. She
wrote,
“Man is spiritually dependent upon society: what we are referring to is his psychic relating to his
groups. The vital relation of the individual to the world is through his groups.” (NS 20).
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Follett used the word ‘psychic’ more than 28 times in her writing. That interests me because it is such an
unusual, specific and surprisingly modern word. Although its etymology goes back to ancient Greek myth,
‘psychic’ only came to be widely used in the late 19th Century, meaning ‘relating to the soul, mind, or lifeforce’, distinct from ‘psychological’, with that word’s scientific connotation. I think there are three reasons the
word ‘psychic’ is important in Follett’s writing. It was significant to her perception of her failing health; it
integrated scientific and mythic views of the non-physical and it also provides more dimensions to the social
integration that she saw as the source of group power. She wrote, “Power is the intermingling of psychic
forces.” (CE 255)

Privilege and Service
Follett inherited sufficient to devote herself to a career of pro bono public service. As a social entrepreneur,
she innovated adult community and learning centres in existing school buildings in Boston, saying it would be
wastefully bad management not to use the idle space. These and similar activities over many years built her
a formidable reputation and led to management consulting and to lecturing both in the USA and the UK.
where she delivered her last five lectures to inaugurate the London School of Economics (LSE)’s new
“Department of Business Administration” early in 1933, a few months before she died. They encapsulated
forty years of her personal experience and thinking into lessons on how to lead and develop organisations.
Relationships
Follett never married, but had two long relationships,
first for thirty years with her one-time head-mistress
from college and, after her death, with Dame
Kathleen Furse, a widow (founder of the WRNS and
Girl Guides), in whose new Cheyne Place house
overlooking the Chelsea Physic Garden she lived
until she died while visiting her Boston home in 1933.
Between 1896 and 1924 Longmans published
Follett’s three seminal books on politics and society.
Her views on managing organisations developed out
of the thinking she expressed in the latter two. She
wrote “The New State” (NS) in 1918
“to oppose ballot box democracy”, saying
(NS 5) “no government will endure which
does not rest on the individual and no
government has yet found the individual…
Cheyne Place (Photo by Jonathan Wilson)

Democracy is not brute numbers; it is a
genuine union of true individuals.”
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In 1924 she published “Creative Experience” (CE) because,
“We can find out only by watching in thousands of cases the working of power, purpose, freedom,
service. The greatest need today is keen analytical objective study of human relations.” (CE ix)
Mary’s OD contributions
Mary Follett did not write any books in her lifetime about management nor developing organisations, but she
did lecture. Her two ‘OD’ books are collections of her lectures, published after her death, “Dynamic
Administration”, New York, 1941 (DA) and “Freedom and Coordination”, London, 1949 (F&C). These were
lectures probably to no more than a hundred people, each series inaugurating new faculties of management
in New York and London respectively. Probably fewer than a thousand ever heard her talk, even fewer more
than once or twice.
The “total situation”
Follett said one must always seek the “total situation”. She used the phrase many times. She wrote
“We must study the workman and the employer in their relation to the facts - and then the facts
themselves become as active as any other part of the total situation. We can never understand
the total situation without taking into account the evolving situation. And when the situation
changes we have not a new situation under the old fact, but a new fact. A professor of philosophy
told me that it made him dizzy to talk with me.” (CE 69).
The ‘total situation’ of Follett’s life offers insights of influences to her thinking. It was a situation of colossal
change. She suffered in childhood, but was part of a privileged community when to be American could be to
epitomise hope itself; a time when many believed that science would be the key to realising that hope. In her
lifetime the US population tripled from 38 to 123 million and its GDP more than quintupled. By comparison,
England’s population scarcely doubled and GDP increased less than three-fold. The USA’s empire was
whelming over the Old World, fuelled by successive waves of immigration, industrial and technical
revolutions, such as Rockefeller’s refining oil and Edison’s harnessing of electricity. In science, in 1911 Albert
Einstein rewrote how the very world was made, with the transforming insight that all matter is simply energy
in relation (e=mc2). Then came the devastation, the utter disintegration, of the First World War. Follett would
embrace all these in her writing to explain how people need to engage with each other in order to be, to exist
meaningfully together at all and how integrative relating was the most vital activity of all.
The ‘total situation’ of Follett’s life was further complemented by the swell of ideas among America’s thinkers.
Her favourite philosophers included pragmatist William James, idealist Josiah Royce, cognitive psychologist
Edwin Holt and James Watson, pioneer of Behaviourism. Follett studied them and European philosophers,
especially Hegel and Fichte, whose ideas around the ‘total situation’ inspired her, though she did not
necessarily agree with them. She wrote,
“Many of the writers with whom I have disagreed in some particular have been in the main my
teachers and guides” (NS 14).
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I like and admire Follett for being so very willing to disagree, which she saw as essential to creating the
‘progressive experience’ she thought vital to a fulfilling life. She warned of,
“The dangers to the soul of congeniality. Pleasant little glows of feeling can never be fanned into
the fire which becomes the driving force of progress.” (NS 41).
Follett expressed the essence of her thinking in “The New State” when she wrote,
“The interpenetrating of psychic forces creates at the same time individuals and society.
Therefore, the individual is not a unit but a centre of forces (both centripetal and centrifugal), and
consequently society is not a collection of units but a complex of radiating and converging,
crossing and recrossing energies. In other words we are learning to think of society as a psychic
process.” (NS 75).
Later, in “Creative Experience”, she wrote,
“Life is an organising process, each complex is organised with others into a higher complex. Each
organisation simplifies, but only to take its part in further complexity. The tissue of life is
elaborating; the concept gives us unity, simplicity; we may make full use of its unity and simplicity
if we understand the elaboration from which it has come. Life is enriched by collaboration with all
the powers of the universe. Man lives on several planes. and his development depends on the
uniting of them.” (CE145) and “Whether we care most for our way or your way, or for the whole
psychic significance of that which is connected by myriad threads with every other situation in
life.” (CE190).
When discussing organisations and management Follett mostly talked of ‘business’. She valued business
management. “It is among businessmen (not all but a few) that I find the greatest vitality of thinking today”
(F&C xi). Follett became excited by business, she said, because that was “where the most interesting ideas
were being tried.”
Purpose
Mary Follett talked frequently and passionately about the importance of purpose to a person and to any
organisation. She said,
“you cannot integrate the parts of your business successfully unless you have your purpose
clearly defined” (DA 261).
She praised the Rowntree company in York,
“This company has found a way a way of making its employees share in a common purpose, of
making them feel a joint responsibility, co-partners in a common enterprise.” (F&C 27).
In 1925 she gave a series of lectures inaugurating the Bureau of Personnel Administration in New York. Her
first lecture (DA 117) was “How must business management develop in order to possess the essentials of a
profession?”
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She began her talk,
“The word “profession” connotes for most people a foundation of science and a motive of service.
That is, a profession is said to rest on the basis of a proved body of knowledge, and such
knowledge is supposed to be used in the service of others rather than merely for one’s own
purposes.” She wondered, “How far does business management rest on scientific foundations?
and “How can it become more scientific?”
“Truly scientific management”
Follett attributed the movement toward “truly scientific management” to five factors (DA 122):
1. Efficient management must replace the exploitation of natural resources, “whose day is now nearly
over”.
2. Keener competition.
3. Scarcity of labour.
4. A broader conception of the ethics of human relations.
5. The growing idea of business as a public service which carries with it a sense of responsibility for its
efficient conduct.
Follett’s ‘truly’ above distinguishes her notion of ‘scientific’
from

FW

Taylor’s

“The

Principles

of

Scientific

Management” (SM), which, by the 1920s, was being
espoused by “business owners” and was appalling workers
and unions. Taylor had got his “Scientific Management”
slogan from his lawyer Louis Brandeis in 1910. Brandeis
helped Taylor get his ideas across as a counter to the
arbitrary ‘bossism’ of management at the turn of the
19th/20th century. To that extent Taylor and Follett
probably agreed. Brandeis, later a friend of Follett’s, soon
came to realise that Taylor had little consideration for
humanity in managing.

F W Taylor (Wikimedia Commons)

Taylor said, (SM iv) “In the past, man was first. In the future the system must be first.” His rhetoric appealed
to bosses, essentially in assuming a Newtonian worldview in which everything is separable and analysable,
with fixed positions and trajectories; bosses could be omniscient and failures caused by workers not doing as
bidden. By contrast, Follett cited Einstein when she said
“the ablest business man or social worker, or statesmen or worker in any field looks at an
“environmental complex”, sees the solution of his problems depending on the interacting of the
elements of that complex … I believe the principle of relativity in the realm of social theory will
displace as many of our old ideas in the social sciences as Einstein has in the natural sciences.”
(P&C 81).
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Another key difference between Follett and Taylor is shown in his comments about men’s “natural laziness”
(SM 7) and the need for prescription, supervision, incentivisation and sanctions to control and motivate
workers. That reminded me of the first ‘management development' event I attended in 1979, about
“Motivation”, organised by The Industrial Society. The speakers actually focused on ‘disciplinary procedures’,
’performance management’ and sanctions rather than on the advertised topic. When I asked why no-one
talked about what actually does motivate people at work, I got blank looks till one person said, “I don’t know if
he's a flipping optimist or an idealist, but he wouldn’t last long where I work.”
Follett did not believe people are naturally lazy, but that they don’t like being told what to do. She said people
are willing to obey when they “recognise the demand of the situation.” (F&C 20) I felt for that. I was once sent
home from school because the teachers wouldn’t say, “Please”. So, naturally, I wouldn’t do what they told me
to (though, on reflection, I may not have grasped the totality …). She said,
“We often forget that usually the worker’s greatest pleasure is the satisfaction of having done the
best of which he was capable.” (F&C 21).
Follett divided business management into 1) “production and distribution” and 2) ”how to deal fairly and
fruitfully with one’s fellows”. She noted, “The latter is often thought to be a gift which some possess and some
do not” (DA 123), but she did not believe in the ‘gift’ of competence.
Follett counters Oliver Sheldon’s assertion that
“there can be no science of cooperation” with
“You cannot have successful cooperation until you have worked out methods of cooperation - by
experiment after experiment, by a comparing of experiments, by a pooling of results.” (DA 123).
In her lecture, “The Profession of Management” (DA 144), Mary Follett says,
“Conscious organisation is the great spiritual task of man.” She goes on, “Organisation is what
separates mediocre endeavour from high endeavour. No one has a better opportunity than the
business manager to take part in this, the highest endeavour of the human race.” And she
continues, “We work for profit, for service, for our own development, for the love of creating
something. At any one moment most of us are not working directly for any of these, but to put
through the job in hand in the best possible manner.”

How Mary influenced my OD practice
Follett passionately believed in OD decades before the phrase was coined. She said,
“It has been hard for many old-fashioned employers to understand that orders will not take the
place of training. I want to italicise that.” (DA 53); and then, intriguingly, “In history, the aftermath
of all revolutions shows us the results of lack of training.”
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Later she says,
“it is by organizing experience that we transform experience into power, and that is what
experience is for, to be made into power … and this is the task of the leader in any business or
industry.” (DA 258).
Follett dismissed the idea that personality determines leadership success, telling her audience, “Don’t exploit
your personality. Learn your job.” (DA 272).
Creative conflict
Parts of my OD career that I found most interesting were to do with seeking to resolve conflict in
organisations. The pattern that I found most often was that the ‘warring’ parties rarely actually disagreed with
each other. They had usually misperceived and misunderstood the other. Then each stopped listening and
started judging the other more or less disintegrating their organisation. Follett would exhort people to atomise
the sources of their differences and invite them to re-integrate the fragments together in a different pattern to
see if there could be a new and stronger unity created. She described these as ‘plusvalents'. She wrote,
“A dynamic psychology gives us instead of equivalents, plusvalents … Progressive experience on
every level means the creating of plusvalents.” (CE 73).
Notions of leadership
Follett’s conception of society and organisations, which are themselves both inherently social and which
‘interpenetrate’ with their host society, helps me to understand how and why she thinks that integrating
difference without losing the difference is the only way to generate real sustainable power. Indeed, the prime
purpose of all organising is to enable people to achieve things together that they cannot achieve alone. Thus
an important measure of organisational development is how much it increases the organisation’s power.
Follett described the work of a leader as to generate communal power by integrating people’s differences
without losing those differences. I agree that anyone who does that is existentially a leader, regardless of
whatever formal role they may be holding at the time.
The power of good questioning
Follett believed that the essence of organisation is the dynamic “interpenetrating” of “centres of forces”, that
“complex of radiating and converging, crossing and rerecording energies”. If so, the activities that develop
organisations best are those that raise people’s mutual awareness and which demonstrate valuing others’
views; for example, asking questions, as well as listening to and integrating the responses. The power of
questioning - to integrate people psychically and to demonstrate their importance to their organisation - is so
obvious that it has always amazed me how rarely it is practised.
Integrating cultural perspectives
Mary Follett crossed the Atlantic often, to London and many of the capitals of Europe, always learning,
progressively experiencing, increasing her own power and that of everyone she met. She integrated the
values and experiences of the Old and New Worlds in a generative fusion that remains relevant.
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For me, Mary Follett has been a wonderful guide through the challenges of integrating notions of dynamic
complexity with practical guidance on how to manage, integrate and develop experience, people and
organisations. With her stories and acute insights she has been a good friend and mentor. So, when I wonder
about any social or management topic today, I ask myself, “What would Mary think?”

Cunard’s RMS Mauretania, 1906 (image published by F Logghe)
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The humanistic roots of
Organization Development - a
reclamation?
Gary Pass
The Winter 2018 edition of the journal e-O&P was a catalyst for this article.
Its theme of “Humanistic management as an alternative way of
organizing?” raised for me a mixture of surprise and curiosity.
I'm a practitioner in leadership, learning and organization development
(OD) with a special focus on sustainable enterprise. My work is rooted in
humanistic principles and practice, though I rarely declare this in the flow of
client engagement. My surprise was to realise that I take it for granted that
modern OD practice flows out of the humanistic movement in which I’ve
participated since the 1980s; and I was curious why humanistic
management was queried as “an alternative way of organizing”.
In this article, I draw on my own experience as participant-practitioner and reference selected sources to help
illuminate the meaning and relevance of a humanistic approach in management and organization
development. I go on to suggest that there is a hidden history of a humanistic movement that is already
woven into the fabric of contemporary business and OD practice – even if sometimes thinly and not always
evident.
The overall shape and flow of this essay arises from a narrative process of writing-as-inquiry, which has
developed over several months. As such, it’s not an exposition of a pre-formed thesis and I ask you, as
reader, to follow the threads and links of the unfolding inquiry. My intent is not to provide a comprehensive
scholarly review. Rather, I offer provocation for a wider engagement regarding what it really means for
managers and consultants to create healthy human conditions for success and wellbeing at work.
Keywords
Organization Development, leadership development, applied psychology, humanistic psychology, humanistic
management, systems thinking, complexity thinking, sustainable development, sustainable enterprise, moral
philosophy

Prologue
Over the past twenty years, I have witnessed the inner life of hundreds of organizations, in diverse sectors
across Europe, Middle East, Americas and Asia-Pacific. In reflecting on my experiences, it struck me that the
humanistic practice of management and leadership is already woven through contemporary organizational
life. However, I also recognise that this weave may often be quite thin or flimsy; perhaps more espoused than
enacted.
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Humanistic roots of OD practice
The management paradigm that continues to dominate is ‘functionalist’ (Burrell and Morgan in Collins, 1998,
p. 170). From this perspective, harmony is seen as the natural order, with conflict an aberration; change can
be planned and managed logically, in a practical, common-sense fashion, with a focus on tangible process,
structure and function; managers should be in control and communication cascaded hierarchically. In my
experience, these assumptions are still treated as common sense and common practice.
Burrell and Morgan’s ‘radical humanist’ paradigm challenges these assumptions and holds that domination
and control are normal. Rather than seeking to overthrow the system (‘radical structuralist’), it views system
conditions as personally and socially constructed and that radical emancipation – or ‘realising human
potential’ - lies in people changing the nature and quality of their participation.
Invoking sociological paradigms raises a higher-level perspective on the roots and relevance of humanistic
practice in OD today.

Paradigms, by their nature, are incommensurate, which may explain why the

humanistic roots of OD are not clearly visible through the functionalist lens. Roots, by their nature, are mostly
hidden underground, which may be a simpler explanation!
Why a reclamation?
Contemplating my purpose in writing, the word ‘reclamation’ comes to mind: to ‘recall’ or ‘reclaim’ the
meaning and relevance of this humanistic approach; or ‘cry out against’ any loss of it (Oxford Dictionaries,
21/12/18).

The beginnings of a personal journey
The roots of my own practice grew from participation in an Exegesis three-day personal transformation
seminar. This shared characteristics with other trainings that developed out of the 1960s movement for
personal liberation – in particular an encounter in a group setting with one’s own responsibility for limiting
habits of thought, feeling and behaviour.
Exegesis drew very public criticism in the UK with accusations raised, both in the media and in parliament, of
it being a cult. For me, however, the seminar created a foundational experience of responsibility for my self,
my choices and my ability to engage in the world with a greater sense of meaningful agency. These are all
characteristics or qualities that I think are at the heart of the humanistic movement.
Several businesses were founded to put the principles of the Exegesis seminar into practice. I joined one of
these, Programmes Limited, which showed most promise. It quickly grew, in five years, to become the
largest and most successful telephone marketing agency in Europe.
As a community, we continued to explore the inner realm of personal transformation in a context of collective
purpose. As a business, we outwardly gained a high reputation for quality and impact and awards for the
results we achieved for clients. In the early 1990s the company developed from a direct marketing agency
into a customer management consultancy – The Merchants Group – and continued to attract high-profile
clients, which included helping to set up new telephone banking operations like First Direct in the UK and
PriorityOne (AMP) in Australia.
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I was a member of Programmes/Merchants for fifteen years – a formative period of personal and professional
development that laid a foundation for my professional practice today.

Our bias was towards enabling

individuals to make personal shifts of understanding and behaviour - enhancing their power to manage
themselves and influence others. However, this bias limited our understanding and ability to help our clients
work with the complex nature of organization development and change once ‘back at their desks’.

Human Potential Research Group and MSc in Change Agent Skills and Strategies
At this point, the development of my personal practice merged with the wider developmental flow of OD
practice in the UK. Merchants collaborated with the Human Potential Research Group (HPRG) at Surrey
University to run an in-house version of its MSc in Change Agent Skills and Strategies (CASS) – with a dual
purpose of inward OD and outward service enrichment.
The HPRG developed from the Human Potential Research
Project founded in 1970 by John Heron – a philosophy
lecturer at the university and pioneer of humanistic
psychology in the UK (Annett, 1976, p. 245). The HPRG
went on to develop university short courses that used
experiential inquiry for the personal and professional
development of people working in an organizational
context.
I was an associate member of the HPRG from 1997 and am
a graduate of the MSc CASS that it developed. The MSc
more rigorously formalised the radical intent of HPRG short
courses: to apply humanistic principles and practice in the
John Heron
Image: Oasis School of Human Relations

management and leadership of contemporary organization,
in order to improve both well-being and effectiveness.

Opening my inquiry with this exposition spins a hidden thread of personal history – something I rarely talk
about in my work with colleagues and clients. This leads me to wonder if there is a wider hidden history –
that of a humanistic movement already woven into the fabric of contemporary business and beyond, which
the HPRG and MSc CASS have helped to create. In teasing out these threads I start with the link between
the rise of OD and of humanistic psychology in the C20th.

Rationalism and management
By the mid-C20th, division-of-labour and the production line were seen as emblems of a dehumanized
workplace that treated people as cogs in a machine. From the 1940s this dominant paradigm of ‘scientific
management’ faced a critique from advocates of a new management paradigm, which shifted attention
towards the quality of human relations - a humanistic movement for ‘truth, trust, love and collaboration’ in the
workplace (Buchanan and Huczynski, 1997, p. 464).
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Here we see the roots of OD, which pioneered a
whole-system engagement of staff in processes of
inquiry, collaboration, action and change.

In the

1940s, Kurt Lewin, among many things, laid a
foundation for working in dynamic cycles of action,
reflection and experimentation that runs counter to the
scientific control-logic of linear, top-down strategy and
implementation.
In its formative years, those who laid the ground for
OD as a field of practice had a radical and pragmatic
intent. Their aim was to change the nature of human
relations in the management and development of
Kurt Lewin Image: Psychology Today

organization – private and public – in pursuit of human
welfare and organizational effectiveness. This is the

ground in which OD is rooted. Today, however, OD may find expression in contradictory purposes. In one
form, it has become integrated into corporate functions and is used to reinforce conventional management
control. Elsewhere, ‘tempered radicals’ (Meyerson and Sculley, 1995) may work informally to shift limiting
patterns of thinking and behaviour. They are likely to work experimentally to support innovation and change
and create environments conducive to the well-being of their people and success of their company.

The advent of humanistic psychology
In parallel with the early formation of OD, a new movement in psychology was emerging – a humanistic ‘third
force’ that challenged the first and second forces of psychoanalysis and behaviourism.
Though Freud hoped for psychoanalysis to gain scientific status and credibility, one reason that both he and
it found disfavour was their reliance on difficult-to-test theory and subjective forms of practice. Behaviourism
challenged psychoanalysis in a bid to make psychology objective and amenable to the science of observable
phenomena and proof-through-experiment. What they had in common was a belief in a bestial core to
human nature: seeing humans as mammals with innate urges that are socially dangerous, which need to be
prohibited, controlled or suppressed.
Countering the notion of a bestial core to human nature
There’s no doubt that human history offers a continuing stream of evidence that we are both capable of
acting violently towards each other and willing to do so – and not only from psycho-pathological causes.
Warfare, for example, is sanctioned politically and socially and enacted by ‘normal’ people. However, the
question is whether violence shows evidence of a bestial core to human nature and supports the case for
social conditioning and suppression of instincts.
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Humanistic psychology has embraced the psychoanalytic concept of the unconscious mind and Jung’s idea
of the ‘shadow’ – our ‘dark side’ - cast in the bright light of conscious awareness and virtuous belief. Though
I may not directly refer to the unconscious processes of ‘transference’ and ‘projection’ with organizational
clients, I look for evidence of their presence and help clients recognize unhelpful patterns of thinking, feeling
and behaviour – of habits and bias below conscious
awareness. However, my purpose is neither prohibition nor
socialisation. Rather, it’s to support clients to take ownership
for their unconscious patterns and for the choices they make
in response. One of the motives behind the rise of a third
force in psychology was to challenge the belief in a bestial
core to human nature. John Rowan, a leading researcher
and writer in the UK, explains (1995, p. 244):
“For humanistic psychology people are people all
the way through – there is no point at which they
turn into animals, or inanimate objects. Deep
down underneath it all, where it really counts,
there is the self. And the self is all right. There is
nothing there to be afraid of.”
Our search for meaning
Humanistic psychology has roots in phenomenological and existential thinking.

Phenomenology values

paying attention to here/now experience over there/then conceptual reasoning. It elevates the value of direct
experience as a primary source of being, knowing and action. Existentialism informed the development of a
psychotherapy grounded in the notion of an inner conflict that flows from four ‘givens’ of existence (Yalom,
1980, pp 8-9):
1. Death – its inevitability and the wish to continue to be.
2. Freedom – there is no inherent universal design and we are responsible for our own choices in how
we create and experience the life we live.
3. Isolation – no matter how close we get to another person there is an unbridgeable gap between us
and we are ultimately alone.
4. Meaninglessness – if we must die, constitute our own world, are ultimately alone in an indifferent
universe then we are responsible for constructing our own meaning in life.
If that sounds like a gloomy reality, it’s unsurprising that our search for meaning has led to the construction of
philosophies to explain why human existence is meaningful – it really is a necessary invention. There’s no
shame in our need for consolation. Humanistic-existential psychology challenges us to take responsibility for
this need and for the choices we make about how we create a sense of meaning and purpose for ourselves.
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There’s a rich, more complex story to tell about humanistic psychology, associated research-practice and a
host of seminal figures.

More relevant to my inquiry is to explore further the link between humanistic

psychology, organization development and their relevance to contemporary management practice.

Management and OD: a humanistic perspective
Writing in 1988, John Rowan gives a retrospective on the roots of the humanistic movement in personal and
organizational practice. He also points to the influence of humanistic psychology in management theory and
OD practice up to that point. He speaks with authority about those roots and his perspective highlights some
of the hidden history that I think is relevant today. I’m struck first by this statement (Rowan, 1995, p. 121):
“Most of what is valuable in management theory today comes from humanistic psychology. It is a
field in which this school has been particularly active. In the comprehensive list of management
development methods compiled by Huczynski (1983) over 40% of them come out of humanistic
psychology.”
Rowan traces an evolution of thinking and language in the 1950s within the group, inspired by Kurt Lewin, at
the National Training Laboratories.

Members moved from calling their work ‘training in democratic

leadership’ and began calling it ‘the planning of change’. Instead of talking about ‘trainers’ they started
talking about ‘change agents’. They saw that people who had been through ‘T-groups’ were more open,
creative and flexible but returned to the constrictions of the organization itself. The view took hold that it
wasn’t enough to work at the level of the individual.
At the beginning there was a great emphasis on the trained expert who leads a diagnosis and gets
management to make the necessary changes. In the 1960s OD came more into line with other forms of
humanistic practice, as Rowan goes on to say (p. 122):
“The consultant, instead of being seen as an expert to diagnose and prescribe, now becomes a
facilitator, whose job is to encourage the organization to work through its conflicts, in the
knowledge that all the answers are there already.”.
Rowan continues: “So the OD consultant becomes less like a doctor, and more like a therapist” (p. 125).
This may highlight a point where OD became too radical for the conservative tastes of leaders, managers
and staff living with the tension of needing continuity to make a living in an ever-changing, competitive world.
The comforting expertise of scientific management is more attractive than the uncertain process of being
facilitated in ‘therapy’.
When Andrew Pettigrew examined the role of change specialists in a strategic change initiative across
divisions of ICI in the 1980s, he concluded (Pugh and Hickson, 1996, p. 194):
“One chastening lesson is not to expect too much from such OD specialists. As one supportive
senior manager put it: ‘using OD is in the first case an act of faith’.”
Whether internal managers or external consultants, we are engaged in the complex humanistic practice of
intention, skill, relationship and action in an organizational context. This is the territory I am outlining. It is
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consistent with the strand of OD theory and practice that understands organization – or organizing – as a
continuous and complex social process. Chris Rodgers highlights this and the messy, informal character of
organizational change that formal management processes typically ignore.
Seeing conflict and difference as central to organizational practice
John Rowan points to a particular strength of the humanistic psychology school of management that, for me,
sharpens the focus of its contemporary relevance and is another feature of its hidden or forgotten history. In
Rowan’s view conflict is something that humanistic psychology has understood very well: “It sets a very high
value on conflict, and regards the serious pursuit of conflict as an important road to wisdom.” (Rowan, 1995,
p. 123).
He cites the “great pioneer” in this area, Mary Parker Follett, who took it for granted that the thing to aim at
was the interweaving of differences, because – expressed or not - it’s the constant condition of human
organization. Rowan continues (ibid.):
“Conflicts are then carefully brought out and worked with, rather than being overridden, smoothed
over or ignored. And the outcome of this is that creative solutions may emerge, which nobody
had in mind at the beginning of the process.”.
In my experience, the dominant paradigm of management thinking continues to treat conflict as an
aberration.

Yet a current preoccupation of management discourse is the need for innovation.

This

perspective of conflict shines another spotlight on the real territory of humanistic management and OD
practice. It tugs at a thread that’s clearly visible in my own practice and client work.

Personal practice: a humanistic bias
As a practitioner, I’m experienced at working in the tension between holding an objective perspective while in
the flow of subjective experience with others. I believe that this is an important characteristic, which sits at
the heart of humanistic management and OD practice.
Being able to take an objective view is a feature of the scientific rationalism that continues to inform business.
We’re used to valuing and expecting objectivity from each other: analyzing problems, creating solutions,
managing plans, controlling resources. It’s a powerful capability that everyone, working in an organizational
context, needs to have to some degree.
But the life of organization also flows from the subjective experience of personal meaning, motivation,
interpretation, emotion, feeling.

In order to maintain my professional competence and my well-being -

working in this subjective-objective field - I need to be able to distinguish between what’s ‘me’ and what’s
‘them’ in how my clients respond to my presence and interventions. One source of this ability comes from my
training and experience to remain present and resourceful in the face of misunderstanding, difference,
disagreement and conflict. This is about treating the present moment as a creative resource of thought,
feeling and action in my moment-by-moment interactions.

In this sense, I’m constantly testing and

responding in a dance between ‘me’ and ‘them’.
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We’re familiar with this dance in our day-to-day conversations – with the potential for lively interaction,
unexpected twists, difference and empathy. We’re also familiar with the potential for repeated patterns of
social nicety to arise. Dialogue, relational connection and the potential for innovation are deeply humanistic.
While they may be a source of aliveness and creativity, we may also experience uncertainty, anxiety, conflict,
diminished self-esteem – familiar territory for any good practitioner, humanistic or otherwise.
The desire for more authentic communication and less social posturing is one indication that people,
individually and collectively, may have a real intent to create a more humanistic environment in which they
operate. However, living by this standard requires personal desire, intention, responsibility and skill. The
promotion and practice of skills that enable managers to operate well in this subjective-objective field is a
clearer indication that a humanistic approach to management is being embraced.

Humanistic management: a client perspective
Early in this essay I wonder if the influence of the humanistic movement is a hidden history in contemporary
management and OD. This question sharpened my attention on the evidence for its presence in a recent
assignment for a global corporate.
One current initiative is a good illustration. Alongside conventional aims like revenue growth, the global CEO
has asked senior leaders to explore what it would mean for the company to be a place that creates the
healthiest conditions for human wellbeing and success. He has not dictated what this means or how it should
be brought about. Instead, he has asked senior leaders to explore the question with their teams. The CEO’s
style has been to convey why the initiative is personally important to him, why it’s relevant for the business
and invite his leadership team to join him on a journey. He has also pointed to a shortlist of sources that
have informed his interest and his invitation.
One of these sources is Patrick Lencioni, who writes (in The Advantage, 2012) about the edge a business
gains from a ‘healthiest human system’ focus. Like many management writers, he presents a seductive ‘nstep’ approach for success (Collins, 1998, p. 9). That is, a set of clear, logical and practical steps designed
to bring about a desired outcome.

At first sight, this reinforces the conventional ‘management control’

paradigm that continues to dominate much contemporary management thinking. However, Lencioni does
show a humanistic perspective woven into his approach. In particular he points to ‘five dysfunctions of a
team’ that, he argues, lead to ‘silos, politics and turf wars’.
The five dysfunctions point to issues that hark back to the early days of OD and its human relations
characteristics of ‘truth, trust, love and collaboration’. While the word love might not be used comfortably in
many executive meetings, we can paraphrase with more familiar words such as empathy, connection and
loyalty.
A country CEO initiated one of my recent engagements within the company. He wanted to use an upcoming
leadership offsite to explore, with his team, how to create the healthiest human system in his territory. We
used the ‘five dysfunctions’ model, as illustrated, in that exploration.
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Figure 1: The Five Dysfunctions of a Team
(Adapted from P. Lencioni)

Concern with ‘absence of trust’, ‘fear of conflict’, ‘artificial harmony’, ‘avoiding interpersonal discomfort’ are
not preoccupations of scientific management, which is interested in efficiency, productivity, resource use,
logical process, control, etc.
Lencioni’s advocacy for ‘creative disagreement’ underplays its potential for heightened emotion and messy
outcomes. It takes skill, courage and good intent to work creatively and healthily with conflict and difference.
A form of management that works skillfully to encourage authenticity and openness as a foundation for trust,
that facilitates healthy conflict and that enables people to face interpersonal discomfort, is humanistic. It
remains to be seen how far the company embraces this ‘hot’ character of human organizing or whether it is
suppressed by the ever-present, ‘cool’ logic of scientific rationalism.
This inherent tension returns me to my opening remarks about the incommensurate nature of the functionalist
and radical humanist paradigms. My own resolution of this tension is to act somewhat like an undercover
radical. That is, being able to think and act as a functionalist while helping my clients reveal and change
limiting habits and patterns in their acts of organizing.
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Organization is a human process not a physical object. As such, it is always deeply humanistic – whether
evidenced or not, in the characteristic patterning of people’s day-to-day behaviour. With this in mind, I return
to the sense of purpose at the start of my inquiry and the urge to restate that the humanistic roots of OD are
meaningful and relevant today and are worth reclaiming.

Epilogue
I’m surprised by what I’ve uncovered in reflecting on my own practice and in the sources on which I’ve drawn.
In my narrative approach I have sought to highlight specific forms of practice that I think illuminate
characteristics of humanistic management and the roots of OD.
In dialogue with Chris Rodgers, regarding this article, he suggested to me that most OD practitioners would
acknowledge that OD is about people. He pondered whether my inquiry underlines the importance of human
being in the act of human doing – we are not mechanical objects. Does the essentially humanistic nature of
organization continue to be overlooked and underplayed? Is modern management espousing the value of
‘our people’ while still acting as if we are cogs in an organizational machine?
It strikes me that a humanistic thread is visible, but perhaps woven thinly, throughout the fabric of
contemporary thinking in management and organizational practice. Its roots and relevance are not widely
recognized and warrant reclamation in the story of how we manage and organize today and in our onward
quest for sustainable economy and society. In this quest, a form of management that is genuinely humanistic
will be recognized by such things as:

an emphasis on personal responsibility for self and one’s lived

experience; authenticity in dialogue and relationship; and an ability to work with the healthy potential in the
dynamics of conflict. In this, I leave the final word to John Rowan (1995, p. 140):
“Humanistic psychology is about not leaving it to experts, but taking responsibility for our own
lives and our own actions. It is about human change and growth, about the realization of human
potential, and about being an origin rather than a pawn. This means that you, the reader, are
being at every point challenged to change and grow, to realize your potential, to become more of
an origin and less of a pawn. What are you doing in your own organization?”
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The new practice of organisational
consulting
Reframing the consulting process
Bill Critchley
In this article, I explore the implications for organisational consultants of
working from a ‘process’ perspective on organisations. I start with a brief
overview of this perspective, and then explore its implications for OD
practitioners in terms of three kinds of ‘shift’ in approach: the shift in role;
the shift in what we pay attention to, and the shift in the consulting process.
I argue throughout that, in order to make a noticeable and sustainable
difference for the ‘better’ in an ‘organisation’, we - clients and consultants must work as fully-embodied human beings with what is actually
happening in the moment in our local situation.

I am indebted to Dr Hartmut Stuelten with whom I worked to elaborate on these ideas in an unpublished
article, and will be using the pronoun ‘we’ on a number of occasions to denote our shared view.
Keywords
social process, communicative interaction, self-organising, ‘relational’

Adopting a process perspective
The prevailing way of viewing organisations is to think about them as if they are somewhat like machines to
be engineered. If we listen to the discourse in most organisations we will hear such words as ‘engineering’,
‘driving’, ‘leveraging’ rather frequently. Such words betoken an instrumental mindset, as if an organisation is
a ‘thing’ which can be ‘engineered’ or ‘driven’ from A to B. This leads to an over-emphasis on the felt need to
control the legitimate system, through structural, procedural and programmatic solutions.
An alternative way of thinking about organisations - and one that I believe is closer to our lived experience,
and supported by the emerging study of complexity - is to view them as complex social processes, in which
people create priorities, strategies, plans and so forth, by interacting with one another (see YouTube video).
This phenomenon that we call an ‘organisation’ could more aptly be described as an on-going process of
‘communicative interaction’ or conversation.
Research into organisations as ‘complex social processes’ suggests that they are characterised by patterns
of stability and instability at the same time. Stable patterns of interaction tend to be maintained through
designed, legitimate networks of roles and accountabilities through which people pursue official goals and
policies. Instability, and hence the possibility of novelty and transformation, emerges in the simultaneous
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operation of many informal networks in which significant political, social and other processes are at work that
contribute in vitally important ways to the effectiveness of the organisation.
The radical process perspective suggests that organisations continually emerge in an unpredictable way, as
they evolve into the unknown, where what emerges is always potential, but unpredictable transformation.
One of the main insights that emerged from the work of complexity scientists is that ‘order’, in the form of
pattern, emerges naturally through the interaction of competition and collaboration, order and disorder at the
same time; there is an inherent process of what came to be known as ‘self-organisation’. As Stuart Kauffman
puts it in his book, At Home in the Universe (1996) “order emerges for free”.

Broad implications of emergent order
Organisations require good enough, minimalist structures, to manage short term performance. However,
these self-organising dynamics are not widely appreciated, and in many organisations with a bureaucratic
history, the capacity for people to self-manage their own contributions - individually and collectively - is
largely suppressed. As a result, all change is seen to need detailed planning and the development of
complicated blueprints before anything can happen. This focus on getting the ‘right structure’ is often not
only painfully slow, it can also have the opposite effect to that which was intended. I work with clients to
recognise where structure is inhibiting the possibilities of innovation and experimentation.
I see the role of the OD practitioner as seeding and encouraging more widespread collaboration and selfmanagement, while working at the same time with senior managers to discover a leadership role that is
powerful and influential without being oppressive. I do this by focusing on senior managers’ paradoxical role
of sustaining the formal procedures necessary for operational effectiveness, while stimulating and promoting
the less formal emergent processes in the organisation which are the source of innovation, healthy problem
solving and, ultimately, quality and service. In this article I elaborate on what this might consist of in practice.

Changing how we conceive the role of OD consultant
In proposing this change to a process perspective of an ‘organisation’ I see three major shifts in how we
conceive our role as OD consultants.
First shift: from objective, positivist intervener to relational, participative inquirer.
Positivist action assumes that organisations are ‘things’ that have intrinsic attributes, such as hierarchy,
structure, strategies, rules, procedures, and culture, and that improving, changing or ‘re-engineering’ these
are the focus of a conventional consulting intervention that one might call the working on approach.
Because we understand an ‘organisation’ as an ongoing process of communicative interaction between
people, through a process perspective we shift our focus towards the patterns and quality of this interactive
process and our way of engaging and relating in it. From this perspective we no longer construct our role as
working on something, but as relating with someone. In other words, we consciously use the difference
we bring (e.g. in background, experience, perspective, presence) to provoke a process of inquiry amongst
and with clients.
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Second shift: from solution to transformation
The second shift in our role as organisation consultants is from delivering instrumental, problem-focussed
interventions (which clients sometimes refer to as turn-key solutions) based on linear-causal assumptions, to
one which supports an emergent and unpredictable process of transformation of relational patterns.
Traditionally, consultants are brought in to solve a problem within the client’s organisation, which the clients
are unable to solve by themselves, or to provide some expertise which the organisation lacks. The implicit
expectation is that the consultant leads the organisation ‘out of the wilderness’ into ‘the promised land’. This
implies a role for the consultant in which current problems are highlighted and analysed, a better future is
defined, a rational step-by-step process for achieving ‘it’ is designed, and finally, a carefully managed
implementation process is executed by assembling and connecting the right parts and the right intelligence.
However, from a complexity perspective, we let go of the image of ourselves as saviours, bearers of best
practice, or providers of finely tuned analytical solutions. We therefore understand ourselves neither as
solution experts nor as process facilitators (Schein 1988, p. 3 - 12), because both approaches assume a
linear process of problem definition, diagnosis, and improvement implementation. In contrast, we see our role
as one of participants in the co-creation of opportunities for people to explore for themselves their individual
and collective issues; to make their own meaning and to take thoughtful, individual and joint action in the
knowledge that specific outcomes are unpredictable and ultimately unknowable.
Transforming the quality of organisational functioning
For us, ‘communicative interaction’ consists of all the communicative gestures, as Mead (1967) describes
them, which evoke responses from others and give rise to meaning. His definition goes beyond just verbal
gestures, ranging from small physical or vocal moves between individuals, to large-scale gestures. The latter
include such things as value statements, re-structuring, or building a new factory in China, as gestures from
senior managers to the organisation (and the market) at large. For all practical purposes, we can visualise
this process of continuous gestures and responses between people as a ‘conversation’. Thus, when we turn
up as consultants, we can think of what we are doing as participating in an on-going conversation or “in the
everyday art of going on together”. (Shaw 2002, p. 5)
We are thus using the term ‘conversation’ in its broadest sense to describe the dynamic process of
communicative interaction. This is patterned by power dynamics, conversational themes, norms and values
which have emerged over time. As consultants (and, as such, as temporary members of the organisation) we
are both enabled and constrained by these patterns. An essential orientation of an organisational consultant
is to be curious and interested in these patterns; to pay attention to our own experience of engaging with
them; and, as we act into them, to notice what responses we provoke, and how we experience them. Of
course, we can never know or understand ‘the patterns’ fully. But, if we arrive freshly into each situation, we
can be more attuned to refocusing our attention from concentrating on the problem and its solution,
towards focusing on the five qualities of organisational functioning hypothesised by Ralph Stacey (2003, p.
414 – 422).
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These are:
▪

The quality of engagement: To what extent are those people within the organisation affected by the
topic under consideration, engaged in conversations?

▪

The quality of conversation: How are legitimate themes that organise our client’s experience
sustained, and how are shadow themes, which are frequently not voiced openly, brought into the
public forum?

▪

The quality of diversity: How is diversity fostered and encouraged while at the same time
sustaining some measure of necessary stability within the organisation?

▪

The quality of holding unpredictability: How do our clients and we consultants cope with acting
into ‘the unknown’?

▪

The quality of holding anxiety: How does a particular situation, context or challenge give rise to
anxiety and how do our clients and we ourselves cope with this anxiety?

Third shift: reframing the consulting process
Now I want to look at what this way of understanding the phenomenon of organisational life might mean for
the consulting process. In essence, we need to let go of the conventional notion by which we think of the
consultant as objective diagnostician, and of consulting as a series of sequential steps, each one a
necessary precursor to the next.
Instead, consulting simply starts when we turn up. That is, it starts when we first join the on-going process of
communicative interaction with and within our client’s ‘organisation’. As our first gestures call forth some
response, we are already making some kind of difference - albeit a small one. So, even when we arrive at
what conventionally might be framed as a ‘sales’ or business development meeting, the process of engaging
with the client has begun. We therefore use the term ‘living inquiry’ to denote a methodological form which,
while giving some structure to the process of consulting, also conveys a sense of the spirit and nature of our
engagement with this continuously emerging conversational process.
Living Inquiry
We are defining this term in relation to our consulting practice very specifically. On the one hand, this is to
imply a particular stance and, on the other, to describe the discipline, or methodology. As a stance it implies
an authentic personal orientation towards listening, exploring and making sense with our clients, in a way
which does not privilege our meaning-making over theirs. It also implies paying rigorous attention to our own
experience. By this we mean not just to that which arises in the moment of interaction, but also to our prior
assumptions, prejudices, value dispositions and motivations, and how these inform us during the course of
the work. This is the discipline of reflective practice.
As regards methodology, we have argued above that consultants join an ongoing conversation which, by
definition, does not have a beginning or an end. It is helpful for consultants to be mindful of the fact that they
always turn up and leave in the middle of something. In our conception of the consulting process, we are
therefore trying to dismantle much of the instrumental, predictive, formal structuring which usually surrounds
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consulting interventions.

At its core, our approach is to join this ongoing conversation and work with

whatever emerges, while paying close attention to the five vital signs of organisation outlined earlier. At the
same time, we offer clients the security of some structure, both to satisfy the formal requirements of
procurement and budgeting, and also to map for them what our involvement as consultants might look like.
Again, as I said earlier, we can think of this process as a series of gestures and responses. For example, if
we are called to a meeting to discuss a problem with which we have been asked to help, there are a range of
‘gestures’ we could make. We could choose to make a power-point presentation offering our view of the
problem and a method for resolving it. Alternatively, we could choose to start by inviting people to say how
they experience the problem, and facilitating an explorative conversation. These two examples represent
completely different kinds of gestures which will evoke very different responses, and will create very different
sorts of relational dynamics. The first focuses on the problem, constructs it as an objective reality, and
privileges the consultant’s expertise. In contrast, the second focuses on people’s lived experience of their
subjective reality (instead of ‘the problem’), assumes that there will be different perceptions, and privileges a
form of social interaction as a means of exploring a multitude of subjective realities and ways forward. This
latter gesture is ‘relational’ in its intention and nature, and is informed by the notion of organisation as a
dynamic social process, while the first gesture is instrumental in intention, and is informed by a linear,
diagnostic perspective. Living inquiry adopts the former stance.
In essence, living inquiry consists of four core processes - engaging, inquiring, experimenting, and learning –
that are all going on all of the time; like four separate, but interrelated strands in a plaited loaf of bread. This
is illustrated in the diagram below:

Figure 1. Four core processes of living inquiry
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Four core processes of living inquiry
Engaging
Taking a relational approach requires us to always think first of the process of engagement, and then pay
attention to the emerging patterns of gesture and response in this engagement process, because it is in this
process that meaning is made and action emerges. It also requires us to be continuously aware of the nature
of our presence. As Rodenberg ((2007) suggests, the way in which we impact on people through the quality
of our attention, our capacity to listen, the congruence between what we espouse and how we actually
interact has a primary influence on the quality of any human encounter. We therefore engage with the clients
in a participative process of exploration.
We use the term ‘engaging’ to mean that, whatever else we are doing, we are entering into a relationship with
other human beings. This puts the quality of relationship at the forefront of our consciousness. It is through
relationship, rather than through particular techniques or rigid methodologies, that change occurs. As
psychologist Carl Rogers observed as long ago as 1957:
“For constructive personality change to occur it is necessary that (…) two persons are in
psychological contact. (…) All that is intended by this first condition is (…) that two people are to
some degree in contact, that each makes a perceivable difference in the experiential field of the
other.” (Kirschenbaum and Land Henderson 2001, p. 221).
The importance of the quality of relationship is now endorsed by research carried out in the fields of both
psychotherapy, and coaching. In the words of Gregory Bateson, it is the “difference that makes a difference”
(1972, p. 381).
Crucially, too, we usually refer to the people with whom we engage as our ‘clients’, while many of our
colleagues still talk about engaging with ‘the system’. The danger with using the latter term is that it tends to
de-personalise our clients by abstracting from them as individuals and by reifying ‘the organisation’. Once we
lose sight of the essential truth that organising (instead of the organisation) and consulting are social
processes, and that we are relating to interdependent individuals in their specific context, we are likely to
become instrumental in our practice. This is indeed how most conventional consulting is conceptualized.
The nature of inquiry

Inquiring
As the initial conversation with our clients
broadens into a wider engagement, increasing
the number of people involved in the inquiry,
the conversation develops into a

mutual

exploration of the issue as ‘framed’ in the initial
contracting phase. As such, this enhances

We distinguish clearly between the kind of ‘inquiry’
we are proposing here and the kind of ‘enquiry’ a
police force might conduct into a crime, or an audit
office into malpractice.
The latter usage (more usually spelt with an ‘e’)
implies a truth to be uncovered, usually located in
the efficacy of structural arrangements and the
logic of cause and effect.

influence.

In contrast, we use the term ‘inquiry’ very
differently; meaning a participative process of
exploring multiple perspectives with the
expectation that some consensus about critical
issues will emerge.
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Experimenting
A robust joint inquiry changes the conversation, and ‘themes’ which seem to be organising people’s
conversations, start to emerge. These give rise to the possibility of new forms of ‘joint action’. The inquiry,
characterised by almost simultaneous processes of exploration and consolidation, is the change process.
However, it is useful for the consultant to draw attention to these emerging themes by designing a more
structured meaning-making and action-taking process. We do this by drawing attention to those emerging
themes and ‘progressing’ various ‘initiatives’ configured around particular aspects of those themes.
In some instances, a more formal coordinating event might be needed, where relevant ‘stakeholders’ are
brought together to make meaning of what is emerging. For some clients, it might also be necessary to
symbolise a specific activity ‘phase’, by forming working groups to address particular aspects of the change
in a co-ordinated fashion. If so, the most important thing is that these groups maintain the fluid and emergent
nature of the process and do not collapse the spirit of the ongoing inquiry/ experimenting into an overelaborate and linear planning process.
Learning
The fourth aspect of our living inquiry is learning and review – both as a continuing practice and at particular
junctures. Although this is happening all the time, it is helpful to signal some formal way of reviewing the
experiences and effects of the inquiry as a punctuation in the conversational life of the organisation, and
attempt some collective reflection on themes which have emerged throughout the inquiry, as a basis for
ongoing improvement.

Conclusion
The key argument that I have made in this article is simple:
In order to make a noticeable and sustainable difference for the ‘better’ in an ‘organisation’ we clients and consultants - must work as fully-embodied human beings with what is actually
happening in the moment in our local situation.
Conventional, linear cause-effect based consulting methods that focus on working with abstractions and
generalisations (e.g. the organisation, the manufacturing function, the strategy, the process, the customers)
lend themselves well to mechanical, engineering issues (e.g. assembling a car). But these do not lead to
lasting improvements, if mistakenly applied to long-term organisational functioning - a social rather than
mechanical process.
In contrast, consulting from a process perspective requires a relational approach, in which we engage as
knowledgeable people with other people in an ongoing process of live encounters, rather than consult to
clients as objective experts through pre-scripted rituals (e.g. agenda-driven meetings, presentations, or
written reports). This, I suggest, requires personal presence, courage, and the ability to handle the
paradoxical nature of organisational life. It is also quite likely, and quite understandably so, to be anxietyinducing.
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This way of working can also provide considerable personal challenges to our clients. Hiring OD consultants
to help ‘make things better’, only to be told that, despite clear intentions for the consulting work, we can
neither predict nor guarantee precise outcomes, requires them to demonstrate trust, courage and a similar
ability to handle anxiety. Helping them to contain their anxiety, as well as containing our own, is integral to
the living inquiry process.
Finally, we need some way of ensuring that we are serving, as well as we can know, our clients’ best interest.
As we join the on-going processes of communicative interaction, in which we are both shaping our clients
and being shaped by them, ethical decisions are being made all the time. We therefore continuously need to
keep our own motivations and intentions under review, often through employing our own supervisors, to
ensure that we are behaving ‘ethically’. There is no generalised ‘code’ capable of anticipating all
eventualities; ethics and values emerge in the activities in which we engage in any given moment, and, as
Shakespeare observed, “’Tis rigour, not law.” (Rodenberg 2007, p. 253).
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An OD-based framework for
advancing change practice
Sharon Varney
In this article, I introduce an OD-based framework for advancing change
practice. It comprises four inter-related elements: Diagnostic OD; Dialogic
OD; Dynamic OD [‘the three Ds of OD’]; and the Use of Self. I then invite
those involved in making change happen, whatever their job title, to adopt
an OD orientation to their work. This challenges them to consider their
instrumentality in change; developing a balance between ’the three Ds’ of
OD practice that will enable people to create change for themselves
Key words
organisation development, change, diagnostic OD, dialogic OD, dynamic
OD, use of self, OD-savvy clients

OD matters more than ever
With an unrelenting drive for change in organisations, Organisation Development (OD) has never mattered
more than it does today. The quotes below suggest that the “cult of change” in organisations (Hodgson,
2011) shows no sign of abating. More worryingly, they also indicate that challenging the drive for change whether this takes the form of traditional planned change programmes, or the insistent drive towards agility has become ‘undiscussable’ (Argyris, 1980). Raising a challenge to change in such an environment is risky
and potentially career-limiting.
“We’re going through version 3 or 4 of an operating model
that no-one understands”
HR manager, private sector organisation (in-person).

“We’re continually re-org[anis]ing the re-orgs”
HR manager, public sector organisation (in-person).

“Everyone focuses on the ‘why’ of change. If you ask about the
‘how’, you’re criticised for not being on board with change”
IT manager, private sector organisation (in-person).
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Change management
With an unquestioning drive for change in organisations, the need for expertise in the field has never been
greater. The business of change management - and it is big business for many large consulting firms - is
replete with structured approaches and toolkits.

Yet, change management, as a discipline, is largely

untethered from any coherent theoretical and ethical framework to guide its practice. The problem with this
‘anything goes’ mentality it that it offers little to grab onto, for the large number of people who now find
themselves involved in making change happen. So, it is not surprising that those who will ultimately be held
accountable for making specific changes happen, often reach outside the organisation for what they perceive
to be the supposed ‘safe haven’ of the Big Names in change consulting to do this work for them.
OD approaches to change
In contrast, OD enjoys a rich theoretical grounding in its approach to the theory and practice of change (see
Cheung-Judge, M. Y. & Holbeche, L. [2015], for more on this). The roots of OD can be traced back to the
late 1940s with the group dynamics work of social scientists such as Kurt Lewin and Ron Lippitt at the
National Training Laboratories (now NTL Institute) in the US and the parallel group relations work of scholarpractitioners such as Eric Trist and Ken Bamforth at the Tavistock Institute in the UK (see Garrow, V. et al,
2009, for more about the history of OD).
From an OD perspective, the current practice of change draws on a rich body of theoretical knowledge,
known as the applied behavioural sciences, which has developed and evolved over the past 70 years. This
body of knowledge tells us more about why and how change processes work, and also considers their
limitations, in different contexts. Much of it has been subject to peer review through the academic publication
process and remains open to public scrutiny. Thus, it lends itself to an evidence-based approach to change
practice rather better than the closed, proprietary change knowledge of particular change management
providers.
From the outset, OD practice has been distinct from change management in terms of its explicit commitment
to humanistic values, including democracy and participation; learning and growth; “enduring respect for the
human side of enterprise” (Cheung-Judge & Holbeche, 2015: 19); and “for the purpose of bettering working
life for all humans”. This latter phrase is taken from the purpose statement of the Tavistock Institute. These
may sound like lofty ideals, but empowering people to create change for themselves lends itself to practical
action. In practice, this often means including in the change process from the outset, those who will be
affected by it; listening to their voices, including the ones that are rarely heard; and empowering and
supporting them to develop their own agency.
This solid platform of OD, comprising the body of applied behavioural science knowledge and the application
of humanistic values, offers huge potential to advance the practice of change from within the organisational
system. No wonder, then, that Warner Burke (2011) argues that OD has “unfinished business”. In this article,
I go on to argue that part of that unfinished business is to extend the reach of OD; to enable those involved in
change to develop an OD mindset, skillset and toolset.
“The need for expertise in organization change has never been greater … we who identify
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ourselves with the field of OD have unfinished business”
(Burke, 2011)

The question is not whether those in charge should reach outside the organisation to buy in expertise to ‘do
change’ for them, nor whether they should look inside for expertise to create change for themselves. The
question is how they can develop that internal change-capability so that they have a real choice.

Extending the reach of OD
Nowadays, saying that Organisation Development is just for OD specialists is a bit like saying computers are
just for IT professionals. It does not make sense to think that way any more, when so many of us use an
array of computers (smart phones, tablets, laptops, desktops, etc.). Moreover, we also apply a range of
software applications (such as social media, email and business productivity tools) to help us do our work,
communicate and collaborate.
In the past, OD was the preserve of specialists. Yet, as suggested by Henley Forum research, the job of
creating organisational change and effectiveness is simply too big and too complex for one person or one
team. As a result, more and more people are being involved in change and transformation work, as part of
their day job. Managers and professionals with all kinds of job titles are working hard to introduce new,
different, and potentially better ways of working. However, few of them know how to go beyond the basic
project plan to make the magical transition between A and B happen for teams and organisations. All too
often, therefore, well-intentioned change efforts take a substantial economic and emotional toll, and fail to
deliver the hoped-for benefits.
It is not the fault of those involved.

Few have had any training in this area.

‘Communication’ and

‘implementation’ may look like straightforward management tasks when they are time-boxed as deliverables
on a project plan. Yet these labels mask the fact that communication and implementation are rather more
open-ended processes that bring all the messy and unpredictable people aspects of change to the fore.
They encompass a whole set of communicative and interactive activities where people are (hopefully)
experimenting and learning how to take up the invitation to work in different ways, or groups, or places, and
where they are ignoring, subverting and finding creative work-arounds to someone else’s plans.
Against that backdrop, acquiring change capability by developing an OD mindset, skillset and toolset is fast
becoming essential for all managers and professionals. This call to extend the reach of OD is not a veiled
proposal to disband OD teams where there is deep specialism. Rather it is an invitation to boost the impact
of OD work by developing OD-savvy clients for such specialists to partner with.

That is, clients who

themselves have some agency and efficacy in applying an OD mindset, skillset and toolset, to create change
in their part of the organisational system.
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A framework for advancing the practice of change: ‘the 3 Ds’ and Use of Self
There are many well-known change management methodologies on the market. Businesses are invited to
buy into one or other of these and to invest in spreading a common terminology and structured toolkit
throughout their organisation to help them deal with the challenging business of change.

Such

methodologies are often accompanied by a clear architecture by which managers and professionals can gain
certification and recognition for progressing through different levels of expertise. The common terminology,
structured toolkit and approach to development can be compelling because they help those who are new to
the area to navigate around the thinking and to calibrate their progress.
Not so with OD. There is no complete agreement about what OD stands for: Organisation(al) Development,
Organisation Design, or Organisational Dynamics.

OD is not one thing; it looks and feels completely

different in different contexts, making it hard to define (Garrow & Varney, 2009). Furthermore, the various
centres that specialise in developing OD professionals in the UK use different terms and they have different
approaches. Some do not even refer explicitly to OD.
When you are in the OD profession, these things actually do not matter too much. People who have
completed Masters’ programmes, or have experienced extended, intensive practitioner programmes in OD,
all tend to have done important work in understanding their position in the field and in managing their own
learning.

These meta-capabilities (i.e. understanding your position in the field and managing your own

learning) underpin OD practice, whatever you choose to call it. As a result, those already in the field benefit
from diversity in OD because they have the knowledge and skills to navigate around the different practices
and nuances in language and use it to flex and extend their repertoire of practice.
Change in OD itself?
If OD is to become the go-to domain for a broader cadre of managers and professionals involved in creating
change in organisations, then we might have to change a few things about the field itself, to make it more
welcoming to outsiders. For example, those of us in OD might need to get better at making core ideas more
accessible without dumbing them down. We might need to offer linguistic ‘handholds’ that enable those new
to the field to join in the conversation more quickly. We might need to bring different ideas about OD together
so they are more visible to those who need to do OD work.
I developed the framework (see Figure 1 below) for the Advancing your OD Practice workshop that I run at
Henley Business School. It is not the first word on this subject (the work of Mee-Yan Cheung-Judge, Cliff
Oswick, Gervase Bushe and Bob Marshak, among others, has influenced my thinking). Nor is it the last. But
I hope it is useful.
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The framework comprises four inter-connected components: Diagnostic OD, Dialogic OD, Dynamic OD and
Use of Self.
The ‘self’ is the instrument through which the
practitioner works with others to better understand
the context and thus to develop a bespoke balance
between the 3 ‘D’s that is attuned to the needs of
that specific context.
Diagnostic OD
Learning from data lies at the heart of OD’s
diagnostic approach to change. In line with the
prevailing thinking about scientific management,
much early OD work was diagnostic in nature:
gathering

data

to

identify

and

understand

problems; feeding back that data; designing and
implementing interventions; then evaluating the
effectiveness of those interventions. Within each
of these linear steps, OD practitioners had
opportunities

to

intervene

skilfully

in

the

organisational system in an effort to optimise

Figure 1: A framework for advancing change practice

organisational health and performance.
As described above, Diagnostic OD approaches are often linear – but by no means all. For example, Kurt
Lewin’s Action Research methods invited groups to engage in gathering data through cycles of action and
reflection in order to solve problems and bring about social change. (See: Bradbury. H., et al 2008 for more
on Action Research).
Dialogic OD
Dialogic OD uses conversation and dialogue to initiate change and improvements within an organisational
system. The dialogic perspective views organisations as meaning-making or sense-making systems. Dialogic
OD practice therefore strives to ‘reveal’, and make sense of, the multiple realities of diverse participants. It
recognises that intervention starts at ‘hello’, or even before, and that the questions you ask matter as much
as - perhaps even more than - the answers, as in Appreciative Inquiry.
The role of the OD practitioner is largely to convene conversations and engage in light-touch facilitation, to
ensure that all the voices are heard. Various Large Group Interventions (LGIs) – that is, approaches that
seek to ‘get the whole system in the room’ - fit well with the notion that dialogue generates change.
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Dynamic OD
Dynamic OD is the term that I have begun to use over the past six years to articulate a view of organisations
as complex adaptive systems, much like the ‘wiggly world’ that Chris Rodgers often talks about. In this view,
change is an ordinary part of everyday life. Deliberate change efforts intertwine with one another and with
the wider raft of interactions within a changing organisational landscape, so that surprises are commonplace
and change itself seems increasingly fluid.
As the name suggests, Dynamic OD is concerned with the dynamics of change (an ongoing process of
changing), rather than an end state. When changing is continuous, the role of the OD practitioner is to
encourage experimentation and learning from action to inform next steps, so that momentum builds
iteratively.
Taking action is the only way in which we can truly understand how that action will land. Yet that does not
mean that ‘anything goes’. Data is critical, but Dynamic OD uses data in a different way from the way that it is
used in Diagnostic OD. Rather than taking a detailed snapshot of a situation, which effectively freezes it in
time, Dynamic OD is concerned with gathering real-time data about what is changing, more in the manner of
time-lapse photography.
Dynamic OD actively invites multiple perspectives to gain insight into the dynamic complexity of
organisational life. Inviting diverse views is critical, because any one person, or group, only has a partial view
of what is going on. This focus on multiple, diverse voices has much in common with Dialogic OD. However,
there is an incredibly important difference: Dialogic OD works to reveal multiple realities, while Dynamic OD
is concerned with learning from multiple perspectives implicit in a complex reality. This point is underpinned
by a wealth of philosophical debate (see, e.g., Fleetwood 2005).
Use of Self
Without the conscious use of ‘self’, we would simply be “tool-oriented technicians” (Cheung-Judge &
Holbeche, 2015:25). Use of Self is critical in distinguishing OD practice from change management. Simply
put, it acknowledges that the OD practitioner is the primary instrument in OD practice:
“To be effective, OD practitioners need to be able to trust their own inner resources, making
discerning judgment in the ‘here and now’ moment, staying choiceful in deciding how to show up
and behave, and what interventions may work better in a particular context to achieve a particular
outcome”
(Cheung-Judge & Jamieson, 2018:22).

In this view, the OD practitioner commits to both inner work and lifelong learning to pull themselves together
“as a sharp instrument” (ibid.). Through their use of self, OD practitioners apply their acute social sensitivity
and their ability to read the environment in order to flex their range of action (ibid.). Cheung-Judge and
Jamieson (2018:22) describe use of self as developing both a mindset and a skillset which enables an OD
practitioner “to act in different ways as appropriate to the situation”.
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Applying the 3Ds framework through Use of Self
“Without data, OD is ungrounded;
without dialogue, it is imposed;
and without dynamism, OD is irrelevant”.
As the mantra above extols, the framework presented in this paper proposes that effective OD comprises
diagnostic, dialogic and dynamic approaches.

Without data, OD is ungrounded; without dialogue, it is

imposed; and without dynamism, OD is irrelevant.
I invite practitioners to deploy their Use of Self (mindset and skillset) to draw from a toolset that encompasses
diagnostic, dialogic and dynamic approaches to OD (see Table 1 below for examples). In this way, they can
respond more effectively to the complex challenges arising in each particular situation. To do this well, they
need to observe the current levels of diagnosis, dialogue and dynamics in their organisation; to sense
patterns of ‘stuckness’; and to consider where and how the current balance might need to shift.
Table 1: A combination framework of different OD approaches
Diagnostic OD
Learn from ...

Dialogic OD

... data

Dynamic OD
... conversation

Examples of

▪

employee surveys

▪

Appreciative Inquiry (AI)

tools and

▪

interviews and

▪

LGIs e.g. Open Space,

approaches

focus groups

... action
▪

Dynamic Patterning
(Varney, 2015)

World Café

▪

social movements

▪

psychometrics

▪

T-groups

▪

viral change

▪

action research

▪

coaching programmes

▪

informal coalitions
(Rodgers, 2007)

Patterns of

Analysis paralysis

All talk, no action

‘stuckness’

‘Agile-itis’ - all action, no
learning

The purpose of this framework is to aid learning and development. For managers and professionals who are
involved in change, it is designed to help remove some of the mystique surrounding OD. It maps out some of
the different ways in which people do OD work and, importantly, it connects that with the Use of Self – the
mindset and skillset that underpin the effective ‘doing’ of OD. My aim has been to help those new to the field
to begin to understand more about what they already know, and about the strengths they bring, and to
identify where they might need to take their next steps.
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An invitation and aspiration
For those of us in the OD field already, it is an invitation to reflect on the balance of our practice: to consider
what we might need to dial up or dial down in different contexts, and where we might need to extend our
range. We all have our biases and our favourite go-to approaches, often shaped by when and where we
gained or are gaining our own development in the field. So this framework encourages us to stand back and
take a fresh look at our practice in our current context.
As I said earlier, this paper is not the first or the last word on this topic, but I hope it is useful. My particular
hope is that it helps in spreading the word beyond the OD community that OD really matters for everyone
who is involved in creating change. Moreover, I hope that it encourages managers and other professionals,
whatever their job title, to explore how taking a step or two in applying an OD mindset, skillset and toolset can
boost the impact of their change work.
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Web links
See the Henley Forum research on partnering for change. You can download free summaries at:
https://www.henley.ac.uk/research/research-centres/the-henley-forum-for-organisational-learning-andknowledge-strategies/folks-knowledge-in-action
Introductory video to The Henley Forum:
https://www.henley.ac.uk/research/research-centres/the-henley-forumfor-organisational-learning-and-knowledge-strategies
Space for Learning http://spaceforlearning.com/dynamic-patterning/

About Sharon
Dr Sharon Varney is a specialist in developing organisations and people. She works at a strategic level,
helping to create more effective organisations, and engages at a very human level, supporting people to
manage personal change and transition. Sharon developed her cross-sector OD expertise working in large,
complex organisations, including a global engineering and construction company in offshore oil and gas and
a US bank with international reach. She now runs her own organisational consulting practice – Space for
Learning - where she helps internal OD teams boost the impact of their work. She also leads the Advancing
your OD Practice programme at Henley Business School, now in its 4th year.
E: sharon.varney@spaceforlearning.com
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Digital Transformation - costly
distraction or Holy Grail for OD?
Mark Anfilogoff
In recent times digital transformation has become almost synonymous with
change and agility, being offered up as the route to salvation for many
organisations. But is it? What is ‘digital transformation’? In fact, what is
‘digital’? Given the pace of change over the last twenty years, it is not
surprising that IT and change have become closely linked with many
organisations aligning their digital and corporate strategies (Kane et al.,
2016). Yet there are contradictions: Project success rate is worryingly low;
and the role of IT is seen variously as a major source of change and
disruption, both as a facilitator of response and competitive advantage and
as a possible impediment to agility. (Lu and Ramamurthy, 2011).
Drawing on both theory and practice, I will look at the tensions that exist between management, technology
and IT in modern organisations. I’ll also consider how human interactions are critical success factors in
improving organisational agility and the acceptance of technological change. I’ll conclude by offering some
practical perspectives on how to align people and technology within an organisation. At the end of this article,
I have provided a Glossary of some of the more technical terms relevant to my argument.

Keywords
enterprise architect, enterprise agility, organisational agility, dynamic capabilities, dissonance gap

Introduction
When I received the call for papers for this edition of e-O&P, celebrating 20 years of ODiN, I thought: “That’s
great, let’s offer up something on Digital Transformation (DT) and Organisational Agility (OA). It’s current,
relevant to most organisations and, most importantly, it shouldn’t be too hard! ” So I sat down to rough out an
outline. That’s where it started to get interesting - and just a little bit difficult. Where should I start and what
line should I take?
From developing software, to developing people in organisations
As an Enterprise Architect, I am directly involved with technology and systems. This brings with it the
responsibility of making sure that everything works and integrates seamlessly. So I am accustomed to
dealing with complexity. However, while the technology is complicated and can be challenging, what makes it
complex, and more challenging still, is people’s interaction with that technology. What I am observing from a
practical and practice perspective is that there are multiple and multidimensional tensions within
organisations between leadership, operations, technical development and programme delivery.
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As a consequence, I find that much of my time is now spent, not with the technology, but with inviting people
to think and act differently. In other words, my emphasis is changing from developing software to developing
people and organisations.
So why is that? Digital transformation isn’t new – businesses have been using computers since the 1960s
and the principles of process digitisation have been well understood since the 1990s (Auriga.com, 2016).
Similarly, Organisational Agility first appeared as a discrete concept in the late 1990s, as the popularity of
organisational re-engineering waned. It was seen, by both enterprises and consultancies, as a possible way
of maintaining profitability and competitive advantage in the face of uncertainty (Moncrieff and Smallwood,
1996; White, 1996).
Both of these concepts recognise and involve change. And both are well established and linked, with many
companies aligning their digital and corporate strategies (Kane et al., 2016). Given this, why is it that only
around 30% of projects are considered to be fully successful, with as many as 20% failing entirely? These
figures have remained remarkably consistent over the last twenty years (InfoQ, 2016).
To start to understand this, and ultimately to decide how best to approach it, we first need to consider a little
history and a little theory.

Technology and the pace of change
In 1964 we had a first look at the imagined future of communications, when Star Trek introduced the
communicator. By 1969 the real world was starting to catch up, with computers being used to help men land
on the moon; an amazing achievement at the time. Mainframe computers were still the size of a room, but
things were starting to get smaller and faster with the first IBM PC in 1981. Science fiction then took another
leap ahead, showing us tablet devices and touch-screen interfaces on Star Trek: The Next Generation in
1987.
By 1999, when ODiN came into being, the must-have device was the newly launched Blackberry – a pocketsized phone with a full QWERTY keyboard. Four years later, in 2003, LinkedIn was launched. This was
quickly followed by Facebook in 2004 and Twitter in 2006, thus heralding the advent of the social media
revolution. Since then, we have seen rapid and exponential growth in all areas. This includes the introduction
of the iPhone in 2007; the iPad (finally catching up with Star Trek!) in 2010; and a steady progression of
developments in high speed broadband, cloud computing and the start of the ‘Internet of Things’.
The internet itself is now ubiquitous and the smartphone in your pocket is billions – yes, I did say billions – of
times more powerful than the computers used to enable the lunar landing. And alongside the technological
and social developments have come changes in the approach to developing and maintaining software. From
the creation of the Agile Manifesto in 2001 to the current use of Microservices (small, loosely coupled,
reusable components that can be combined to form an application) and DevOps (an approach that combines
development with operational support to provide continuous improvement of services), modern cloud-based
software and applications are inherently supportive of change and modification. All of these developments
provide the capabilities that are the basis of the Digital Transformation agenda.
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Project management – a different speed
Contrast, though, the development of digital technology with the development of project management. Given the
market size and consequent implied importance of project delivery to organisations, it might be expected that the
theory of project management would be well developed. However, this does not appear to be the case. It
remains essentially theory-light and diffuse in its application. Although a relationship can be traced back to the
early theories of production and management characterised by the work of Fayol, Taylor and Gantt, various
authors (e.g. Koskela and Howell, 2002; Söderlund, 2004; Shepherd and Atkinson, 2011) conclude that any
such theory that informs current practice in project management is inadequate, incoherent and obsolete.
It is perhaps no surprise, then, that this flows through into continuing failure ‘on the ground’. For example, in her
role as Chair of the UK Public Accounts Committee from 2010 to 2015, Margaret Hodge reviewed 25 years of
reports on IT projects. In her book, she was moved to say:
“All too often, the same reasons for failure were present, yet all too often, the overall system showed
no means of learning from past mistakes” (Hodge, 2016, p221).
So, on the one hand, digital transformation is being seen as an essential part of corporate strategy and as an
enabler for organisational agility. And yet… the essence of project management practices hasn’t changed in
over 50 years and many organisations remain wedded to mechanistic approaches and process-oriented
thinking, with overbearing, inflexible governance, in the mistaken belief that this equates to more control and
lower risk, thereby creating a strong dissonance between expectations and the reality of (failing) business
change projects (Fig 1 below). This provides a theoretical conundrum that needs to be resolved, if project
management is to play its part in achieving the sought-after “digital transformation”.
The roots of project management
Modern project management traces its roots back to the application of systematic tools and techniques in the
1950s, coupled with the founding of the International Project Management Association (IPMA) and Project
Management Institute (PMI) in the 1960s (Seymour and Hussein, 2014).
Early methodologies such as PERT (Program Evaluation Review Technique), developed by the US Navy,
evolved into the Bodies of Knowledge (BOKs) leading to recognition of the PMI PMBOK as a standard by The
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in
1998. Meanwhile in the UK, the CCTA (Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency) adopted a method
called PROMPT in 1979, renaming it PRINCE (Projects IN Controlled Environments) in 1989 and upgrading it to
PRINCE2 in 1996. Now owned by AXELOS, a joint venture between the UK government and Capita plc, it was
further updated in 2009 and The PMI PMBOK Guide 6th Edition was released in 2017 (AXELOS, 2016; Project
Management Institute, 2017).
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Over this period, project management has
“promoted itself as a universal and politicallyneutral toolkit of techniques appropriate for any
type of activity in any sector” (Hodgson, 2002
p804). This has seen an increase in projectbased working in all sectors, and the use of
project-based interventions for change in the
mainstream of strategic implementation and
change management. Such is the growth of
project management, that the PMI estimates the
addition of 15.7 million new project management
roles by 2020 with an industry value of $5.81
trillion (Project Management Institute, 2013).
Yet, despite this, the fundamental approach to
managing projects remains largely unchanged.
As Hodgson puts it:
“Project Management knowledge tends to
epitomize and reproduce a particularly
Figure 1. Timeline & the Dissonance Gap (Anfilogoff, 2019)

technicist and instrumental form of
modernist rationality”
(Hodgson, 2002, p818).

In other, less academic words, project management tends be linear, sequential, process-based and taskoriented. That is to say, it is the very opposite of the dynamics that characterise the complexities of the human
world in which it is applied.
The challenge of change
This is important as we move into consideration of organisational change, which, in contrast to project
management, is well theorised (Smith and Graetz, 2011, for example). Success in change first requires
sensemaking and recognition of the differences in the human understanding of projects (Thomas, 2000). In turn,
this implies the need for management, communication and a move towards a more creative-reflective approach,
with alternative critical success factors that are more oriented towards people and their behaviour (Jaafari, 2003;
Cicmil and Hodgson, 2006). Secondly, it demands a more agile approach, in terms both of mindset and practice
(see Text Box).
Such a change away from the established techniques of control, and the traditional process-oriented ‘iron
triangle’ of time, cost, and scope, would mean a complete paradigm shift in project management.
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Agility and the need for Dynamic Capabilities

A look at agility

The notion of Dynamic Capabilities is introduced in the
adjacent text box on agility. Teece, Peteraf and Leih (2016)
group these into three clusters:
▪

▪

▪

Have you seen a dog agility trial, for
example at Crufts? This may seem like
an odd example to bring into a paper on

“Sensing” or spotting changes (i.e. understanding
the environment and identifying opportunities and
threats).

OD, but the principles behind success

“Seizing”, which is about mobilisation of resources

Agility where there is

have a lot in common with Organisational

to address needs.

“the ability to sense environmental

“Transforming”, which means continued renewal of

change and quickly respond to
unpredicted change by flexibly

the organisation.

assembling resources, processes,
They consider these to be

essential to

innovation,

knowledge, and capabilities”

adaptability and the creation of a sustained competitive

(Yang and Liu, 2012, p. 1023 cited in
Appelbaum et al. 2017a).

advantage.

In these fun and energetic competitions,
Taking this view, agility can be seen as the consequence of
a need for performance. An alternative proposed by Worley
and Lawler (2010) is to see performance as a consequence
of

agility. Their definition of

agility as a “dynamic

organisation design capability” (p194) emphasises future
focus and flexible intent. These are coupled with shared
values aimed at building value-creating capabilities, such as
learning, innovation and adaptability. These ideas take OA
very much into the realms of OD and their further

the handler assesses the course, decides
on a strategy, identifies opportunities and
then deploys resources by guiding their
dog over and around the obstacles with
speed and accuracy. The winner is the
team which works together with the best
communication and understanding rather
than the one with the fastest, nimblest
dog or the smartest handler.

development suggests that OA needs four routines (Worley,
This is a good demonstration of ‘Dynamic

Williams and Lawler, 2016):

Capabilities’, a concept introduced by

▪

Strategising, to establish a purpose.

▪

Perceiving, to understand the environment.

▪

Testing, to experiment and learn.

▪

Implementing, to manage operations and develop
new models.

Teece, Pisano, and Shuen (1997) in
which the ‘dynamic’ ability to renew
competences to meet the needs of the

This concept was validated by analysis of performance data
for the largest public companies in the US from 1980 to

environment and the ‘capabilities’ of
strategic

management

to

identify

opportunities are combined to adapt and
change (and in this example, win!).

2012.

This showed that the highest performing companies had not only adopted three or four of the routines but were
also more likely to demonstrate flexibility and shared leadership philosophies.
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From ‘process thinking’ to ‘outcome thinking’
The idea of “testing, to experiment and learn” allows us to return to consideration of technology, projects and,
in particular, the difference between ‘process thinking’ and ‘outcome thinking’.
As we have seen, the technologies that are likely to form the basis of a digital transformation programme, for
example cloud computing, web-based applications and mobile devices, are fast-paced and change rapidly.
Because of this, the teams developing these products and services use an Agile development method, as
referred to above.
There are many Agile methods (e.g. SCRUM, DSDM, XP etc.) but what they all have in common is that they
are user-focussed, disciplined and aim to deliver value (i.e. something that works) in short (time-boxed)
iterations. There is also an overall rhythm to agile development, which follows a pattern of:
▪

Discovery - do some research to find out the user needs and sought-after outcomes.

▪

Alpha - build something quickly to see if it meets the user needs.

▪

Beta - make it better.

Release - make it robust enough for production.
The notion of focusing on real-time outcomes is an important concept, which is one of the key differences
between agile and more traditional approaches. The latter are usually based on the “waterfall” model. In this,
a comprehensive set of requirements and a detailed specification are developed up-front. These are then
handed over to a development team who build something, test it on completion and then hand it back to the
client. This seems logical and is seemingly focussed on achieving the necessary outcome. Unfortunately,
though, in the time that it takes to do this, the world (and often the client) has moved on. As a result, the
requirements that were originally envisaged are no longer those that are needed to meet the changed
circumstances. According to Al Goerner (2016), formerly of the University of Missouri, the half-life of product
requirements has reduced from as long as ten years in the 1980s to less than six months now. What this
means is that, if you draw up the requirements for a project that will take a year to complete, only 50% of
what you originally thought of is still likely to be valid half-way through; and only 25% of it by the time that you
deliver the finished ‘product’. Or, flipping this around, three-quarters of what you have produced is (on
average) potentially no longer of value. In short, rather than focusing on the continually shifting needs that
are emerging in the real world, attention remains rooted in the process of delivering – “to time, cost and
scope” - the ‘cast-in-concrete’ design that was specified at the outset.
In contrast, focussing on outcomes and developing in an agile way overcomes this. It does so by breaking
the original idea into smaller pieces and delivering the one that is perceived to be of most value first.
Evaluation at this point then provides feedback that informs the next development cycle. In particular, it
allows a number of questions to be answered, including: whether or not our objective remains the same; what
appears to be the next most valuable thing to do; and, perhaps most importantly, whether we have already
done enough and can stop at that stage.
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All this suggests a context of rapid and continuing advances in technology, coupled with a high degree of
environmental uncertainty (politics, economics, society, competition, buying patterns – the list goes on…).
This means that requirements are often out of date almost before they are written. ‘Outcome thinking’, allied
to agile approaches, then becomes the key to success.

People: the missing ingredient
At this point It may be tempting to assume that adopting agile methods and applying them to change and
transformation projects will automatically lead to better results. Or even to organisational agility. However,
there is a catch. In a typical hierarchical and process-oriented organisation, agile is at risk of being treated as
just another such process, with a lot of fun-sounding words. If so, its adoption can give the illusion of
progress but with little being achieved in practice. So how might we break this apparent impasse?
The critically important thing to remember is that people are fundamental to change. This is contrary to two
implied – and largely taken-for-granted – assumptions in relation to digital transformation. First, that digital
transformation and enhanced technology will automatically bring about the sought-after improvements.
Secondly, that the existing tools and techniques that are used in delivering change will be effective
The reality is that (digital) technology is just a tool, which people will either use or not. Crucially, too, none of
the tools of change take account of the impact of human interactions on how change happens and on
whether or not the expected outcomes are realised in practice. For example, enterprise architecture looks at
technology, data and processes; project management treats people as resources; and even agile methods,
which are user-centric, focus on delivery of the product, rather than on the impact of that delivery.
In other words, there is a need for greater recognition of the social and human interactions that are present in
the increasingly complex environments of modern organisations. How change is managed in such
environments is critical to project success and so change management – including the necessary ‘soft’ skills
– needs to be explicit in project management approaches (Parker et al., 2013; Hornstein, 2015). Ironically,
those people-oriented ‘soft skills’ which are so essential to achieving the desired outcomes are often the
hardest to acquire and practise!

Beyond “Time, Cost and Scope” to “Culture, Leadership and Systems”
Earlier, I’ve argued that an agile mindset and related practices are essential to the success and sustainability
of both organisational and technical agility; as well as to the development and maintenance of digital systems
and services.
If this quest is not to become merely a costly distraction, it demands a fundamental shift in the thinking and
practice of those involved in bringing about the sought-after changes. This includes:
▪

The acquisition and skilled deployment of what I referred to above as Dynamic Capabilities.

▪

A shift from ‘process thinking’ to ‘outcome thinking’, in which the emphasis is on real-time learning,
adaptation and improvement, rather than rigid adherence to fixed and heavily governed plans and
procedures.
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Experience shows, though, that the introduction and adoption of such an approach can be challenging (to put
it mildly!). This therefore requires proper attention to be paid to the human aspects of organisational change
and performance.
One of the frameworks that I have found to be useful
in this respect is that of Nold and Michel (2016). In
it, success is achieved by replacing the ‘iron triangle’
of traditional project management (time, cost and
scope) with a Performance Triangle of Culture,
Leadership and Systems with People at the centre.
Culture means developing a shared context and
understanding; leadership involves flexibility and
creation of new modalities of communication; while
systems means using processes and approaches
which are supportive and enabling, rather than
Figure 2. The Performance Triangle
(After Nold and Michel, 2016)

restrictive and burdensome.

This suggests that, in addition to the pursuit of agile ways of working and the cultivation and deployment of
dynamic capabilities, other areas need attention. Following are three aspects which low from the framework,
with each related to one of the vertices of the triangle.
These are:
▪

Strong leadership with a commitment to change.

▪

Values-based decision-making.

▪

Changing language to change thinking.

All three of these underscore the centrality of people to successful change and performance.
Leadership
To begin with, strong leadership with a commitment to change is essential. I was speaking with the CEO of a
public sector organisation at the end of a successful agile delivery. They admitted that they had initially felt
nervous about adopting the new approach. They had, nevertheless, remained consistent in their leadership,
even in the face of the doubts and challenges that arise in any project. Then, about half way though, when
they saw that useful, working functionality was being demonstrated, they wondered why they had ever done
things the old way.
Decision-making
Secondly, making decisions based on values is more likely to lead to success. A little while ago I did some
work with a voluntary sector organisation that was experiencing conflict and unease amongst the staff. New
opportunities, coupled with the nature of the funding environment, meant that they had taken on contracts
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which made it seem as though they were just following the money. This was contrary to the stated core
values of the organisation. We arranged an all-staff away-day at a neutral venue and I ran a session using
the principles of Appreciative Inquiry to unpack some of the issues. What emerged from the day was not only
that all of the staff had similar values, but that these values were also in alignment with the principles of the
organisation. Re-evaluating the new contracts, using these values, resolved the conflicts and tensions, as
well as forming the basis for future decisions.
Language
Thirdly, if you change the language, you change the thinking. One of the things that I am particularly careful
about is the use of language, especially when working to move people away from a process-oriented mindset
and into an outcome-based way of thinking, coupled with the adoption of agile principles and practices.
Recognising that using the language of the old methods will tend to trigger old behaviours, I will talk, for
example, about “needs” instead of “requirements”, and about “outcomes” instead of “benefits”. When
somebody stops me in a conversation and says “I know what you’re going to say,” I know that things are
beginning to change!
As Denning (2015, p10) says,
“A culture of agility involves rethinking the basic assumptions of management”.
So, as I’ve outlined above, digital transformation and the adoption of today’s technologies can have a positive
impact when…
… an agile, outcome-focussed mindset exists
… in an organisation that is people-centred and values-based, and …
… in which disciplined, agile practices are the norm.
Otherwise, please save your money!

Glossary of Terms
Term

Description

Agile

An approach to software development in which self-organising, cross-functional teams
that include customers and users as well as developers use adaptive planning and
evolutionary development to respond rapidly and flexibly to change.

ANSI

America National Standards Institute

BOK

Body of Knowledge – a collection of information about a professional domain including
concepts, terms, principles, activities, standards etc.

CCTA

Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency – a UK government agency with
responsibility for technology through the 1970s, 80s and 90s. Subsumed into the Office
for Government Commerce (OGC) in 2000.
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Cloud Computing

Cloud computing refers to the provision of shared, on demand resources (such as
storage and computing power), that are usually accessed over the internet. These
resources are ‘virtualised’ and so separate from the underlying physical servers and
equipment in the data centre. This approach provides much more flexible and costeffective use of the (expensive) physical machines. Cloud computing contrasts with ‘on
premises’ and traditional approaches where particular applications run on specific
physical servers (this is similar to your own PC or laptop).

DevOps

An approach that combines development (Dev) with IT operations (Ops) to speed up
the development and deployment of new features and functionality to meet business
needs while continuing to support and maintain a live service. DevOps is particularly
relevant for modern, fast moving, cloud-based applications and services.

DSDM

Dynamic Systems Development Method – an agile project delivery method first
released in 1994.

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – a professional association

Microservices

A microservices architecture is a software design approach that breaks functionality
down into many small, loosely coupled, reusable components that can be combined to
form an application. Because each component or service is fine-grained (i.e. it tends to
do one specific task) it means that there are improvements in modularity, testing,
development and deployment.

Organisational
Agility (OA)

The ability of an organisation to sense and respond to change. There is no universally
accepted definition of OA, but one that comes close is: ”a complex, multidimensional,
and context-specific concept, comprised of the ability to sense environmental change
and quickly respond to unpredicted change by flexibly assembling resources,
processes, knowledge, and capabilities” (Yang and Liu, 2012, p. 1023 cited in
Applebaum et al. 2017a)

PERT

Programme Evaluation and Review Technique – a project management tool developed
by the US Navy in the 1950s

PMBOK

Project Management Body of Knowledge – a set of project management guidelines first
published by the PMI in 1996 and recognised as a standard in 1998, now in its 6 th
edition.

PMI

Project Management Institute – a US based organisation that now provides project
management certifications

PRINCE

PRojects IN Controlled Environments – a version of PROMPT adopted for government
projects. Upgraded to PRINCE2 in 1996. Now owned by AXELOS which is a joint
venture between the Cabinet Office and Capita that issues certifications.

PROMPT

Project Resource Organisation Management Planning Techniques – a project
management method adopted by the CCTA in 1979.

Scrum

An agile framework used in product development which was presented in a paper by
Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland in 1995. Scrum uses a whole team approach where
everybody works together in short iterations known as ‘sprints’ to reach a common
goal.

XP

Extreme Programming – an agile software development method which aims to have
frequent releases. Often uses Pair Programming where two people work on the same
workstation to provide simultaneous development and review of code.
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What’s wrong with best practice in
organisations?
Daniel Thornton
We see all around us the evidence that science works. For many years
there has been an effort to apply scientific thinking to management. In
organisations, managers attempt to define and spread ‘best practice,’
which seems to offer certainty about the correct procedures to follow. In
this article I consider why using terms such as best practice is bad
practice and suggest an alternative approach which could help to
navigate the complexities of organisational life.
Keywords
best practice, knowledge, anxiety, complexity, adaptive, technical, agile,
waterfall, triangulation, subjective, inter-subjective, objective

Introduction
Using Google n-gram shows that the expression best practice became popular from 1910 until 1930, when
Taylorism and scientific management were at their peak. It then went out of fashion until around 1990, when
it suffered a revival – and at the same time new expressions including six sigma, lean management, and
process reengineering became popular. When I have been invited to help people address problems in
organisations, they have often asked for examples of best practice. No surprise; it often appears on the
management consultants’ slides, and it is well established in management thinking. Once best practice has
been identified, the next step is usually to insist that the whole of an organisation follows it, and so a change
management programme is started, with the aim of scaling up the perceived benefits.

A matter of confidence
Organisations’ continued existence depends upon the confidence of employees, suppliers, customers, and
creditors. This confidence requires a willing suspension of disbelief through the creation of stories about past
and future successes, the excellence of leadership and staff, and the effectiveness of the business model.
The less substance to an organisation, the more its employees try to create the impression of solidity –
consider the imposing buildings typically occupied by banks. When he reviewed World Bank projects Albert
Hirschman found “an understandable tendency to clothe the prospects of all projects in an air of pat
certainty” (Adelman: 2013:397). In a similar way, managers use the statement “we follow best practice” to
generate confidence in their organisations.
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Masking problems and uncertainty with ‘good news’ stories
Publicising problems and uncertainty can be bad for business. But so too can ignoring them. The exhaustive
Chilcot inquiry describes how there was insufficient challenge to “mitigate any tendency towards group‑think”
in the UK’s policy towards Iraq. A “good news culture” also caused problems with the introduction of
Universal Credit. The philosopher Quassim Cassam argues that some people’s characters prevent them
hearing bad news – they are closed minded. He illustrates this with the example of how, in the approach to
the Yom Kippur war in 1973, the head of Israeli military intelligence and his Egypt specialist disregarded
evidence that Egypt and Syria were about to attack (Cassam, 2019:28). He is no doubt correct that some
people have a greater need for certainty than others, but there is no contradiction between this and noticing
a general tendency for hierarchies to filter out bad news. The bigger the organisation, the bigger the gap
between the top and the bottom of the hierarchy – and the bigger the problem.
Managing anxiety
Downplaying uncertainty is one way of trying to manage anxiety. Fear has a known cause, while anxiety is a
generalised form of fear which lacks a known cause (Stacey, 2011:345). David Tuckett, who studies decision
making, argues that people often react to uncertainty through coping mechanisms which downplay the
conflict created by uncertainty (Tuckett, 2011). The organisational theorist Ralph Stacey has written that
people create “structures and procedures having the ostensible purpose of enabling some rational task.”
These “have little impact on what is actually done” but rather “defend people against the anxiety of feeling
uncertain.” (Stacey, Op.Cit.)
The quest for certainty
Stacey is right that many procedures in organisations do not contribute much to a task but should be seen as
rituals with a psychological and social role. In the quote above he is referring to strategy, planning and
forecasting, and in the organisations I have been involved in, these have often had little relationship to what
actually happens. Nonetheless, it is clear that, in some situations, people can reasonably have more
certainty as to what is required and what is likely to happen than in others. The leadership expert Ronald
Heifetz compares a patient having heart surgery, which he describes as a technical challenge, with a patient
making lifestyle changes to reduce the risk of heart disease, which he describes as an adaptive challenge
(Heifetz, 2009). A heart operation can be conducted anywhere in the world using the same procedures with a
similar chance of success. In contrast, while a doctor might provide lifestyle advice – eat healthily, stop
smoking, exercise more – the patient’s response to this advice is unpredictable, and the patient and doctor
will interact in unpredictable ways.
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Technical and adaptive challenges
One organisational response to these different sorts of challenges is to use different approaches to the way
projects are managed.

Figure 1: Stylised Gantt representing bridge construction (Daniel Thornton)

Traditional project management takes what is known as a ‘waterfall’ approach – a cascade of tasks
performed sequentially, with a series of milestones to track progress. These are often represented in the
form of a Gantt chart. Henry Gantt was a contemporary of the creator of scientific management, Frederick
Winslow Taylor. But, while the term scientific management has fallen out of fashion (if not the way of
thinking), Gantt’s charts remain ubiquitous. Some projects, like building a bridge, need to be managed in
phases, with lots of planning at the start. This sort of project can be described as ‘technical’ in Heifetz’s
terms, and Gantt charts can be useful for this.
Other sorts of projects need a more adaptive approach. The full extent of what is required cannot be mapped
at the outset and be expected to meet a series of milestones. The tasks do not necessarily happen
sequentially. Such projects demand a more flexible and responsive – or ‘agile’ – approach. The notions of
organisational agility and agile working have become increasingly popular. These draw on lessons from the
software industry, where agile project management processes were introduced in response to repeated
failures to fix customer requirements at the beginning of projects and develop software that met those
requirements. As an alternative, agile approaches encourage rapid cycles of development, testing with
users, and adaptation. Users often do not know what they want at the beginning of a project, and developers
need to work with users to find out bit by bit. Over recent years, managers in the private sector have begun
to recognise that these sort of approaches – and the idea of agile working more broadly – can usefully be
applied beyond software to a range of projects. The UK government has similarly started to introduce the
concept into the management of some of its projects.

Problems with best practice
It might seem from the above that best practice can play a useful role; particularly in technical projects, but
even in the case of a doctor’s best practice lifestyle advice. However, it remains an unhelpful term, for three
reasons. These concern uncertainty about what we know, complex relationships between technical and
adaptive approaches, and the uniqueness of each specific context. I develop this argument in the following
sections.
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Uncertain knowledge of reality
First, our knowledge of reality is less certain than we like to imagine, even in ostensibly scientific areas.
Science is defined as:
“the intellectual and practical activity encompassing the systematic study of the structure and
behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.”
(OED)

The results of these observations and experiments have obviously changed over time. A proposition might
turn out to be wrong (e.g. that the Sun and the planets revolve around the Earth), or to be correct only in
certain circumstances (Newtonian physics on the whole works well in everyday life, but quantum mechanics
and relativity work better under a wider set of conditions). A scientific proposition therefore represents our
best current understanding of a phenomenon, rather than a guide to eternal truths.
This might seem to have little relevance to management practice. Yet even in the natural sciences it is often
not possible to be certain what has been reliably established. The practice of independent peer-review
should offer some reassurance about journal articles. But science is facing a replication crisis. One study
showed that nearly 90% of “peer-reviewed findings in the world’s leading journals from the world’s leading
labs did not appear to stand up.” (Blastland, 2019:112) The problem is particularly serious in the sciences of
human behaviour, and by extension, in management studies.
This is because many of the questions we are interested in relate to a complex reality, which is inherently
unpredictable. We could call this an ontological problem. At the same time, we have a limited ability to know
that reality, which could be called an epistemological problem. On this latter point, the philosopher Simon
Blackburn argues that science often does not involve “questions of logical consistency, or…purely
mathematical inferences and proofs” but “evaluating interpretations of experiments and observations.” These
can be “as open-ended and as subject to judgement and preference as comparable discussions in ethics
and morality.” (Blackburn, 2017:97).
None of this is to argue that science does not provide a useful map of reality, or that the scientific method is
not the best we have for exploring the natural world. It is not to support anti-vaccine or climate change
conspiracy theorists. Rather it is to argue that if the expectation is that science provides certainty, even
science is not that scientific. This is particularly true for what some like to call social science, including
theories about management.
A blend of the technical and adaptive
The second reason best practice is a problematic concept is that it implies that it is possible to establish a
scientific or technical answer to a situation – whereas in fact there is not a clear bright line between technical
and adaptive situations.
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In a project to build a bridge, for example, there will be relatively clear cut – even if technically demanding –
decisions about how much load a design will bear. But decisions will also be required about whether or not to
build a bridge in the first place; and, if so, where. These decisions could involve conflicts of interest, differing
views of what’s required, contradictory interpretations of the pros and cons, and so on. We cannot know how
people will react and what the outcomes might be.

(image: Millau Viaduct, south of France, under construction 2004. Photo by Mammique, GPL)

In the case I cited above of heart surgery as a technical challenge, we can reflect that the operational
procedure is interwoven with the adaptive challenges that relate to the fact that the operation was performed
by human beings, in an organisational setting. We know, for example, that the chances of success depend in
part upon how well the clinical staff are operating as a team (Edmondson, 2012). A similar pattern has been
found for airline safety. If a task has been defined as technical, and best practice has already been defined
(and this begs the question, by whom?), the members of the team in the cockpit will not have a voice and
might feel inhibited from reacting to unexpected situations.
The importance of context
The third reason the use of the term ‘best practice’ is problematic is that it carries with it the idea that, once
established, it can be applied at all times and in all contexts. That is to say, it is universally applicable. In the
complex reality of organisational practice this cannot be the case. Action is – or should be – contingent on
the specifics of the context within which it is being applied. Where so-called best practice is judged to offer
some guidance on how best to proceed, this always needs translating to suit the circumstances within which
it is being applied.
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A possible way forward for OD and management – three varieties of knowledge
Human interactions, with all their unpredictability,
form part of even the most technical of projects.
Best practice and other scientific approaches to
management down play them. What then should
our

approach

be?

The

philosopher

Donald

Davidson argued that there are three varieties of
knowledge: knowledge of oneself (subjective),
knowledge of others’ minds (inter-subjective) and
knowledge of the world (objective) (Davidson,
2001). While for some philosophers one form of
knowledge provides the foundations for others, for
Davidson the three varieties depend upon each
other, and we triangulate between them, just as a
navigator uses two known locations to find a third.
Meaning emerges from triangulation, not from

Figure 2: Triangulated knowledge (after Davidson 2001)

discovering ‘facts’ about the world.
So far, so good – but what has this got to do with management? For me the three varieties highlight the
importance of each individual’s perspective, of developing a shared perspective and language with others,
and of establishing as much as possible objectively (or technically, or scientifically). The tendency in
management is to exaggerate the scope for objective knowledge – thereby managing anxiety – and to
disregard the others, but each of the three varieties of knowledge deserve attention.
Individuals need the chance to speak and be heard, while recognising the risks of closed-mindedness and
other vices of the mind in ourselves and in others (Cassam, op.cit). The limits to inter-subjective knowledge,
which is our knowledge of others’ minds, mean that – as Davidson put it – “communication is always
incomplete” (Lepore, 1988:20). Although we can be reasonably confident that we have shared
understandings of everyday objects, the same cannot be said of terms which are frequently heard in
organisations such as ‘change management.’ If practices are proposed to govern the behaviour of a group,
continuous work is needed to make it more likely that there is a shared understanding of those practices.
This work cannot by assumed away. Finally, while there is not a hard distinction between technical and
adaptive challenges, we can have more objective knowledge in some domains than in others. Practices
cannot be reliably established as “best” regardless of context, but they can be informed by objective
knowledge. Even when our maps are “incomplete or partial, they may still be better than others. And even
when truth veils herself, falsity can be detected for what it is” (Blackburn, op.cit.:117). Organisational life is a
continuous process and the idea of triangulation provides a metaphor for the need to be continuously
iterating between our own perspectives, others’ perspectives, and what we can reliably establish about the
world.
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Triangulation does not offer the comforting certainties of best practice. Rather it recognises that uncertainty
needs to be struggled with. As the pragmatic philosopher C.S. Pierce put it:
“enquiry is not standing upon the bedrock of fact. It is walking upon a bog, and can only say, this
ground seems to hold for the present. Here I will stay until it begins to give way.”
(Blackburn, op. cit. 40)
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We can all be Writers … with a
capital W
How Writing can unlock creative resources for
our OD clients
Tony Page
Here, I offer fellow OD consultants who coach leaders the opportunity to
explore how a particular form of writing, called auto-ethnography, can
contribute to our OD work by accessing creativity in ourselves and our
clients and in turn for us all to draw more valuable support from colleagues.
I describe how I found and developed the practice of writing to access
creativity and personal growth both in my OD work and my personal life.
Keywords
OD consulting, leadership coaching, creativity, personal growth, well-being,
expressive writing, life writing, auto-ethnography, outer, inner and gratitude
narratives.

Introduction
Writing is not for everyone. Of course we’re routinely writing emails, texts and messages on social media. But
the writing I mean is a special kind of Writing-with-a-capital-W that can be a choice and a resource in our
lives, like a solid friend you can sound off to, who can remind you who you really are and what you really
want, and in so doing releases a happier, funnier or better you. Such Writing can free us up to tackle a
challenge, or stiffen our resolve to confront a crisis and can produce surprisingly practical, creative responses
that transform either the mundane or the really difficult aspects of our daily existence into an enriching way to
grow.
I’d like to share more about how Writing-with-a-capital-W has contributed to my OD practice with clients and
become a valuable resource in my life.
How can we access creative potential in OD?
As a teenager, I had an aversion to writing. I hated reading books and writing essays for my English
teachers, until a song called “Blowin’ In The Wind” from Bob Dylan seemed to arrive so truthfully, without
artifice, as if from a deep and trustworthy source. Then I began writing, finding words to express my truth,
assembling these into songs that I hoped one day to perform. Those ‘songs’ remained just as scribbles on
the back of old envelopes, but from that time I was changed by the experience of creating something, and I
was inspired with a new interest in how we can access creativity - not just in music, literature or art but in our
everyday lives at work and at home.
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I’d say creativity is important in my work as a leadership and organisation development coach. After all, I’m
helping clients - leaders in organisations - to realise a greater ambition This could be a difficult project to raise
turnover, reduce waste, mange or remove poor performers or start up a new operation, for example. These
people, who shoulder heavy responsibilities, also need to inspire creativity and stiffen the resolve of their staff
to rise to the seemingly impossible challenge.

Writing our way out of trouble in OD
When I began this work decades ago, I was an eager young man sitting with a client telling me their problem,
while my head filled up with answers that, blinded by my enthusiasm or anxiety to do a good job, I simply
blurted out, rather like someone with Tourette’s. Time after time I repeated this mistake, diverting a
conversation into a ditch, or into superficial and repetitive circles, until one day the lights came on to show me
that as a coach I’m not paid to tread on the client’s toes. Instead of trying to fix the client’s problem directly, I
realised that my true raison d’être is to unlock the client’s creativity, enabling them to find the solution. I went
on to figure out how to do this, and it’s not easy. Writing became a tool that gave me answers, and Writingwith-a capital-W became integral to my work with clients, instead of simply talking.
From private diary to published book
Perhaps you can picture me just turning 40 and eager to figure out how better to do my job of consulting with
clients. I was stressed about starting up my independent OD practice, also married with two young children
and with far too much on my plate. Constantly tense and tired, I was in a hole, having difficulty focussing and
on occasion worryingly short-tempered. To try to dig myself out, I started writing a journal that captured
simple observations about my coaching work, literally who said what. Also, to monitor my associated feelings
each day, I’d write “Today I feel…” and answer this with “worried”, or “sad” or “unsure” or “surprised” or
“relieved” or “happy” etc. Soon this developed into a practice of “free writing”, in which I recorded many
innermost feelings and what felt like private truths onto the page. I kept on doing this because it made me
feel better, reduced my anxiety, put things back into perspective and often produced sparks of creativity.
One day at a conference dinner, I began discussing this writing practice with the stranger sitting next to me.
He promptly let me know he was an editor at a well-known business publisher and asked me to write a book
about Writing-with-a-capital-W.
Ten months later “Diary of a Change Agent” (Gower, 1996)
was selling moderately well, making me officially a published
writer, but one who privately believed he was no more a
writer than anyone else. You see, even then I suspected we
can all be Writers-with-a-capital-W. I was asking myself
“Don’t we all need to do some of this?” and wondering “Won’t
this Writing help us to find our voice when things get tricky?”
Surely this can help our clients to be leaders who make a
difference?
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By then I’d long ago ditched my adolescent urge to be writing like Bob Dylan, yet the truthful resonance I’d
admired in his voice remained a strong memory, particularly after coaching sessions in which I felt frustration
at the closed, false, defensive, political, “bullshit” conversations that ate up so much of our valuable time. At
the same time, I also enjoyed rare moments of openness and positivity in those sessions, when my clients
became extremely creative: their solutions seemed to appear as if by magic out of nowhere.

Exploring positivity and its limits through writing
I began formulating positive questions that I hoped could to unlock my clients’ creativity. I’d give these as
written exercises before or during our sessions together. Here are two examples.
Ex 1: What’s working well?
Don’t obsess about what’s clearly not working. Approach it from a different, more positive angle
by asking: “What is working?’ Write it down. Ask: “Who contributes to what’s working and how?’
First write it down, then we’ll talk it through.
I’d also invite the client to bring this Appreciative Inquiry exercise (inspired by David Cooperrider and Jane
Magruder Watkin’s work) to any colleagues involved in the problem and encourage them to notice what’s
working already and do more of it. Clients would sometimes report they had shifted their perspective, and
found their way out of the woods. It helped them go and talk positively to people, to get things moving.
Ex 2: Gratitude.
When your challenge seems impossible and you’re feeling blocked, disappointed or clueless,
don’t stop there. Approach it from an entirely new angle and ask: “What am I grateful for today?”
Write a list. Add to the list each day.
Those who embarked on this gratitude practice (inspired by Martin Seligman’s work) sometimes told me they
felt better and sometimes their colleagues noticed a change too. The client felt happier, more optimistic and
better supported, while colleagues found them more inspiring, easier to work with, kinder, more relaxed and
generous. But not always.
Yes, those two ‘positive’ writing exercises helped clients on occasion to sidestep or dissolve blockages and to
draw more from the resources in a social system surrounding them. But this ‘positivity’ approach to unlocking
creativity was far from foolproof.

Seeking the searing truths
After writing the book, I was often invited into conversations with other leadership and OD consultants to
exchange notes. During regular meetings in their learning networks, we spoke honestly about our work and
owned up that our client conversations didn’t always get creative. We puzzled it out, saying we aren’t idiots
and neither are our clients despite sometimes giving that impression, and we began to pinpoint what was
happening. We agreed that the exact questions we asked our clients mattered. A lot. I wrote up and
circulated notes of our insights and continued to closely monitor my client work.
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Client responses to my carefully chosen questions varied. Hugely. The ‘positive’ questions would cause
some clients simply to frown, or roll their eyes and complain: “This is superficial. We’re avoiding the messy
realities”. I was forced to recognise my questions could seem oblique and not up to the task. I became
curious about the tricky negative stuff that I usually treated as off limits because it wasn’t positive. I began to
wonder why I had turned my back and retreated so unhelpfully into positivity, ignoring the true reasons my
clients seemed stressed, hostile, bottled up, sceptical or afraid. I pondered what might happen if I departed
from positivity and if, like Bob Dylan, I invited clients to take a long cold stare at the truth.
This gave rise to a quite different written exercise that I wove into my client sessions.
Ex 3: The outer and inner truths.
Write down a name for the troublesome problem or challenge. Go visit the building or department
where the problem arises and walk through with your eyes and ears wide open. Interview two or
three people there. (And if a visit isn’t possible, close your eyes and take a mental walk through
the place).
After your walk, draw a line down the centre of your paper. Head the right hand column “outer”
and fill it with a list of what you saw and heard during your visit. Head the left hand column “inner”
and enter any feelings, bodily sensations and words arising inside your skin during the visit.
Using this written exercise (inspired by Peter Senge’s left hand column) during a workshop with a
management team, I paired people off for brief chats about their inner and outer columns and this simple
practice of sharing their private written truths produced a remarkable unlocking that was evident in their body
language and a rising, animated hubbub. Report backs after these pair chats were testament to their finding
real issues and creating practical responses to implement together. Fruitful discussions that often followed
this exercise suggested that searing honesty (rather than simply positivity) can be a powerful springboard for
creativity. My journal at the time recorded that the clients’ writing and the speaking both played a crucial part.
Writing summaries in the moment
As I continued to pay close attention to the minutiae of client conversations, I noticed that these were
becoming more varied and rich, peppered with fresh, valuable ideas. But in the rush of heated words many
of these nuggets were being over-looked rather than captured. This is why I started openly and hastily to
make notes in the sessions, on a paper in front of us. I’d capture my client’s responses to questions and play
back like this: “So you’re thinking X and noticing Y and wondering if Z…” This summary often had a palpable
effect: the tension would fall away as soon as the client felt they’d been heard. You would see it in the body
language. Their speech became more honest, animated with laughter, filled out with ideas and eager
curiosity.
Surprisingly at times the problem simply evaporated and, I began to realise that a client only speaks about a
“problem” or a “challenge” when their natural flow of creativity has become blocked. In other words, for more
than 90% of the time a client is resilient and creative on their own without needing the help of people like me.
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It is only on rare occasions when defeated and perhaps humiliated by insurmountable obstacles that a client
is forced to call on a coach. That’s why it’s a very good idea for the coach to start with the belief that their
client holds within them a deep supply of creativity, and that surrounding them is a wider galaxy of creativity
they can access through others. Informed by this belief, the coach is more respectful and curious and able to
ask far better questions. The intervention goes deeper, moves forward faster and the impact extends much
further.

Getting more personal, healthy and brave
The September 11th 2001 attacks in the USA jolted us all and, a day or two after the New York atrocities
finding myself stranded in Basle airport with all the flights suspended, I ran through horrifying apocalyptic,
World War III-type scenarios confronting myself with the real possibility of never getting home.
I panicked and reached for my pen to attempt a final message to my kids (then aged 14 and 11). Filled with
sadness, this poem called ‘Lines’ arrived instead.
There is above every airport
A line where that country ends
Cross it and you enter open sky.
There are in every building
Walls where one room ends
And the next begins
There are in every garden
Fences where one home ends
And Nextdoor begins
There are in every meeting
Invisible lines where one person ends
And other people begin
There is round every person
A skin where public-me ends
And private-me begins
World Trade Center Attack, New York, September 2001,
Steve Ludlum, NY Times 2002, Creative Commons

Line and lines and lines
Is a line a barrier never to be crossed?

Or the edge of an adventure bringing gains as well as loss?
In leader coaching we find and name the lines
Going beyond, getting lost and redefined.
‘Lines’, by Tony Page, September 2001, written in Basle airport
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This poem fell short of the heartfelt message I wanted to send to my children, but anyhow the words flowed
somehow carrying what felt like truth onto the page and afterwards I felt calmer. Then sitting lonely and
fearful in that airport, it was easier to write the letter to my kids that thankfully, due to the flights quickly
resuming, I never needed to send.
Validating the power of expressive writing
Through the experience I’ve described so far, Writing-with-a-capital-W became part of my OD practice. This
was before I learned of the proven positive impacts of writing on anxiety, post-traumatic stress and health.
Professor James Pennebaker at the University of Texas raised a question in 1986 that triggered the
research: “If we disclose emotionally powerful secrets, will our health improve?” He designed a 15-minute
‘expressive writing’ exercise and repeated it with the same writers for four days in a row.
Well-documented repeats by Pennebaker’s team and other university research teams, worldwide, over three
decades, have consistently shown significant benefits to the writers’ physical health (measured by doctor
visits) as well as their thinking, work performance and mental health – often lasting for weeks, months and
years after the expressive writing.
You can try out the following therapeutic writing brief that Pennebaker used.
Ex 4: Expressive Writing.
Choose something mildly stressful, upsetting, confusing or looming over you in recent days. Take
around 15 minutes to write down your deepest feelings on this topic. Really let go and express
your innermost thoughts and emotions. Don’t worry about spelling, grammar or style. Don’t worry,
no one else need ever see what you’re writing. Don’t worry if the topic seems a little heavy: any
sad feelings tend to pass quite quickly.
Clearly such writing can help us function better, but how can you take this forward in your own practice?

Understanding how the writing process works: the Sissons approach
If you’re going to tap into the benefits of Writing, it’s instructive to look closer at the Writing process itself. One
day I met a creative writing teacher called Judi Sissons who told me of the three phases she believes are
inherent to creative writing: purgative, reflective and creative (Judi Sissons, 2018) and each requires a
different approach.
According to Sissons, initially your writing on any topic is purgative:
a brain dump, expressing confusion, emotion, scattered thoughts
and not knowing. After that you’re better able to reflect and bring
together a whole story. Those two phases require you NOT to think
about offending the reader, or your voice will be blunted: instead,
aim for a searing quality of wisdom, truth and honesty bolstered
with the certainty these personal disclosures will never be read by
any other person.
Figure 3: A three-phase approach to creative
writing. Judi Sissons 2018, with permission
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The fleshed-out story brings us into a creative phase in which we write with consideration of options, and you
choose how you will bring the issues raised in your story as an engaging gift to others (just as I have created
this article out of previous purgative and reflective writings on this topic that I do not need to show you).
By the way, I’ve noticed those three phases (purgative, reflective, creative) not only in my own and in clients’
Writing, they also crop up in the conversations I hold with clients to bring them through a difficult problem to a
creative solution and readiness to act. So I’ve found this approach to Writing invaluable, both directly for
myself and my clients and also, for my understanding of how to navigate a conversation.
In summary, I’m saying that the process of Writing-with-a-capital-W can bring us to creative responses in the
form of speech and action to any difficult challenge we face. Beyond this, Writing supports our growth and
emerging identity as human beings.

This is because each time we speak and act consciously on a

challenge, we are revising, usually unconsciously, an inner narrative we hold about who we are and who we
are becoming. This so-called Writing-with-a-capital-W has elsewhere been called Life Writing or “autoethnography” (defined as a self-reflection about your family, team, tribe or society). I prefer to say it’s a
written method of truthful observation that finds our voice, releases our courage to act and develops our
identity.

Finding our inner narratives: a personal story
The writing approach to OD work that I’ve described will tend to uncover personal struggles and troubling
transitions, whether personal or professional, that we failed to recognise or consciously address. To prepare
you for this deep material, I’ll end with an example.
With continued use, my journaling practice began to unearth more and more personal material. I understood
that my profession as a leadership coach entails supporting clients in their ‘personal growth’. Yet, through
journaling, I began to worry about the dangers of ‘personal growth’. I was provoked to face some facts and to
ask more questions. I found out that the journaling method I had adopted, had its roots, through Ira Progoff
(Progoff 1992). Julia Cameron (Cameron, 1994), and others, in a burgeoning worldwide ‘personal growth’
movement’
I found out that, during the 1960s, this ‘movement’ had sparked my
father’s self-destructive obsession with ‘personal growth’ that brought
much trouble to my family home. This discovery became the impetus for
a quest I’ve written about in the book I’ve recently published called
“Secret Box” (Page, 2018). Here in a nutshell is what happened.
After my career spent unlocking the resources of my clients, I took a step
back from work and there arose an inescapable urge to address some
unanswered, personal questions. My Dad had died 15 years earlier, and
I’d stashed his box full of old diaries in a dark corner of the attic. Why?
Because I wasn’t brave enough to rake up the past and no one in my
family wanted to either. But why didn’t I just throw away the diaries? This
is the point. It wasn’t so simple: I was losing sleep, haunted and conflicted
over whether or not to open the box.
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Fortunately Writing-with-a-capital-W gave me a way forward. While worrying about whether I might turn selfdestructive like my Dad, and whether my children might, writing gave me a way to ponder the question of
how a previous generation actually influences our behaviour in the present. I realised that each of us begins,
early in life, to record an inner narrative, continuing to adjust this, while assembling an odd mixture of
evidence including our pride and shame about key characters and formative events in family history. This
powerful narrative binds us up, largely unconsciously, in creativity-inhibiting, misery-making and unnecessary
rules: dos and don’ts.
I found gaping holes and profound contradictions in my inner narrative and (inspired by the work of Dr Sarah
Hill, 2017) I delved into a closer examination. I didn’t know whether to be proud of Dad or ashamed and
accusatory. I’d harboured doubts all my life about him and, of course, about myself as his son, but I’d been
cautious about mentioning any of this or doing anything about it. This work on my narrative brought me, all of
a sudden, into a mood of defiance: I would not be the son who was too timid to confront the truths about who
he was, nor would I leave my kids without a more exact story about my side of the family.
So began my quest to fill the gaps with the kind of answers we can live more happily with. Then, supported
by Helen my partner, I opened the box. In doing so, I revisited crucial people, places and events, working
through strong emotions, including sweet nostalgia for a long lost, happy childhood, plus disappointments,
anger and frustrations. The ensuing conversations, supported with the Writing, made this a freeing and quite
therapeutic experience.
The benefits of Writing for me
And what benefit has this brought me? My inner narrative has become fuller, more accurate, balanced and
considerate to all concerned. It is no longer accusatory. My lingering ambivalence on the subject of ‘personal
growth’, has largely dissipated: I remind myself that the ‘personal growth’ crisis happened to Dad, not to me,
and I’m fine. Now I’m enjoying rather than running from a surprising myriad of connections, personal and
professional between me and my deceased Dad. As for my parents, whose differences once perplexed and
enraged me, I feel true gratitude for their love and I can embrace the vivid example they gave me of the need
for both personal growth and a nurturing environment. The one depends on the other!

Writing for you and your clients in OD
I’ve described above how Writing with a capital W in its three phases of purging, reflecting and creating, has
contributed to the speech, action and identity of an OD practitioner. I have taken the trouble to set this out
with, I hope, sufficient clarity and detail so that you might be inspired to adopt and adapt them in your client
work as you see fit. I believe this will help you excel in your real job of unlocking the client’s creativity and
avoid the distraction of trying to fix directly the challenges that belong to the client.
As for the final part on finding your inner narrative, I totally understand that, without careful preparation, you
might not wish to embark on a similar quest right now. However, I am pointing out through my own story that
every OD practitioner and every client has their very own childhood story that is influencing their creativity
and their capacity to lead, in hidden ways, whether they like it or not.
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In case you want to take a sideways glance at a part of your narrative that might be hidden from view, you
might find the following gentle writing activity helpful:
Ex 5: Writing a Gratitude Narrative.
1. Choose two people from your childhood, one of whom you liked and admired, and the other
who irritated or annoyed you.
2. Looking back at those two people, consider how they might still be influencing you in your
adult life. Describe in a single sentence story their continuing influence(s) on you today.
3. Identify something in this story that you feel grateful for. Why might you feel grateful for this?
After this exercise (also inspired by the work of Dr Sarah Hill, op cit), if you choose to continue the work of
digging out and re-framing your narrative, you can use the tools and guidance here for Writing-with-a-capitalW. I’d urge you to keep using Exercise 2 to support this challenging work with a daily gratitude practice and,
importantly, to find someone who can guide you in this work.
Finally, let’s remember why we embarked on this writing adventure in the first place: to renew and deepen
our clients’ access to the vast and unlimited creative resources inside and surrounding them, and naturally to
increase our creativity too. And why wouldn’t we?
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Facilitating robots
How will OD facilitation change in the emerging
digital future?
Paul Levy
This paper distils ideas that I shared at an ODiN meeting in November
2018. This was based on initial research into how OD practice is currently
changing and how it might further change, as digital technology becomes
increasingly embedded in organisational practice. It combines a mix of
forecasting, futuring and reflective (and projective) practice in the field of
OD facilitation. Here, I pose and explore some challenging questions. Is
the advent of digital ways of working changing the agenda for OD? How
does increasing use of mobile digital technology impact upon OD
facilitation, facilitated meetings and leadership conversations? What new
possibilities and challenges does digital technology open up for OD
practitioners? How will OD work in situations where robots are employees
and leaders? And where Artificial Intelligence (AI), Virtual (VR) and
Augmented Reality (AR) become the norm?

Keywords
Artificial Intelligence, digital, OD Facilitation, Technological Singularity, robots, technosophy, speculative
fiction

Introduction
Some questions
Are all these projections welcome? Is it all bad? Can we avoid it? Is there an important role, and perhaps new
need, for tech-free, "acoustic" facilitation? My purpose in making these speculations is to open up further
inquiry and conversations on this theme.
I have written this paper as an act of informed imagination, drawing upon over ten years of my own research
(see my book Digital Inferno, which is rooted in speculative fiction), a literary genre that explores alternative,
often future scenarios and realities. Although my propositions are conjectural, they seem to chime with those
of other forecasters and futurists who are preoccupied with developments in the digital realm. As such, I
argue that the issues I raise here are worth consideration by other OD practitioners.
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The workshop
In late 2018, I led a session for members of the ODiN network in London, UK, entitled “OD in the age of
Artificial Intelligence, Robots and Cyborgs: The Future is Here.” It was billed as “a collective inquiry into the
future - a set of conversations around realistic scenarios of the future (10, 20 and 30 years from now) and the
practical challenges and implications of these for OD practitioners.”
It ran for about three hours and, by the end, the conversation was only just beginning to open up. We were
left with more questions than answers. Some in the room were pessimistic about the role of OD in an
automated, AI-based society; others saw it as a positive opportunity. Some admitted to being technophobic,
others (a minority in the room) viewed themselves as technophilic. In simplistic terms, if technophobia is a
fear and avoidance of technology, technophilia is an attraction to, and an enthusiastic embracing of it.
I wondered if the new role for OD practitioners would be one of being technosophic (drawing upon wisdom,
creativity and art rather than a narrower focus on evidence-based, rational action and decision-making
alone). We took as our starting point the concept of the “Technological Singularity”, a futuristic scenario
posited by Ray Kurzweil (Kurzweil 2005), where, transposed to OD practice, a tipping point has been
reached. Now that over 50% of our practice is digital, we have reached a point “at which machine intelligence
and humans would merge.”
Reflecting aloud, I began to imagine the future of my own practice and developed the following scenarios,
couched in the style of speculative fiction. My purpose was to open an inquiry into how I personally may
choose or need to change as this anticipated digital future might become reality.

Scenario 1 is already here
facilitating online, facilitating in a room with parallel online activity, new skills for facilitating in a gadget world
As I survey the room of fifteen people, managers from various middle levels in a manufacturing company, I
notice three people are looking at their smartphones. This is a session exploring issues of communication.
Looking back from the ODiN session now, I remember several participants who made it very clear that they
ask participants in their workshops to turn off their mobile phones at the start, and to use them only in break
times. I notice I never do that in my sessions. There is a legacy irritation, though, as I watch one participant in
the previous session that I cited get up and leave the room to take a call. The other two participants are
texting. One also checks their Facebook app before returning their attention to the room.
When Jaron Lanier wrote the book, You are Not a Gadget (Lanier 2010), we were reminded that it is very
easy for a human being to become a “gadget” for corporations offering digital services such as social media
platforms (which currently require us to be constantly available to advertisers). Why a gadget? Because the
corporations need us to be always-connected, responding in predictable ways that maximise their revenue.
So we are switched to “on”, even when we are “off” (i.e. physically giving our attention to those in a physical
room with us). It is assumed that a digital notification or alert takes our attention into the digital realm and
away from our physical presence in the workshop session.
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OD facilitators (and, indeed other facilitators) will invariably view their duty and professionalism to be about
maximising the attention of participants in the physical room where development is taking place. They
assume that digital activity such as real-time, smartphone-based, social-media engagement diminishes
participants’ attention, and therefore reduces the quality of their work with clients.
Generation Z OD facilitators
Possibly, this assumption is grounded in the ‘chronological age’ of many OD facilitators. Certainly, there is
evidence that Generation Z trainers and facilitators (generally people born roughly between 1995-2010, and
regarded as the first ‘truly digital’ cohort) tend to be more lenient with participants’ use of smartphones and
tablets in their sessions.
The digital age has certainly arrived in some OD sessions, where participants are invited to “tweet” their
responses and ideas and invite synchronous input from those not physically present.
Almost instant access to information and knowledge via Google, at the press of a few buttons, is seen by
some to enhance OD interventions. Moreover, divided attention may suit some people’s working styles.
Demanding the switching-off of digital activity then becomes a form of imposed (and possibly inappropriate)
command-and-control restriction on behaviour, rather than a universally valid quality standard for OD
practice, but …
When did the digital age begin?
In 2019, I also notice the impact of the digital world in a different way. I had noticed it in terms of its
empowerment of individuals, and communities through “horizontal trust” (Levy 2015) but also on my own
practice in a more worrying way (Levy 2018). At the ODIN session I asked participants to discuss when they
thought the Digital Age actually began. It was a provocative question, designed more to get conversation
going than anything else, but it certainly did engage the room in conversation! Responses varied from the
advent of the first smartphones; to the dawn of personal computing, to further back in time, referencing the
first computers developed to code break during the Second World War; to the Babbage Machine; and further
back still, to communication by Morse code, binary language. It was even suggested that the term could be
applied to the codes inherent in language as far back as the first cave paintings. (After all, a finger is a digit!).
Language as code
The definition by some in the discussion (and, in fact, my own personal definition) is that language is code.
Being code, it is essentially digital. What has happened in recent years is that fingertip typing on smartphone
screens, the use of a few smileys, and the advent of language suggestion (where your device automatically
suggests easy words to complete your sentences for you) has reduced our active vocabulary to responses
such as “cool” and “OK”. In the practice of workshop and dialogue-based OD, I notice the tendency for issues
of complexity to become diluted in terms of descriptive language.
The impact of the digital world on OD practice means that those who are physically in the room bring a
smaller and simpler repertoire of language to discussion. This can be a benefit in terms of quicker and easier
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interaction, but it can also mean that more complex ideas simply become harder or even impossible to
articulate. One perception of this is that the dialogue becomes dumbed down. Also, the binary nature of much
of the medium - either-or, “like” or don’t like”, “yes or no” - creates unnecessary polarising of idea-sharing,
debate and even decision-making. You are either ‘on’ or ‘off’. Yet much OD theory is concerned with subtlety
and nuance, and with the spaces in between on and off, one and zero, yes and no.
OD practice in an age of distraction?
As we approach 2020, the digital realm is impacting upon OD practice in terms of digital distraction and
attention-splitting by the presence of the digital gadgets themselves. Less easy to prove, and provide
evidence for, are the emerging behaviour-sets of clients and meeting participants, as they become more
influenced and determined by the binary nature of those digital tools.
Personal impressions
Today, in 2019, I am about to turn 52. I am an OD practitioner. I believe that the digital age has impacted
upon, and changed, my practice ever since I began, because I subscribe to the view expressed earlier that
language itself is code. However, as language has become more influential via radio, television, books, and
the urge to hurry what we say through faster rates of change, these impacts have become significantly
greater and more intrusive. They have been magnified hugely by the sheer processing power and binary
nature of digital gadgets, such as smartphones, tablets and computers. These tools influence physical world
conversations more and more. On a positive note, these enable instant access to information and connection
with wider audiences beyond the limits of the physical location. At the same time, these also split attention,
reduce language complexity and resolve what should be complex “maybes” into simplistic yes/no, right/wrong
choices.
Given all this, I feel a little excited, very curious, but also concerned - and even frightened - for how this might
impact on my work. My apprehension was echoed by many others at the ODIN meeting. Most confessed to
using control and rules to keep digital tools out of today’s OD-based workshops and group meetings.
A problem of message replication?
I notice that more of my client ‘conversations’ today are typed ones. I have moved away from email to chats
via platforms such as WhatsApp and LinkedIn. We meet via video conference. Physical, face-to-face client
meetings have become the exception rather than the rule. My carbon footprint has reduced, but I also notice
a phenomenon called “Message Replication.” We make decisions collaboratively online but these aren’t yet
quite as trusted as they were when we used to meet face to face, or when we spoke with our human voices
on the phone. I notice that I tend to email and restate actions that have already been agreed when they
originated in our ‘typed conversations’.
I also call to confirm the points agreed during a Zoom video conference (where actions were captured on a
virtual whiteboard). As things stand, then, this transition to newer, digital tools involves a certain amount of
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distrust and caution. The older methods, such as face-to-face, phone and email exchanges, seem to have a
sturdiness about them; and I notice that both myself and many of my clients replicate what we agree online
by phone and even on paper! Is this a transitional phase? Or is there something timeless and trustworthy
about those slower, older methods? Either way, I currently seem to be communicating more rather than less
– with much of this serving no other purpose than repetition, ‘just to be sure’.

Scenario 2a: 10 years from now: a digitally-enhanced zone:
the opportunities, the dark and light side of artificial intelligence, virtual and augmented reality and internet of
things in OD facilitation and practice

The ghost in the machine: Source: Paul Levy

It is 2029. I am 61. I am still an OD practitioner. I still find myself facilitating conversations in the form of faceto-face and virtual group meetings, workshops, conferences, and some coaching and mentoring sessions. It
is much rarer for these to take place in a physical room.
We can film our meetings instantly, and watch them via holographic television. Telepresence has become the
norm and most people attend with a high degree of physical reality and believability, without actually being
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physically there. They are holographic; there is eye contact, people can move around and even wear different
clothes to the ones that they are actually wearing. This is no gimmick. It has become the norm. I put on my
VR spectacles or contact lenses, and my hardly noticeable body suit, before facilitating a meeting in London
from my home in Manchester, or Oslo. Or wherever.
PowerPoint 2028 is holographic, and graphics and content are mediated via artificial intelligence.
Presentations are responsive in real time to the emerging dialogue in the room. These capture, eloquently
and effectively, the ideas that a participant wishes to communicate. Sometimes artificial intelligence literally
puts words in the mouth of a client; capturing the essence of what they want to say, and communicating this
in a better way than the person could have done themselves. Information is presented organically and
adaptively - at times, different people in the room see different things presented, as AI adapts to each unique
cognitive standpoint.
As decisions are made, messages arrive with agreed actions in real time back into the organisation and
action takes place much closer to the time that the decision was made. Devices in the room (much more
sophisticated versions of today’s Amazon Alexa), allocate resources, book flights and so on. Beyond this,
though, these also question the logic of what we are saying, bringing-in contradictory or confirmatory
evidence. AI becomes both an aid and a participant in the dialogue. The OD facilitator uses these tools as
much as they used to use those quaint flipcharts, pens and handouts of yesteryear.

Scenario 2b: 10 years on: a digital-free zone
On the fringes of this, a bit like an acoustic guitar-playing busker, a niche practice has emerged in the world
of OD facilitation which involves the digital realm being banished from the room. A sort of ‘OD unplugged’, so
to speak.

The primeval value of paper? Source: Paul Levy
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These facilitators still offer purely physical human interaction. They believe that there is something
archetypically vital and essential about physical presence, without the assistance or influence of the digital
world. Workshops still take place in the flesh, by the flesh. By way of analogy, the belief here is that there is
a fundamental difference between a physical painting and a digital copy. Although the latter, is so pixilated
that you can’t tell the difference when you look at it, it embodies none of the intrinsically human skill,
ingenuity, and emotional content that is bound-up in the original.
The argument for this is similar to those set forth by the likes of Robert Pirsig (1974) where real OD lies as
much in both-and as it does in the binary either-or. It is all about the quality of quality. Here, as we approach
2030, most OD practice is highly digitally designed, defined and influenced. But not everywhere.
Back in 2019, at the OD session in London, many OD practitioners imagined themselves in this smaller
niche, playing their not-plugged-in-anywhere acoustic OD guitars. But not everyone.
So now jump forward to 2029, as people with small digital implants under their left forefingers touch in and
out of the building …

Scenario 3: 20 years on
Robot employees, AI-based organisation design, designing and transitioning to the digital workplace. Virtual
offices and organisations
I am 71. I am fit and sprightly. A digital implant in my brain, combined with some digitally targeted medicine,
ensures that the early signs of dementia have been acted upon and further damage prevented. As a
facilitator, I am fighting fit.
Yes, there still are human beings working in organisations! Yes, there are leaders, teams and problems of
organisational structure, culture, values, purpose, direction, design and dynamics. I am still contacted to help
organisations develop. We even meet in physical rooms from time to time, as research has shown that
physical presence leads to more creative interaction and trust is still an issue for some people online.
Although more digitally connected than ever, people of Generation A (by now in their early twenties), still
don’t fully trust the online world.
There are also robots in the room, not humanoid androids. There are boxes that can speak, and in some
cases, there are avatars and holograms that look like real people. The robots speak naturally, just as humans
do. They are members of the team, some with leadership roles. They have built-in lie detectors and high
scores for emotional intelligence. They are skilled at problem diagnosis and solution. Human and robot are
there in the room and my role is to facilitate their interactions. I am there to help the conversation; to facilitate
a flow that is still nuanced, difficult, unpredictable and dynamic.
The names of the people in front of me, together with their backgrounds, are stored in my digitally assisted
memory. I can recall instantly anything that has been said. The flesh part of me is still vitally in the room,
though, for its intuitive, improvisational ability.
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Now here is another version of me. A different version of the future. There are still robots in the room with the
humans but I am now called on to facilitate entirely new organisational challenges and problems that have
arisen solely from the characteristics of the human and machine interface and interactions. The digital realm
has brought the benefits of artificial intelligence, big data, and the internet of things and place, but new
problems have arisen from the digitally mediated and influenced dynamics that are now in play: problems of
language, sense-making, communication misunderstanding, depression, fear, uncertainty, and a sense of
distrust between people. We were warned. Organisation Development is as much about subtle emotion as
about logic. Problems are not only linear but reside in fields of uncertainty and possibility. As an OD
practitioner I am there to help those involved sort out these new messes. And, to do so, I insist on the
availability of a paper flipchart and an ink pen!

Scenario 4: 30 years on:
Facilitating cyborgs, implanted employees and meeting inside the matrix - robotic leaders
I am 81, and thinking about the final twenty years of my career as an OD practitioner. I am contacted by a
robot, who is the CEO of a large corporation. The final 100 human (?) employees, known as Legacy Leaders
are being managed towards exit from the organisation. These days I mostly do one-to-one coaching and
mentoring and I have an opportunity for some quality time with some of these people.

Rise of the robots. Source: Paul Levy
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Several have decided to have some of their employee implants removed and will need strategies for lettinggo of a career spanning fifty years, A high number still register the need for high human social contact; and
so group sessions are a possibility. A number of others will need to be off-boarded with debrief methods and
processes as well as planning for retirement.
Corporate forgetting involves the purging of memories that contain confidential corporate content. For many
this can represent a huge amount of memory and emotional patterning. Debriefing is still left to beings of
flesh and blood like me. If I take the job, this content will be temporarily uploaded into the relevant chips in my
own brain.
There is also, of course, the issue that some of the close colleagues and friends of these departing staff are
robots and cyborgs.
I decide it might finally be time to jack it all in. I have a friend, another facilitator who would willingly take on
this work.

Re-view: looking back on the future of OD practice
As I write this (March 2019), typing into a laptop, with notes from a physical notebook open beside me, I am
left with some questions in relation to my OD practice now, and envisioning an older version of me …

Entering the Matrix. Source: Paul Levy
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Some questions ...
The issues illustrated in the preceding scenarios suggest some important questions about future directions in
OD facilitation. These include:
▪

How would we respond as OD practitioners to these imagined futures?

▪

How are we readying ourselves sufficiently well now?

▪

Are there viable non-tech-based alternatives; that is, what contemporary methods might continue to
serve us well?

▪

Are some OD methods timeless?

▪

Would we be right to adopt an unquestioning belief in the positive benefits of advancing technology
or, as OD practitioners, should we be at the forefront of efforts to ensure that the morality and ethics
of the adoption and deployment of such technologies enhances – and doesn’t downgrade – the
nature and quality of human being?

▪

Can we, as OD practitioners, encourage and enable people to explore the space in between
technophobia and technophilia – and find their way through the challenges and opportunities that
ever-advancing technology brings?

Some participants at the ODIN session in 2018 were very clear. They would not change themselves (much)
and would probably continue largely as “acoustic” facilitators; with the digital world, at best, serving their work
from, so to speak, outside the workshop room. Their anthropocentric view represented the majority at that
meeting (in which the average age was over 35 at least). A significant minority were challenged by the vision
of the future that I have been imagining, but were willing – if not yet fully ready - to engage with it. It seems
possible that the OD community might split four ways into ‘traditionalists’ who are considering exiting the
field altogether (rather than plugging-in or accepting implantation); those who will embrace the digital realm
wholeheartedly; those who are already working in it, and are prepared to adapt and adjust to emerging
changes; and, possibly, some who might actively attempt to use the digital realm against itself.
How might you respond to such questions? And can you suggest any others?
As for me? Here in 2019, at the age of 51? I truly do not know.
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The purpose of the corporation
Can OD tackle the “Why?” and “What for?” of
organisations?
Louise Redmond
The financial crisis (2007-9), and the many corporate failures since
then, have prompted a debate challenging the assumption that the
primary purpose of companies is to make profits for shareholders.
Here, I argue that substituting for shareholder returns should be a
renewed sense of corporate purpose which promises a set of benefits
to a wide range of communities. These communities would include
employees and pensioners, and also supplier and sub-contractor
companies, neighbours, and, of course, customers.
Keywords
purpose, profit, virtuous managers,
Some advocates of revised corporate purpose
There have been organisations campaigning on revised corporate purpose for some time, of course. For
example, Tomorrow’s Company has been going since 1996 and still campaigns in this area. The CEO of the
organisation, Norman Pickavance, says,
“We are entering a new era, not simply prefaced by changing technology, but by the changing
attitudes of people who, after years of simply wanting more, are starting to want something
different.”
More recently, a number of interesting new think-tanks and research projects on the topic of purpose in
organisations have also sprung up to flesh out further this changing premise, and have produced useful
reports on the topic. These include: The Purpose of the Corporation Project, which is run by law firm Frank
Bold; a British Academy research project into the future of the corporation also has a major focus on purpose;
and the Big Innovation think tank produced a report on purposeful companies.
Multiple stakeholders in corporate purpose: the example of Carillion plc
This need for purpose doesn’t just affect our public sector organisations, hence the notion of a public limited
company. Failed companies such as Carillion plc had taken over work from public sector organisations, thus
highlighting questions of the private-public sector divide. Communities affected by the failure of Carillion
include the patients and future patients of NHS hospitals that have not been built. However, there is no
doubt, much of the debate centres around the differential distribution of earnings between owners,
shareholders and senior executives on the one hand and workers, pensioners, sub-contractors and
communities on the other.
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Implications of corporate purpose for OD
So, if the debate on the purpose of the corporation is an important one, where does OD fit in? OD has
traditionally focussed on interventions which improve the “how” questions of the organisation: How
should leaders behave? How do teams best work together? How do we achieve change? How do we
learn faster? And so on. Can OD professionals contribute to the definition of what the organisation is
for, why it exists, who is it for? This is the “why” of organisations.
A philosophical perspective on purpose
Richard Beckhard said that OD is “an effort … to increase organization effectiveness and health …
using behavioural science knowledge”. The behavioural science applied has traditionally been drawn
from psychology, neuroscience, sociology, anthropology and applied organisation and management
studies. To tackle the question of the purpose of the corporation, we see instead that digging into the
field of philosophy is fruitful.

One strand takes us into moral philosophy, which has contributed

significantly to debates on business ethics, particularly by emphasising the need to set the right “tone
from the top”. If philosophical principles can help emphasise the benefits of achieving a value-driven
outcome for customers, the business should benefit as well as the workers, the pensioners, and so
on.

However, an important question is: are these philosophical principles something that OD

professionals can apply purposefully as they aim to increase organisational effectiveness and health?
Applying moral philosophy to corporate management
Perhaps one example will serve to explain what I mean. What can moral philosophy tell us about
leadership? What does “virtuous” management look like? A manager who is concerned for the
purpose of the organisation would ensure that those doing the work are able to perform their roles
and responsibilities well. Enabling workers to shape their own work practices to achieve the desired
customer benefits is a critical task for “virtuous” managers. Managers need to sustain the work of the
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organisation and ensure that it meets the standards required to meet the common good.

But

managers are not just concerned with how the work gets done. They need to make sure that the
resources are there, that the law is followed, and that external parties are content. Managers also
need to sustain the institution that houses the work. After all, the work can’t get done unless the
institution is healthy. Meeting both work and institutional needs is the key balancing act for managers.
Many virtues might be needed for this, but can we highlight a crucial few? Two stick out for me.
First, a resistance to the corrupting forces that institutions can be subject to, such as over-concern
about profits at the expense of perfection in the work. This requires an ability to stand up and resist
pressures that might disrupt the best efforts of those carrying out the work. Secondly, practical
wisdom (thank you, Aristotle) is needed. Practical wisdom (or phronesis) is the ability to remember
the purpose intended and to make regular practical decisions to achieve this.
All this thinking on effective and purposeful management is thanks to Aristotle’s moral philosophy,
developed and embraced by contemporary philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre (now a senior research
fellow at London Metropolitan University) and Geoff Moore, professor of business ethics, Durham
University. (Most likely, in ascending order for those who would like to dig deeper).
Anybody wanting another way to taste moral philosophy should try the Netflix comedy – The Good
Place. In this series, Eleanor dies young and by mistake ends up in “the Good Place”; clearly a
mistake as she has been pretty consistently nasty and unpleasant throughout her life on earth.
Obviously, she doesn’t want to be found out and sent to the horrible “Bad Place”, so she quickly has
to learn how to be good. She is helped in this by a moral philosophy professor who has also recently
died. It turns out to be an entertaining way for a comedy show to introduce moral philosophy, whilst
giving us a good laugh.

What next for OD professionals?
These are interesting approaches to the question of how to run our organisations. So I return to my
earlier question: could OD professionals help managers view their roles with these philosophical
insights? For OD practitioners, recent attempts to apply moral philosophy to business ethics and the
debates on the purpose of the organisation may seem rather abstract. However, the cultural and
leadership consequences are significant.

All organisational activities are imbued with values and

with work practices that become the norm. In some situations, leaders’ obsessions with institutional
ends, such as sales and profit targets, can result in a widespread emotional disengagement of the
workforce away from developing their work tasks so that the original customer value is achieved. Jack
Ewing’s book (2017), on the background to the Volkswagen emissions scandal, shows this well.
What could leaders do, instead, to ensure that work practices are fully imbued with the values that
could have met the overall purpose of a company like Volkswagen; namely, producing safe, reliable
and non-polluting transport for all?
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What might OD professionals do to help the focus on purpose?

OD professionals can play a role in

guiding leaders and in questioning whether work practices capture the overarching purpose of our
organisations. It is not unusual for workers to feel a conflict between performing a task well and
meeting some company target (efficiency, sales and so on). How are managers helping to resolve
these tensions? The challenge of meeting customer needs and sustaining a viable business can be
achieved. This can also be a significant source of innovation. The OD professional can prompt, guide
and question, as well as offer processes to analyse these problems and evaluate the potential
solutions. Perhaps there are ways to help people reflect upon their current practice in relation to the
company purpose. Speaking out can be threatening for many, so can OD professionals help these
issues emerge collectively through the organisation, rather than being associated with particular
individuals?
The case of Wells Fargo Bank
One setting this reminds me of is that at Wells Fargo Bank in the US. This is the bank where
employees were incentivised to open bank accounts without customer knowledge so that they could
meet new business targets. Investigative journalist Bethany McLean (previously an exposer of Enron
– “the Smartest Guys in the Room”) shows how nobody spoke up about this practice and the board
had trouble finding out about the culture without encountering the “censorship” of senior management.
What do we think an OD professional could have done in such circumstances? What would you have
done?

A challenge for OD practitioners
No one is saying that these are easy issues. However, OD practitioners should concern themselves
as much with the “why” and “what for” of the organisation as the “how”. It’s what we would all want to
do.
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A radical heart
Lessons in love and leadership from Jasmin in
the Philippines
Nick Wright
Many of our leadership and organisation development models and
approaches today are derived from Western thought and practice,
often emphasising goal achievement, competitive advantage and
efficient-effectiveness as paramount. In doing so, we sometimes
inadvertently view role-modelling, talent development and highquality relationships as tactical means to reach those ends.
In the Philippines, one ordinary-extraordinary woman, Jasmin,
speaks with a radically different voice, challenging our assumptions
by her actions and offering leadership in a more transformative,
holistic light. This article provides a glimpse into her life, work and
leadership. It may transform us too.

Keywords
Leadership, love, belief, values, authenticity, servant, transformation.

An introduction
It was a cold winter’s night in 2016 when I glanced at my Twitter profile and noticed a new message flash up
on the screen. Little did I realise the profound impact that this person who sent it, this experience, would
have on my life, my leadership and my OD outlook and approach. I had spent the previous 25+ years
working as a leadership coach and OD consultant with international non-governmental organisations (NGOs)
and similar organisations, trying to make a positive difference in the lives of the poor. I didn’t know or expect
that this most personal encounter with the poor would have such a powerful reciprocal effect on me. I will
share some observations, experiences and questions here.

A little about Jasmin
Jasmin is an ordinary, extraordinary woman in the Philippines. Having grown up desperately poor in a small
wooden hut on a jungle-covered mountain in East Philippines, she is now both a student teacher and the
Student President at a university for the poor in West Philippines. Her life story could be made into a book, a
film – although I doubt either could capture the colourful vibrancy of Jasmin’s life and the effects on the lives
of people and organisations around her. Standing at only 5’ tall, her presence and impact are like those of a
giant. I half-jokingly call her a cross between Mother Theresa and Che Guevara. She possesses a rare and
radical combination of compassion, conviction and courage.
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She astonishes me. That first message asked if I would be willing
to offer her coaching support. I had worked for brief periods in
other countries in South East Asia and I had loved it there. I had
also coached people from various South East Asian countries and
found the cross-cultural dynamics stimulating and fascinating. I
quickly replied, therefore, saying that I was happy to offer whatever
help she would find useful. It turns out that it was I who needed
the help, although I wasn’t aware of it at the time. Then, I was
wearing my professional coaching and OD hats, self-confident in
my studies, experiences, insights and abilities and totally
unprepared for how quickly that would all unravel.

I am them
“Would you like to visit us here in the Philippines, to see how we
live?”

I jumped at the chance, booking the flights immediately

Jasmin. Photo: Nick Wright

without pausing to check first exactly where the Philippines is on
the map. My agenda was simple: to meet this intriguing person, to visit poor communities and to offer my
expertise. I carried no other preconditions. I simply wanted to be open-minded and open-handed. I was,
therefore, mortified to discover that Jasmin was planning to take unpaid leave to accompany me. This
woman, who lives in what we would disparagingly call a ‘slum’, was working 18 hours a day simply to earn
enough to provide subsistence for her family. Yet she kept that quiet.

A Filipino slum. Photo: Nick Wright
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I thanked her and asked what would make this visit a great experience for her, not just for me. She
responded, “Whatever would make it a great experience for you.” I thought perhaps she was being polite, so
tried again and got the same answer. I tried rephrasing the question and still got the same answer. After the
fifth attempt, I began to realise that she was responding entirely authentically from within her own personal
and cultural construct. I was thinking as an individual, about us as individuals, - as ‘consumers’. She was
thinking as community, as shared experience, as contributor. I was thinking, “What do you want?” She was
thinking, “What can I give?” It was the first of many cross-cultural confusions, then revelations, that I was
about to encounter.
We met at the airport and, after a brief rest, we set off on motorbikes and boats across and between islands
to visit remote jungle communities. As we entered one village, first children, then others, surrounded and
followed us with a mixture of bemusement and excitement. We came to a wooden hut that served as the
village shop. I paused and asked Jasmin: “It has been a long journey in the heat. Would you like something
to eat or drink? It’s OK, I have money.” She smiled and said, “OK” then, to my surprise, bought all the snacks
she could afford with the money I had just given to her. She immediately began to distribute them to the
children around us. She kept nothing for herself.
It became like watching a spontaneous party erupt in the
street. It felt like witnessing a miracle. The children laughed
loudly and jumped up and down as Jasmin played with them
and chatted joyfully with their parents.

Here was this total

stranger, standing among a community of people dressed in
rags and with bare feet, and yet happiness filled the air like
I’ve never seen before. I felt amazed – and challenged. This
wasn’t about long-term sustainable development.

This was

about living, being alive, in the here-and-now. As we left the
village, I blurted out, “I couldn’t believe how great you were
with them.” Jasmin looked at me with genuine bemusement in
her eyes. “Nick – I am them.”
Jasmin among the children. Photo: Nick Wright

Just do it!

It was another occasion. We sat at the roadside. The sun was setting and we were waiting for a boat to take
us to an opposite island. A small step-through motorbike approached us slowly, balancing three metre-long
steel rods precariously that stretched out in front of and behind the bike. As a lifelong motorcyclist, I was
fascinated to see this spectacle. Just as it reached us, however, the steel rods slid backwards and fell onto
the road. He stopped. His passenger, presumably his wife, jumped off and started lifting the rods back onto
the bike. I turned to say something to Jasmin, in amusement, about what people in the Philippines manage
to carry on bikes and, to my surprise, she had disappeared.
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As I looked around momentarily, I gradually became aware of
a second figure in silhouette helping the first woman to lift the
rods. It was Jasmin. While I was still thinking about it, she
was already doing it. We finally took a boat, owned by a local
fisherman and, as we travelled across the open sea, the boat
unexpectedly hit a sandbank. The boat ground to a halt and
the fisherman climbed over the side to release the propeller
that was, by now, stuck deep in the sand.

I remember

thinking, “It’s OK, he knows what he is doing. We’ll be fine.”
At that, apparently without thinking, Jasmin leapt over the side
of the boat and disappeared under the water and the boat to
Non-swimmer. Photo: Nick Wright

help. She can’t swim.

Later that week we walked into a town for a rest day. It was scorching hot in the sunshine and I asked if we
could sit on the kerbside to watch and listen to a music band that was standing there, rehearsing. I found the
rhythm of the drums and skilful dance routines mesmerising. It created a happy, summer holiday feeling and
I took some video footage on my phone to show friends back in the UK. I turned to Jasmin who had been
sitting beside me to show her the video. Again, she had disappeared. I looked around, confused, then saw
her kneeling in front of an elderly, poor street vendor, giving her the very water and food we had brought for
ourselves that day. I was stunned.
Some time later, I mentioned these incidents to her. I had noticed a pattern in her immediate responsiveness
to people in need and, as a psychological coach, I was curious. I asked, “When the steel rods fell off the bike
and you jumped up to help, what were you thinking at the time?” She looked at me and with that same
bemused look as before and said, “I wasn’t thinking about anything. They needed help – so I helped them.”
“And the incident on the boat – when you leaped into the water and under the boat, even though you can’t
swim. What were you thinking then?” Same look, same reply. “And the elderly street vendor too?” “Nick – I
know how it is to be poor.” I fell silent.

Me first
At that time, Jasmin would wake up at 2am every morning, go to the local market to buy food, bring it back to
her boarding house, cook the food, take it back onto the streets and sell it to people on their way to work.
She would distribute whatever was left unsold to poor children on the street, take the utensils home to
wash…then start work at 8am for a construction company that built schools in poor areas. She would often
get home again at 8pm – then go to a local primary school, where she was Chair of the Board, to support
children who were too poor to receive a formal education. This work would earn just enough for her (a single
parent), her three children and her parents to survive. Literally.
Her boss came to her in tears one day because the company was experiencing serious cash flow problems
outside of its control. She explained that, reluctantly, she would need to lay off some of the construction
workers. Jasmin was horrified. She responded immediately: “If you need to make someone redundant, let it
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be me.” The boss, now equally horrified, said, “No way. You are my best friend and I need you.” Jasmin
responded: “These workers depend on this work for everything. If they lose their jobs, it is disaster for their
families. Therefore, I will make this easier for you. I resign.” She told me later that evening. Now I too was
horrified. How on earth was she going to survive?!
Jasmin looked at me earnestly through the Skype screen. “It’s what Jesus would do. What else could I do?”
She was absolutely emphatic this was the right decision. “God has never let me down and I trust he won’t let
me down this time too.” Now, as a follower of Jesus it’s easy for me to talk about God and faith from the
comfort of my armchair – but this was something entirely different. I felt a deep mixture of fear and despair
for her. Yet, three weeks later, by a series of truly miraculous events, she started at a university for the poor
as a mature student teacher. The enrolling professor commented afterwards: “In my 20 years of teaching, I
have never met anyone like this woman.”

We, not me
The university had imagined they would provide Jasmin with an education; soon they, like me, would realise
that the reverse was the case. Jasmin immediately stood out as a leader, challenging her fellow students to
take their studies seriously: “You are the hope of the nation!” She challenged the university’s focus on
individual effort and inspired students to work together for the collective good, reaching out to support
competitors in team activities to achieve an even greater result. Now her tutors were bemused too. What to
do with this subversive-yet-inspiring revolutionary who was transforming everyone and everything in her
path? Some felt threatened, others felt excited.
A crunch point came in a team-based competition where one of the groups excluded a young woman student
because of her disability.

They believed she would let their side down.

Jasmin was openly furious,

challenging the team vigorously on its values and behaviour and immediately taking the tearful girl in her
arms, embracing her in her own team. This fiery leader was willing to challenge injustice wherever she found
it. It would be a mistake to confuse her compassion and inclusivity for a lack of courage or moral weakness.
The year progressed and, at the start of the following year, Jasmin was nominated for Student President.
This would place her on the Board of the university.
She prayed about it and, after some deep thought, agreed to stand. She pulled together a student team
around her and they created a campaign platform based on servanthood, integrity and action. Integrity
meant radical transparency and her overt anti-corruption stance drew attention from some corrupt local
officials. They threatened her and her family with physical violence, attempting to force her to stand down for
fear of their corrupt activities being exposed. I was very afraid for her and I begged her to think very carefully
before proceeding.

She resolutely refused to back down.

I asked her, “Aren’t you afraid too?”

She

answered, “Of course I am, but this is about us, not just about me.”

Jasmin as role model
One month later, she was elected by overwhelming majority as Student President. In the Philippines, this
would normally mean a privileged status. Instead, Jasmin decided that her first act as President would be to
clean the stench-filled university toilets. With no running water, this was a job that no-one would relish and
everyone would avoid. She has done it every week since, on her hands and knees without asking anything
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or saying anything.

Over time, other students have

joined in, taking turns on different days to keep the toilets
clean. I ask her if it’s not time to delegate, to allow her to
focus on more important things. I get that bemused look
again. “Nick – it’s what Jesus would do.”
I returned to the Philippines, this time to help her
renovate

the

run-down

and

earthquake-damaged

classrooms. Inspired by Jasmin’s example, a Christian
biker group in the UK that I belong to sold their motorbike
spares to raise money to buy ceiling fans for the
unbearably hot and humid rooms. I followed her around
as she shared her ideas. “It’s not just about improving
the classroom conditions. It’s about ensuring the poor
feel valued.” Her vision is stretching, reaching so high
that it makes me feel dizzy, but she isn’t willing to
compromise. I smile as she challenges one of the senior
Jasmin rolling up her sleeves. Photo: Nick Wright

managers to tidy labels on his filing cabinet and remove
Sellotape from his windows. She demands excellence.

As the work starts, she is the first to pick up a mop and to start to clean the walls. I ask why she hasn’t
allocated teams to do this. She replies, “I have, and they will start this week, but I am not willing to ask them
to do anything that I haven’t done first.” She is absolutely determined on this point. She leads by example
and inspires others to follow. I feel nervous inside and worry that the effort needs to be more organised to
achieve her goals. Nevertheless, students appear – a trickle at first – until some 20 volunteers have turned
up and they work hard on the rooms together. I feel humbled and amazed by this woman’s mysterious ability
to achieve the seemingly impossible.

Leaving and learning: relevance of Jasmin’s story for leaders, coaches and OD
I’m keen to learn from her. Everything about her life and leadership challenges and inspires me. She scares
and confuses me. She regards herself as nothing and attributes everything to God. I try to glean a manifesto
from her, her guiding principles if you like. She responds simply – and yet with deadly seriousness and
heartfelt conviction: “Whatever status or power you have, use it for those who are vulnerable; whatever
money you have, use it for the poor; whatever strength you have, use it for the weak; whatever hope you
have, use to bring hope to those who live without hope. Speak up for justice and truth – whatever the cost.
Pray.” She walks the talk. I feel humbled by comparison.
I fly back to the UK, my head and heart still reeling from these encounters, words and experiences. Days
later, before I’ve had chance to process it all, a powerful typhoon strikes East Philippines where Jasmin’s
parents live. Their home is destroyed under a mountain mudslide and Jasmin is out there again, in the
jungle, crossing raging rivers of mud and trudging through sodden rice fields in the torrential rain to deliver
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emergency aid, love and hope to the poor who have lost everything. I whisper a silent prayer: “God – help
me be more like her.” And I shiver at the thought of what that could demand from me. So here are some of
my thoughts and reflections for leaders, coaches and OD:
1. Meaning and purpose: Jasmin’s leadership is grounded in a profound sense of spiritual-existential
love, calling and purpose in the world. What is our own leadership, coaching or OD practice
grounded in? How can we make our lives, organisations and work more authentically meaningful?
(e.g. Kofman, 2018).
2. Participation. Jasmin exercises radical personal leadership – seizing the initiative in what often may
be described as suboptimal or dysfunctional circumstances – and inspires and calls on others to do
the same. As leaders, coaches or OD, how do we model, inspire and support personal leadership
and participation? (e.g. Gibb, 2018).
3. Wood and trees: Jasmin has a collective-based philosophy of teams, groups and organisations. This
implies that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. How far does our leadership, coaching or
OD really foster the value of the team/group, rather than over-emphasise the autonomy of the
individual (e.g. via tasks, competencies, rewards etc), as if individuals perform in isolation?
4. Here and now. Jasmin’s approach emphasises the importance of here-and-now moments of
experience, happiness and wellbeing, paying attention to people’s needs and what brings them joy
now, not just to longer-term strategies and plans. What do we do as leaders, coaches and OD to
create here-and-now moments of joy so that ordinary life-work is and feels enriching and engaging?
5. Identify with….. Jasmin has a radically human approach to leadership – identifying with, standing
alongside and sharing the experiences of those she leads. This is very different to leading by
structural power, authority or hierarchy. How well as leaders, coaches and OD do we genuinely
relate to people as fellow human beings, rather than as experts, bosses or abstract stakeholders?
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OD matters … a lot!
Pete Burden
Does OD matter? Yes, for me, it matters a lot. In this article, I offer a
personal perspective on recent developments in OD practice, and suggest
how we, as OD practitioners, might help to address what I see as some
emerging threats to society at large. Much has changed in the ten years
since the last collection of writing by ODiN members, both in the
organisational context and in the world at large. In terms of the latter, I will
point specifically to threats to the well-being of humanity, and indeed even
to our very existence.
Keywords
difference, authority, resistance, deviance, dependency, purpose

Introduction
At the time of writing, the ‘Doomsday clock’ currently sits at two minutes to midnight. This is the closest it has
been to the “symbolic point of annihilation” since 1953, which was at the height of the Cold War. According to
the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (2019), who have published the clock since 1947:
“Humanity now faces two simultaneous existential threats, either of which would be cause for
extreme concern and immediate attention. These major threats – nuclear weapons and climate
change – were exacerbated this past year by the increased use of information warfare to
undermine democracy around the world, amplifying risk from these and other threats and putting
the future of civilization in extraordinary danger.”
This is, of course, only one indication. We must each make up our own minds as to whether or not to take
this warning seriously.
Equally, different issues concern different people. Raworth (2017) gives us a model that encompasses many
perspectives, ranging from those that relate to threats to:
▪

the ‘social foundation’ (water, food, health, education, income & work, peace & justice, political voice,
social equity, gender equality, housing, networks, energy)

to those that concern:
▪

the ‘ecological ceiling’ (ocean acidification, chemical pollution, nitrogen and phosphorus loading,
freshwater withdrawals, land conversion, biodiversity loss, air pollution, ozone layer depletion, and
climate change).
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Figure 1. Adapted from Doughnut Economics (Raworth, 2017)

Take your pick: find the issue that concerns you and there’s a good chance that you’ll find other people
agreeing with you that we’re in a sorry state. Many also agree that there’s a dangerous interaction: the “safe
and just space for humanity to exist” is squeezed between all of these domains. And it is shrinking.
Many of these threats arise from and sometimes affect the ‘first’ world as much as the ‘developing’ world.
And, although grassroots action often occurs in so-called ‘developing’ countries, it’s mainly our own, first
world, institutions where we have influence, and where we would hope and expect to see solutions to these
problems emerging.

Such solutions are driven, we also hope, by the very practices that we, as OD

professionals, seek to promote – excellence in leadership, management and organising.

The organisational context
Encouraging changes
Over the past ten years, there have also been changes in the organisational context. That is, in the ways in
which we organise, lead, manage and get things done. To pick just a few things, we often hear that the rate
of change is faster than ever and that organisations are increasingly information-hungry. There’s also a
sense that hierarchy and formality have to some extent reduced, and that emotions and feelings are now
sometimes valid topics for discussion. At the same time, organisations are becoming “hard places to be for
many people” (Schwabenland & Harrison, e-O&P, 2018).
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Many people also seem to have identified something the founders of OD understood: i.e. that ‘culture’ –
people and how they behave – really does make a difference to the results we get. I know of many examples
of this increasing awareness of the importance of organisational culture. These include projects considering
‘relationships’ (e.g. Robinson, 2018), and others to do with deepening democracy at work (e.g. Griffin, 2016).
There’s more of an eye now on how we speak to each other, and on the value of enquiry instead of just
advocacy (e.g. Schein, 2013). Google has (re-)discovered the value of creating ‘safe spaces’ (Schneider,
2017). And there seems to be a growing interest in the dynamics of sharing rights and responsibilities
(through, for example, employee-ownership and co-operativism).
All of the above are happening alongside the spread and normalisation of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) programmes. Some would argue, therefore, that we are well on track to deal with the existential
problems I referred to above. However, there are …
Some troubling questions
My questions include: Does it seem to you that those who are leading, managing and organising at all levels
– from individuals to local institutions, through central government, to international bodies such as the United
Nations and international NGOs – are really dealing effectively with these existential problems? Is business
really part of the solution? Does our conception of the behaviour of billionaires and politicians mean we can
sleep well at night? In short, are we on track for a better world? And more locally, within our own ‘circles of
influence’, are we confident that, as OD practitioners, we have made a sufficient contribution to improving our
own and others’ leading, managing and organising?
If your answer, like mine, is ‘No!’, then I am also drawn to ask: shall we just ignore all this? Or shall we try to
do something about it?

But does OD matter as a profession?
From coaching others, and from my own personal development work, I know that inertia – the force that
prevents me from making a change – can be very strong. As Steven Pressfield says in The War of Art “Most
of us have two lives. The life we live, and the unlived life within us. Between the two stands Resistance”
(2002). For my own part, I have several strategies for avoiding doing anything about something that troubles
me.
Personal worth
One that immediately comes to mind is probably best summed up by the question “Do I matter?”; personally,
and as an individual. Surely I can leave these difficult problems to other people? If Google is on the case,
surely my efforts are insignificant and not really needed? In any event, if I do manage to do something, will it
have any effect at all? The science of complexity – with its ideas such as non-locality and chaotic attractors –
suggest that we cannot know for sure whether or not our actions will have any effect. At the same time, they
might (Laszlo, 2006). So, again, the choice is left up to us.
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Of course, as professional OD practitioners, we might also have some advantages that convince us that we
have a unique contribution to make. These include being versed in deep reflection, the ability to recognise
and embrace difference in group and intrapersonal dynamics, and an invaluable opportunity to introduce new
narratives.
Deep reflection
One of these advantages is the tradition of deep reflection. Of course, many ‘change practitioners’ reflect,
and would even recognise Argyris and Schon’s Double-loop Learning (1977). But to what extent do most
people working with ‘change’ really consider, in depth, the contribution of their own thinking and beliefs to
what they see and what happens, and how it affects organising? In that, I think OD may be unique amongst
the organisational change professions.
I’ll give a few examples.
The first is ‘Use of Self’. This idea, as Cheung-Judge and Jamieson point out, has its roots in Gestalt
psychology and therapy, and therefore also in the work of Kurt Lewin, one of the founders of OD. ‘Use of Self’
means that OD practitioners know that:
“To be effective they need to be able to trust their own inner resources, making discerning
judgment in the ‘here and now’ moment, staying choiceful in deciding how to show up and
behave, and what intervention may work better in a particular context to achieve the desired
outcome. This calls for a level of integration of who we are and what we have within – pulling
ourselves together as a sharp instrument to serve others.” (Jamieson and Cheung-Judge, 2018).
Theoretically, this is a shift from thinking about systems as if we are outside them – represented, for example,
by some ‘Systems Thinking’ approaches – to an understanding that we are instead immersed in them – in
what Stacey, Shaw and Griffin call ‘Complex Responsive Processes of Relating’ (Stacey, 2005).
From T-Groups at the National Training Laboratory in the 1940s, or the equivalent at the Tavistock Institute,
through to the present day, the group work that supports the development of this thinking is a mainstay of OD
practice development. As a result, the idea of ‘Use of Self’ is very familiar among the OD practitioner
community.
Bushe and Marshak’s work on ‘Dialogic OD’ continues to encourage us in this vein – again asking us to
question our own practice, and, in particular, the extent to which our own attitudes and beliefs ‘catch us’ and
affect the results we get. It turns out that our own attitudes have a big effect on our efficacy as consultants
and facilitators, and on how change happens (Bushe, 2017).
Another core OD practice is Action Learning, which stresses the value of reflection by individuals and in
groups. And from this has emerged the idea of ‘Critical Action Learning’, with its social constructionist
emphasis:
“Critical action learning emphasizes a process of reflection on the adequacy and value of
conventional (organizational) wisdom, linked to learning as a relational activity through which identity
and autonomy are constructed (Willmott, 1997). In critical action learning the problem or issue
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addressed in action learning sets is not seen as belonging solely to the individual within an
organization, but also concerns the ways in which individuals organize, and how this might restrict
as well as offer individuals opportunities for learning (Anderson and Thorpe, 2004). (Quoted in
Vince, 2008)
In this regard, Vince also reminds us of what he calls ‘systems psychodynamics’.
The ‘core facets’ of critical action learning are seen as a focus on ‘emotion, power and diversity’
(Rigg and Trehan, 2004). Action learning sets are environments within which the emotions,
politics and social power relations that are integral to organizing can be viewed, discussed and
(potentially) transformed. Learning sets are seen as diverse and specific identity groups, where
identity is shaped and defined both through social power relations (e.g. race and gender
dynamics)” (Vince, 2008).
This kind of thinking reaches back into the work of Foulkes and Bion (Dalal, 1998) – work that allows us to
bring in a group (some would say ‘systems’) perspective. This looks beyond the more obvious behaviour to
the unconscious reasons as to why we do things, and the deeper patterns that emerge. It is a perspective
which, amongst other things, suggests that groups are different from – and not just more than – the sum of
their individual members.
More recent thinkers, such as Agazarian, continue this tradition. They help us to consider the value of
understanding our attempts to control social situations and resolve our own internal conflicts. This, they
argue, can be a route to helping people and groups survive, develop and transform (Agazarian, 2000).
Of course, these ideas are sometimes contentious. They are not adopted by every OD practitioner. But they
nevertheless contribute to the ongoing development of our shared understanding and practice as a
profession.

Recognising and bringing in difference
This deeper, more psychological understanding of groups also brings us to the ideas of difference and
authority. How do we recognise and bring in different ideas to the groups of which we are part? This is
another area in which I know that I experience ‘resistance’.
The French sociologist Émile Durkheim (1858-1917) is one of the founders of modern social science.
Amongst other things, he claimed that deviance not only helps us construct and maintain group values and
norms, by helping to define some people as ‘wrong’, but also contributes to social change, by pushing the
boundaries of what is normal.
We need difference and change as well as conformity and stability.
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Introducing new narratives
It seems to me that a lot of my OD practice involves introducing new narratives into organisations, and
celebrating deviance where I find it. An example of this, and linked to the humanistic roots of OD, is a focus
on techniques which enhance ‘equivalence of voice’. This is a term (in Sociocracy) that suggests that if more
people get more of a say, this is to the benefit of organising (Buck and Villiness, 2007). Huault, Perret and
Spicer, highlighting the work of the philosopher Ranciere, describe this as “reconfiguring the share of the
sensible” (2012). The work of bringing this in is both common, and a challenge.
There are many aspects of our practice as OD professionals that support this work of bringing in difference.
I’ve already mentioned ‘Use of Self’ and Action Learning, but there are also techniques such as Agazarian’s
‘Functional Sub-Grouping’ – a method designed specifically to give people practical experience of bringing in
and integrating difference (Agazarian and Gantt, 2000). Inevitably, this is difficult and emotional work. Hence,
like many other people, I know that I resist it just as much as I am drawn to it.
The impact of authority on bringing in difference
Our own perception of ‘authority’ seems to play into this dynamic too. For example, when working with people
with ‘higher status’, I find that my own resistance to bringing in difference also increases. I often notice this in
the raising of my own levels of anxiety.
I have found it helpful to reframe this anxiety as something that always happens in group settings. The
process of scapegoating is well understood by OD professionals. To extend that process, it seems that we
decide which people to follow, and call them ‘leaders’, just as quickly as we choose the people to scapegoat.
In other words, we imbue the ‘leader’ with special characteristics over and above those that their position of
authority really merits. Bion framed this relationship with the group leader as ‘dependency’ (Carr, 2001).
Of course, the other side of this relationship is the extent to which I am prepared to give up my own authority.
That is, the authority that we naturally have as human beings, to act autonomously and responsibly; to get
our own needs met; and to speak for the group.
Avoiding dependency
Carr (2001) also helpfully points out the value of understanding the difference between dependency and
dependence, as they arise within us.
Dependence is an essential part of life and living in relation with other people. We are social beings and
therefore being dependent in one sense is inevitable. The sociologist Norbert Elias likened this to threads of
elastic that bind us to each other (Elias, 1978).
In contrast, as Carr points out, dependency is something else – an immature relationship, reminiscent of the
child position in the ego states of transactional analysis (Berne, 2010). As you will probably know, this theory
suggests that, when someone acts in a ‘parent’ role, the corresponding ‘child’ role may be to become either
rebellious or subservient. Many theories make the same point about such relationships, and most of us would
recognise these dynamics in our work with leaders and organisations.
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It also strikes me that the more we learn to address these dynamics in the detail of our working lives, the
more we might become able to use these skills to contribute to wider social narratives – those that relate to
the broader global, political and social issues that I described earlier.

Some next steps?
So what might this future work look like? I am not suggesting that we can take over the world. Or that anyone
is suddenly going to recognise OD as the master profession and take us more seriously than they do – or,
perhaps, don’t – at present. We can, though, do what we have always done: work with what is already
emerging, but do it more consciously and insightfully.
As Simms and Newell (2017) point out in their booklet ‘How did we do that?’ we, as a species, have some
extraordinary capabilities to solve complex problems quickly. They give examples that range from the Second
World War to more recent global and local responses to economic crises.
A big part of this success arises from people’s ability to act together on a large scale, something we would
now perhaps recognise as the growth of global ‘movements', powered by the internet. Today, there are many
such examples of such movements, but two of my favourites in the UK are Camerados and the Losing
Control network. If we think of OD as being concerned with the principles, practices and dynamics of
‘organising’ – rather than with ‘the organisation’, we can perhaps work successfully with such movements
too.
A three-fold approach might include seeking to:
▪

Increase mutual understanding
The activist and non-violence proponent Srdja Popovic, who was at the heart of the movement which
led to the fall of the Serbian president Slobodan Milosevic, gives us many lessons on how to work
with movements, many of which seem to align well with the practice of organisational development.
For example, he suggests we build movements by understanding other people’s needs first, only then
connecting them to what we are trying to achieve ourselves (Popovic, 2015).
This is a core skill that OD professionals might offer. Can we, for example, help to increase mutual
understanding by listening well, and thus connecting different narratives both within and between
movements?

▪

Generate a fresh image of OD
Secondly, we can have a dream. OD does not currently have a powerful brand. Most people I meet
do not even know what it is. Would it help to build a better story for OD – along the lines of what
Bushe and Marshak call a ‘generative image’? We could then use this as a basis for finding ways to
spread our practice and skill much more widely than the relatively small OD community.
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▪

Focus on the strengths of OD
Thirdly, we can focus on our strengths, for example, by continuing to reflect and get better at
reflecting on our own practice and helping others to reflect on theirs. Perhaps we can ask ourselves
what holds us back, or why we, ourselves, are resistant to change? We can value our own ability to
be different and bring in dissent. And we can become more aware of our own authority; how we
sometimes build it, and, at other times, give it away?
I say ‘we’, to highlight our own strength as a community. ODiN and other such groups provide spaces
where we might at the very least start these conversations amongst ourselves – about the
contribution that we, as OD practitioners, might make, and how we might make it. And, in so doing,
we can increase awareness and consciousness.

Build a legacy
As a final thought, I would like to recommend one more bit of reflection, using a technique that will be familiar
to many of you who coach individuals and teams.
Ask yourself ‘How would I like to be remembered?”. Imagine that, sometime in the future, you have left this
worldly realm and people who you know and care about are talking about you. They are discussing who you
were and what you did. What are they saying? What would you like them to say?
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In their own write…
Books by current members of ODiN
Listed below are 110 books, and 14 titles of
chapters published in edited volumes, that have
been written by 36 of the current members of
ODiN. Nine of these books have involved
collaboration between members of the network.
In the following table, a link to each author’s
LinkedIn profile can be found by clicking on their
name. An arrow symbol (➔) is shown at the end
of each of the titles. These contain embedded
links to the related book or edited volume.

ODiN Member

Books
 Gestalt Coaching (with Alison Whybrow, 2007, 2019) in S. Palmer and A. Whybrow (Eds.) Handbook
of Coaching Psychology: A guide for practitioners. Routledge. ➔
 Coaching Ethics – developing a model Gestalt Approaches (with Alison Whybrow, 2014) in J.
Passmore (Ed.) Mastery in Coaching: A Complete Psychological Toolkit for Advanced Coaching.
Kogan Page. ➔
 Gestalt Approach (with Juliann Spoth, Sarah Toman and Robin Leichtman, 2013) in J. Passmore et
al (Eds.) The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of The Psychology of Coaching and Mentoring. John Wiley
& Sons Ltd. ➔

Julie Allan

 Coaching Ethics – developing a model to enhance coaching practice (with Jonathan Passmore and
Mortimer L (2011) in J. Passmore (Ed.) Supervision in Coaching: Supervision, ethics and continuous
professional development. Kogan Page. ➔
 The Power of the Tale: Using Narratives for Organizational Success (with Gerard Fairtlough and
Barbara Heinzen, 2002). John Wiley and Sons, Ltd. ➔

 Time of Lies (2017) Lightning Books. ➔
 MBA (2015) Lightning Books. ➔
 The Social Development of Leadership and Knowledge: A Reflexive Inquiry into Research and
Practice (with Rob Warwick, 2013) Palgrave Macmillan. ➔
 Choosing Leaders and Choosing to Lead: Science, Politics and Intuition in Executive Selection
(2012) Gower. ➔

Douglas Board
 EV Appreciative Leadership (with Mark McKergow, 2017) in R. Delves and K. Fleming (Eds.)
Inspiring Leadership: Becoming a Dynamic and Engaging Leader. Bloomsbury. ➔
 The Leadership of Teams: How to Develop and Inspire High-performance Teamwork (with Fiona
Dent, 2016) Bloomsbury. ➔
 The Leaders` Guide to Coaching and Mentoring (with Fiona Dent, 2015) FT Pearson.
 The Leaders` Guide to Managing People (with Fiona Dent, 2013) FT Pearson.

Mike Brent

➔

➔

 The Leaders` Guide to Influence (Mike with Fiona Dent, 2010) FT Prentice Hall. ➔
 Influencing - Skills and Techniques for Business Success (with Fiona Dent, 2006). Palgrave
MacMillan. ➔
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 Leading Mindfully (with Rob Warwick, 2015) Burden and Warwick. ➔

Pete Burden
 Strategy as Social Process (2012) in J. Verity (Ed.) The New Strategic Landscape, Innovative
Perspectives on Strategy. Palgrave. ➔
 Relational Coaching: dancing on the edge (2012) in E. de Haan and C. Sills (Eds.) Coaching
Relationships: the relational coaching field book. Libri. ➔
 Organisational Consulting - a relational perspective (with John Higgins and Kathleen King, 2007)
MUP. ➔

 The Role of the Management Consultant in the Change Management Process”, (1998, 2001) in P.
Sadler (Ed.) Management Consultancy. Kogan Page. ➔
Bill Critchley

 A Gestalt Approach to Organisation Consulting (1996) in A. Dawson-Shepherd et al (Eds.)
Developing Organisational Consultancy. Routledge. ➔

 Communities of Influence: improving healthcare through conversations and connections (with
Elizabeth Lank and Jane Maher, 2011). Radcliffe. ➔
 Writing in organizational life: how a technology simultaneously forms and is formed by human
interaction (2005) in R. Stacey (Ed.) Experiencing Emergence in Organizations. Routledge. ➔

Alison Donaldson

 Embodied Leadership: The somatic approach to developing your leadership (2013), Kogan Page.➔

Peter Hamill
 Speak up. Say what needs to be said. Hear what needs to be heard (with Megan Reitz, 2019) FT
Publishing ➔ Publishing due in 2019
 The Change Doctors - reimagining organisational practice (with Kathleen King, Eds., 2014) Libri. ➔
 Organizational Consulting @ the edges of possibility (with Kathleen King, Eds, 2010) Libri. ➔
 Images of authority - working within the shadow of the crown (2009) MUP. ➔

John Higgins

 Organisational Consulting - a relational perspective (with Bill Critchley and Kathleen King, 2007)
MUP. ➔
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 The Tao of Dialogue (with Paul Lawrence, Andreas Priestland, Cecilia Forrestal, Floris Rommerts,
Isla Hyslop and Monica Manning, 2019) Routledge. ➔
 Where Did You Learn to Behave Like That? A Coaching Guide for Working with Leaders (2017)
Createspace Publishing: Dialogix Ltd. ➔

Sarah Hill
 The Agile Organization (2015 and 2018). Kogan Page. ➔
 Influencing Organizational Effectiveness (2017) Routledge. ➔
 Organization Development: a Practitioner’s Guide (with Mee-Yan Cheung-Judge, second edition,
2012, 2015). Kogan Page. ➔
 Engaged: How to unleash your organization’s potential through employee engagement (with
Geoffrey Matthews, 2012). Wiley/Jossey-Bass. ➔
 People and Organisation Development: a New Agenda for Organisational Effectiveness (co-edited
with Helen Francis and Martin Reddington, 2012). CIPD/Kogan Page. ➔
 HR Leadership (2009). Butterworth-Heinemann. ➔
 Aligning Human Resources and Business Strategy (1999, Revised edition, 2001, 2nd Edition, 2009).
Butterworth-Heinemann. ➔

Linda Holbeche

 The High Performance Organization (2005) Butterworth-Heinemann. ➔
 Understanding Change: Theory, Implementation and Success (2005). Butterworth-Heinemann. ➔
 Reaping the Benefits of Mergers and Acquisitions (with Valerie Garrow and John Coffey,2001)
Butterworth-Heinemann. ➔
 Motivating People in Lean Organisations (1998) Butterworth-Heinemann. ➔

 Inner Complexity: using Landscape of the Mind to catalyse change in organisations (2018) in E.
Mitleton-Kelly et al (Eds.) Handbook of Research Methods in Complexity Science – Theory and
Applications. Edward Elgar. ➔

Kate Hopkinson
 Resilience Pocket Book (with Janine Waldman, 2017) Management Pocketbooks Ltd.
 Easy: Your LIFEPASS to Creativity and Confidence (2015) The Solutions Focus.

➔

➔

 Positively Speaking: The Art of Constructive Conversations with a Solutions Focus (with Janine
Waldman, 2010) The Solutions Focus. ➔
 The Solutions Focus: Making Coaching and Change SIMPLE (with Mark McKergow, 2002) Nicholas
Brearley International. ➔ (Second Edition, 2007) ➔
 58½ Ways to Improvise in Training: Improvisation games and activities for workshops, courses and
team meetings (2003) Crown House Publishing Ltd. ➔

Paul Z Jackson

 The Inspirational Trainer: Making Your Training Flexible, Spontaneous and Creative (1998)
Kogan Page. ➔

 Short Stories for Winter (2017) Catten Publishing. ➔
 Digital Inferno: Using Technology Consciously in Your Life and Work, 101 Ways to Survive and
Thrive in a Hyperconnected World (2015) Clairview Books. ➔
 The Poetry of Change: An anthology of poems exploring the light and shadow side of change (2015)
Catten Publishing. ➔

Paul Levy
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 Host: Six new roles of engagement for teams, organisations, communities and movements (with
Helen Bailey, 2014) Solutions Books. ➔
 Solutions Focus Working: 80 real-life lessons for successful organisational change (with Jenny
Clarke, 2007) Solutions Books. ➔
 The Solutions Focus: Making Coaching and Change SIMPLE (with Paul Z Jackson, 2002) Nicholas
Brearley International. ➔ (Second Edition, 2007) ➔
 Positive Approaches to Change: Applications of Solutions Focus and Appreciative Inquiry at Work
(with Jenny Clarke, 2005) Solutions Books. ➔

Mark McKergow

 Management by Permission: Managing People in the 21st Century (with Robin Marks, 2016)
Springer. ➔

Tony McNulty

 Photo-dialogue: Creating the Word-image that Makes the Difference (2014) in J. Higgins and K.
King (Eds.) The Change Doctors - Re-Imagining Organisational Practice. Libri. ➔
 Developing photo-dialogue: inquiring into visual conversation (2010) in J. Higgins and K. King (Eds.)
Organisational Consulting @ the Edges of Possibility. Libri ➔

Steve Marshall

 Learning Transfer at Work: How to Ensure Training >> Performance (2018) Three Faces Publishing.
➔
 Capability at Work: How to Solve the Performance Puzzle (2014) Three Faces Publishing. ➔
 Informal Learning at Work: How to Boost Performance in Tough Times (2013) Three Faces
Publishing. ➔

Paul Matthews
 Bear Child (with Sanne Duft, 2018) Floris Books. ➔
 Solace (2017) Chrysalis Poetry. ➔
 Gone in the Morning: A Writer's Journey of Bereavement (2017) Jessica Kingsley Publishing. ➔
 Telling the Story: The Heart and Soul of Successful Leadership (2014) Wiley. ➔
 Zoetrope (2014) Chrysalis Poetry ➔
 Coming Home to Story: Storytelling Beyond Happily Ever After (2011) Vala. ➔

Geoff Mead
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 Handbook of Organizational Discourse (with Cynthia Hardy, David Grant and Linda Putnam [Eds],
2004). Sage Publications. ➔
 Discourse and Organization (with David Grant and Tom Keenoy [Eds], 1998) Sage Publications.

➔

 Metaphor and Organizations (with David Grant [Eds], 1996). Sage Publications. ➔
 Organisation Development: Metaphorical Explorations (with David Grant [Eds], 1995) Pitman
Publishing. ➔

Cliff Oswick

 Secret Box: Searching for Dad in a Century of Self (2018) Telling Stories Press. ➔
 Creating Leadership: How to Change Hippos into Gazelles. (with Philip Goodwin, 2018) Business
Expert Press. ➔ Earlier published as From Hippos to Gazelles: how leaders create leaders (2009).
British Council/Kingsham Press. ➔
 Diary of a Change Agent. (1996) Gower. ➔

Tony Page

 The Tao of Dialogue (with Paul Lawrence, Sarah Hill, Cecilia Forrestal, Floris Rommerts, Isla Hyslop
and Monica Manning, 2019) Routledge. ➔

Andreas Priestland
 The Sun Engraves Its Signature: poems compassed south and east (2012) Bodach and Blash.
ISBN: 978-0-9573317-0-9
 Always the Reckoning Wind: poems compassed north and west (2012) Bodach and Blash. ISBN:
978-0-9573317-1-6
 The Fast Track Formula: How to accelerate your career (2004) Pearson, Prentice-Hall Business. ➔
 Managing Talented People: Getting on with and getting the best from your high performers (with
Graham Abbey, 2003) Pearson, Momentum. ➔
 Clued Up: Working through politics and complexity (with Graham Abbey, 2001) Pearson,
Momentum. ➔
 Lion Rampant and Winged: A commemorative history of Scottish Aviation (1986) Privately published.

Alan Robertson

➔
 The Intoxication of Power: Interdisciplinary Insights (with Peter Garrard, 2016) Palgrave MacMillan.
➔
 Unsecured Ladders: Meeting the challenge of the unexpected (with John Harris, 2009) Palgrave
MacMillan. ➔
 The Competence Tool Kit (with Paul Whiteley, 1998) Peter Honey Publications.
 Managing after the Superlatives (1992) Tudor Business Publishing.

Graham Robinson
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➔

➔

 Informal Coalitions: Mastering the Hidden Dynamics of Organizational Change (2016) Palgrave
MacMillan. ➔

Chris Rodgers

 Life-Changing Conversations (2012) Watkins. ➔

Sarah Rozenthuler
 Southern Cross (2016) Situation Press. ➔
 The Truth of Revolution, Brother: An Exploration of the Philosophy of Punk (2nd Revised edition,
2015) Situation Press. ➔
 Creating Authentic Organizations (with Lisa Sofianos, 2014) Kogan Page. ➔
 Never Mind the Bosses (2012) Wiley & Sons. ➔
 Custom-Built Leadership (2008) Palgrave Macmillan. ➔
 Thought Leadership: Moving Hearts and Minds (2007) Palgrave Macmillan.

➔

Robin Ryde

 Hubristic Leadership (2019, with Foreword by Lord David Owen) SAGE.

➔

 The Intuitive Mind: Profiting from the Power of Your Sixth Sense (2010) John Wiley and Sons ➔
 Inside Intuition (2008) Routledge ➔

Eugene Sadler-Smith

 AI5 – How to Unleash the full power of Appreciative Inquiry (with Claire Lustig and Bernard Tollec,
2019) AI5 publishing. Publishing due in 2019
 Strength-based Lean Six Sigma (2013) Kogan Page. ➔

David Shaked
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 Working with Chaos and Complexity: An OD Practitioner’s Perspective (2013) in Griffin, E., et al
(Eds.) A Field Guide for Organisation Development - Taking Theory into Practice Gower. ➔

Andy Smith
 Organization design: the practitioner’s guide (Third edition, 2018). Routledge. ➔
 The Economist Guide to Organisation Design: creating high performance and adaptable enterprises
(First Edition, 2007) ➔ Economist Books. (Second Edition, 2015). ➔
 Organization change: engaging with change (Second edition, 2013). Routledge.

Naomi Stanford

➔

 Organization Health: an integrated approach to building optimum performance (2012) Kogan Page.
➔
 Organisation Culture: getting it right (2010) Economist Books. ➔
 Organization design: the collaborative approach (2005). Routledge. ➔
 The Search for Leadership: An Organisational Perspective (2009) Triarchy Press. ➔
 Systemic Leadership Toolkit (2009) Triarchy Press ➔

➔
The Organisation Shadow-Side Audit (2003) Cambridge Strategy Publications. ➔
The Business Innovation Audit (2003)’Cambridge Strategy Publications. ➔

 The Organisational Leadership Audit (2003) Cambridge Strategy Publications,



 Demerging Organisations: A Guide to Best Practice (1999) Financial Times Management.

➔

 Developing Corporate Competence: A High-Performance Agenda for Managing Organizations
(1995) Gower. ➔

Bill Tate

 Developing Managerial Competence: A Critical Guide to Methods and Materials. (1995) Gower. ➔

 Off-The-Shelf IT Solutions: A practitioner's guide to selection and procurement (2015) Decision
Evaluation Ltd. ➔

Martin Tate

 BUSINESS EXPRESS Inspire your team to change: Getting your team to think and act differently
(2015). Pearson. ➔
 BUSINESS EXPRESS Promote a positive change culture: Creating an environment where change
can thrive (2015). Pearson. ➔

Sharon Varney
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 Resilience Pocketbook (with Paul Z Jackson, 2017) Management Pocketbooks. ➔
 Positively Speaking: The Art of Constructive Conversations with a Solutions Focus (with Paul Z
Jackson, 2011) The Solutions Focus. ➔

Janine Waldman

 Change Management for Sustainable Development (2nd edition, 2017) IEMA ➔
 Working Collaboratively: a Practical Guide to Achieving More (2013) Greenleaf / Routledge. ➔

Penny Walker

 Organisation Development: A Bold Explorer's Guide (with Traeger, 2018). Libri Publishing. ➔

 Leading Mindfully (with Pete Burden, 2015) Kindle. ➔
 The Social Development of Leadership and Knowledge: a Reflexive Inquiry into Research and
Practice (with Douglas Board, 2013). Springer. ➔

Rob Warwick
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Some forthcoming events
You are most welcome to join us
Please click on the links if you’d like to find out more.
Date
26 April
1.15-4.30 pm
London SE11

24 May
10.30 am –
4.30 pm,
Bishop Otter
Campus,
Chichester
University
21 June
1.15-4.30 pm,
London SE11

June
AMED website
www.amed.org
.uk

More info

Event
AMED Writers’ Group,
Discovering your unique purpose and talent through Core
Process, with Nick Heap

AMED’s Annual Collaborative Writing Workshop
Writing within practice-based learning, with Rob Warwick
and James Traeger
Contact bob@amed.org.uk for updates

AMED Writers’ Group
Intergenerational writing and conversations, with the Open
Source Thinking hosting team (details tbc)

Publication of the Summer 2019 edition of e-O&P
‘Showcasing writing from Chichester Business School’.
Guest Editor: Rob Warwick

9 July

Celebrating ODiN at 20

ODiN

20th Anniversary meeting of the OD Innovation Network
(ODiN), at which the Spring 2019 edition of e-O&P: ‘OD
Matters’ will form the centrepiece (by invitation).

London
20 – 23
September,
Currer Laithe
Farm,
Yorkshire

September

4th Open Source Thinking residential Gathering
https://www.opensourcethinking.org.uk/ost2019
(All spaces taken)

Publication of the Autumn 2019 edition of e-O&P
‘Creative collaborations’. Guest Editor: Louise Austin.
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Your invitation to become more
involved with e-O&P
About e-O&P
e-O&P is AMED’s quarterly online journal, available in pdf format, for academics, professionals, managers
and consultants at all stages of their careers. It addresses innovative approaches to personal, professional
and organisational development in a reflective and accessible way. It has a practical bias with a balance of
well-written thought pieces, case studies, interviews, articles, reviews and editorials. Our articles are
succinct, engaging, authentic and easy to read. We maintain our high standards of writing through the
careful selection of relevant themes, through applying the principles of critical friendship, and through our
support of outstanding guest editors.

About our guest editors
Once selected, our editors have a pretty free hand within a broad set of guidelines. Guest editors deliver to
the e-O&P editorial board a set of articles of suitable quality, ready for publication, according to a prearranged schedule.

This involves editors in inviting proposals for contributions, identifying authors,

commissioning stimulating articles, reviewing, and where appropriate, critiquing drafts, proof-reading final
copy and liaising with the e-O&P Editorial Board.

About our Critical Friends
For their particular edition, guest editors often find it useful to create a small, temporary editorial team to
support them, including Critical Friends.

The e-O&P editorial board is happy to help them find such

collaborators, and is on hand to explore any issues or concerns that arise, bearing in mind our limited time to
engage in extensive, detailed reading or conversations.
We are always looking to expand e-O&P’s critical friendship network, which would be available to guest
editors or individual authors on request. Depending on their preferences and any specific need, Critical
Friends can help by reading drafts, offering constructive feedback, clarifying ideas, commenting on style,
providing encouragement, or by proof-reading or copy-editing pre-publication texts. In return, this offers
Critical Friends the opportunity to develop greater insight into, and awareness of possibilities for, their own
writing and professional practice. They might even consider subsequently becoming a guest editor or author
for e-O&P.

Are you interested in joining our exciting project?
If so, please contact one of us on the e-O&P editorial board as soon as possible. We’d love to hear from
you.
Bob MacKenzie

Tel: 02380-238458

bob@amed.org.uk

David McAra

Tel: 07917-689344

david.mcara@gmail.com
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A note about ODiN and AMED
Established in 1999, the OD Innovation Network (ODiN) is an
independent forum of OD practitioners, managers and academics. It is
dedicated to exploring leading-edge concepts and their practical
application, within the broad field of organisational change and
development.
ODiN exists to improve individual learning and, through this, organisational performance, by taking thinking
and practice beyond conventional wisdom, consultancy ‘fads’ and well-worn solutions. Its approach is rooted
in the lived experience of organisational practitioners, as enriched by relevant academic input, peer-group
feedback and reflection on the group’s own processes.
Membership of ODiN is by invitation only, based on the recommendations of existing members. All meetings
are held under “Chatham House Rules,” to encourage the open networking of issues, knowledge, and ideas.
The network is not intended to be a forum for members to sell their services to others.

AMED

stands

for

the

Association

for

Management

Education and Development, www.amed.org.uk. We are a
long-established membership organisation and educational
charity devoted to developing people and organisations.
Our purpose is to serve as a forum for people who want to share, learn and experiment, and find support,
encouragement, and innovative ways of communicating. Our conversations are open, constructive, and
facilitated.
Through AMED, we strive to benefit our members and the wider society. Exclusive Member benefits include
excellent professional indemnity cover at a significant discount, free copies of the quarterly journal e-O&P,
and discounted fees for participation in a range of face-to-face events, special interest groups, and our
interactive website. We aim to build on our three cornerstones of knowledge, innovation and networking in
the digital age. Wherever we can, AMED Members, Networkers and Guests seek to work with likeminded
individuals and organisations to generate synergy and critical mass for change.

www.amed.org.uk, or

contact Linda Williams, our Membership Administrator, E: amedoffice@amed.org.uk, T: 0300 365 1247
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